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SUMMARY
This technical publication of the Expert Committee on Soil Survey describes
the Canada Soil Information System "Manual for describing soils in the
field".

L

The manual is meant to be used with the Detail Form (Field Description Input
Document), but it is equally applicable to any form derived from that one.
Descriptions and definitions of all variables listed on the Detail Form can be
found in the manual.

RESUME
La prgsente publication technique du Cornit d'experts sur la'prospection
pgdologique ddcrit de le "Manuel de description des sols sur le terrain" du
Systbme canadien d'information sur les ~01s.
Le Manuel devrait &re utilise avec la formule detaillee intitulee "Document
d'entree pour la description des sols sur le terrain", mais s'applique
Les descriptions et definitions de toutes
ggalement B toute formule d6rivee.
les variables &um&des
sur la formule d&taill&e figurent dans le Manuel.
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PREFACE
The definition of a procedure for inputting soil descriptions into a
computer system began in 1972 with the formation of the CanSIS working group
on soil survey data. In 1975 this group produced the first manual for
describing soils, drawing heavily on the reports of many Canada soil survey
committees and on the extensive knowledge of numerous Canadian pedologists.
Experience on computerizing soil data, gained from workers in other countries,
was integrated into the system. In 1978 the first revision of the manual was
published.
This manual represents the second revision. The changes are not large and
result mainly from additional guides useful in conducting field observations.
Certain minor changes to several other fields have been included. Work in
progress on several subjects will be introduced into the manual after testing
and adoption by the parent committee.
The manual is meant to be used with the Detail Form (Field Description
Input Document), but it is equally applicable to any form derived from that
one. Descriptions and definitions of all variables listed on the Detail Form
can be found by referring to the pertinent part of the manual. A series of
appendixes describe certain sections in more detail, and further information
can be found in the introductory sections describing the content of the manual
and the use of the manual and input documents in the field.
The members of the CanSIS working group on soil information systems of the
Expert Committee on Soil Survey are listed below. They gratefully acknowledge
all those who have contributed to and worked on the preparation of this manual.
D. Aspinall and B.K. Cameron, Ontario
G. Padbury, Saskatchewan
D. Holmstrom, Nova Scotia
G.T. Patterson, Alberta
A. Stewart, Newfoundland
D. Moon and M. Sondheim, British Columbia
J.I. MacDougall, Prince Edward Island
W. Fraser, Manitoba
M. Nolin, Quebec
H.W. Rees, New Brunswick
B. Kloosterman, Ottawa, Chairman
B. Smith, Ottawa, Technical assistant
J.H. Day, Ottawa, editor
B. Gronas, Ottawa, Systems analyst.
Copies of this manual may be obtained by writing to the Land Resource
Research Institute, Agriculture Canada, Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada, KlA OC6.

Describing Soils in the Field
Introduction
Complete descriptions of soils are essential in any soil survey. The
descriptions serve as a basis for soil identification, classification,
A complete description also
correlation, mapping, and interpretation.
documents the conditions at the site of any soil-related research.
l

Soil descriptions must be objective, complete, and clear. The
This manual
descriptions are used by different people for different purposes.
provides standards and guidelines for describing most soil properties and for
describing related facts that are necessary for a complete soil description.
Precisely defined standard terms are needed if different people are to record
their observations consistantly so that others can understand. 'Standard terms
are brief yet meaningful.
Each investigation of the internal properties of a soil is made on a soil
body of some dimensions, which may be larger than a pedon or represent a small
sample of a pedon. During field operations of a soil survey, the size of a
dug pit or of a sampling tube usually determines the dimensions of some of the
sampling units. Many soils are studied in profiles exposed on the side of a
pit. Many soils are investigated by examining the soil material removed by an
auger. For rapid investigations of thin soils, a small pit can be dug and a
section of soil removed with a spade. The section may be only 10 or 15 cm
across and can be laid almost intact on the ground for study. All of these
soil volumes are samples of pedons, and knowledge of the internal properties
of a soil is derived mainly from studies of such samples. They can be studied
more rapidly than entire pedons; consequently, a much larger number can be
studied in many more places.
For many soils, the information obtained from such a sample describes the
pedon from which it is taken with few omissions.
For other soils, however,
important properties of a pedon are not seen in the smaller sample. For most
soils, detailed studies of some entire pedons are needed.
The smaller samples
are used to determine how soil properties vary from place to place. Complete
study of an entire pedon requires the exposure of a vertical section and the
removal of horizontal sections layer by layer. Horizons are studied in both
horizontal and vertical dimensions.

.

.

For some soils it is not practical to dig deep enough to reveal all of the
relationships between soils and plants. For example, roots of plants may
derive much of their moisture from fractured bedrock close to the surface.
Descriptions indicate the nature of the soil-rock contact and as much as can
be determined about the upper part of the underlying rock.
The format of the description and the order in which individual properties
are described are less important than the content of the description, but
following a standard format has many advantages.
If soil properties are
consistently describedin a given order, the reader is helped in finding
information and the writer is less likely to omit important features. A
standard format makes easier the coding of data for automatic processing in an
orderly and systematic manner.
However, the limitations of standard forms
must be understood.
To depend entirely on such forms would imply that all of
the soil characteristics that need to be recorded are known and can be
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described in standard terms. Some soils must be described at least partially
in narrative form because they have unique characteristics not provided for in
the standard form.
Studying Pedons
The description of a body of soil in the field, whether an entire pedon or
a sample within it, records the kinds of layers, their depth and thickness,
and the properties of each layer. These properties include color, texture,
structure, properties of failure and disruption, roots and animals and their
traces, reaction, salts, and boundaries between layers. Some properties that
Generally,
apply to the entire sampling unit are also measured and recorded.
external features are observed throughout the extent of the polypedon;
internal features are observed from study of a pedon or a part of a pedon that
is judged to be representative of the polypedon.
For a soil description to be of greatest value the part of the landscape
Descriptions of
that the pedon represents should be known and recorded.
pedons that represent an extensive mappable area are generally more useful
than pedons that represent the border of an area or a small inclusion.
Consideration is given to external and internal features of the soil, related
features such as vegetation and climate and the setting--the position of the
particular soil in relation to other soils and to the landscape as a whole.
Pedons for detailed study of a soil are selected tentatively at first.
Areas that previous studies have shown to contain the kind of soil to be
The pedon is usually selected
described and sampled are most commonly chosen.
Depending on the purposes of the study,
on the basis of external evidence.
the selected pedon may be one that has properties either near the middle of
the range of the taxon or near the limits of the range. Having tentatively
located a sample site, it is probed with an auger, spade, or sampling tube to
verify that the soil does have the diagnostic features of the soil and that
its properties represent the desired segment of its range.
A pit exposing a vertical face approximately 1 m across to an appropriate
depth is convenient for studying most soils in detail.
Horizontal variations
in the pedon can be observed, as well as features too large or too widely
spaced to be seen otherwise.
The sides of the pit are cleaned of .a11 material
by digging.
The exposed vertical faces are then examined, usually starting at
the top and working downward, to identify significant differences in any
property that would distinguish between adjacent layers. Boundaries between
layers are marked on the face of the pit, and the layers are identified and
described.
Photographs can be taken after the layers have been identified but before
the vertical section has been disturbed for description.
If point counts are
to be made for estimation of the volume of stones or other featues the grid is
If samples
applied and the counts are made before the layers are disturbed.
are to be taken to the laboratory for analyses or other studies, they are
collected after the soil has been described.

--
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Horizontal relationships between soil features can be observed in a cross
section of each layer exposed by removing the soil above it. Each horizontal
section needs to be large enough to expose any structural units. A great deal
more about a layer is apparent when also viewing it from above in horizontal
Structural units that are
section than when only studying a vertical section.
otherwise not obvious, as well as the third dimension of many other features,
Patterns of color within structural units, the
can be seen and recorded.
pattern in which roots penetrate structural units, and similar features are
often seen in horizontal section more clearly than in a vertical exposure.
Excavations associated with roads, railways, gravel pits, and other soil
disturbances provide easy acces for studying soils. Variations in layer
However, old
thickness and other properties can be readily observed.
exposures in particular have been repeatedly subjected to different conditions
than exist in fresh pits. The soils dry out or freeze and thaw from both the
surface and the sides. Frequently, the soil structure is more pronounced than
is typical; salts may accumulate near the edges of exposures or be removed by
seepage; and other changes may have taken place. Detailed soil descriptions
must be made and laboratory samples obtained far enough away from excavations
to assure that the soil has not ben affected by unusual conditions.
Many of the properties discussed in this manual need not be described for
every soil body investigated.
Some need to be described for only a small
fraction of the sampling units studied. All of the properties are needed in
descriptions of some soils. For some soils, properties other than those
discussed in this manual need to be described.
good judgment will decide what
properties merit attention in detail for any given sampling unit:
observations must not be limited by preconceived ideas about what is
important.
(Much of the previous material was taken from the U.S.D.A 'Soil
Survey Manual' Chap. 4. Ed.). The reader is refered to "Manual on Soil
Sampling and methods of Analysis".
The Canada Soil Survey Committee (CSSC) in 1970 accepted a recommendation
that a national soil data system be established.
Work on this system began in
1972. This manual describes soil data collection using the Detail 2 data
input document.
DATA INPUT DOCUMENTS
An input document is a page (or collection of pages) on which original
information is recorded, and from which punched cards (or other input media)
are prepared. For purposes of soil survey and within the context of this
system, there are three defined input documents, input from each being
independent of input from the others. Each is color coded for convenience.
Detail Form (field description input document; green on white)
The field description input document is the most detailed form of the
system. It contains the largst number of variables of the soil site and soil
profile and is the framework on which daily field sheet records are built.
This form would be used at highly representative sites from which samples are
collected for laboratory analyses, or from which detailed profile descriptions
are desired, or both. Profile identification numbers are assigned by a
laboratory supervisor.
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Detail Form (analytical data input document; gold on white)
The detail form for analytical data is used in the laboratory to record
It is an extension of the field
methods and results of reported analyses.
description detail form and its data are stored in the computer following
field description data for each site. The two forms are related to each other
The same profile
by precise duplication of the header information.
identification number must therefore be assigned to both forms.
Daily Field Sheet Record (field data input document)

A daily field sheet record is a condensation of the detail form,
consisting of those soil and land variables that would be collected at each
soil observation site (or stop) made in the course of the soil survey.
Whereas several pages are needed to characterize a site on the detail form,
only one page is used for each site on the daily field sheet record. The site
identification number is unique within the field sheet number/year and is
The actual variables used on the form are
assigned by the surveyor.
determined provincially and regionally.
STYLES OF DATA ENTRY
There are four ways in which data can be entered onto the forms in the
field.*
Fixed Entry
Fixed entry fields are data entries of a fixed length at a fixed location
on the coding form. Location, vegetation, special notes, and all laboratory
These data are entered either by the use of codes or in
data, are examples.
free format. For laboratory data, trace quantities are entered as “-1” using
two spaces,
Self-defining Entry
Data are entered in one of two ways:
(1) by circling an entry name (a letter followed by a series of numbers)
that specifies not only the field but also its value.
For example, D817
describes the field “Present land use” and specifies the value “Abandoned
farmland”. Within any one field an attempt is made to circle the best choice;
this style of
intergrade situations can be handled by circling two entries.
data entry is used for site description, soil classification, and methods.
(2) by indicating the horizon number in which a variable is found. This
is accomplished by inserting horizontal slashes (-) for one or more of the
appropriate top six horizons (horizons 1 to 6), and vertical slashes (/) for
one or more of the appropriate lower six horizons (horizons 7 to 12) in the
If a variable occurs in the first and seventh
“horizon boxes” provided.
+
horizons, for example, this is indicated by a plus sign uIrln*
This style of data entry is used exclusively for profile descriptions.

‘k The laboratory data form does not use the composite entry or
the second type of self-defining entry.
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Value-coded Entrv
The data slot (consisting of 6 columns or spaces) consists of a unique
entry name (two-digit numeral) followed immediately by a fixed field entry.
For example, 02 describes the field "Percent slope". Behind this, and in the
spaces provided, the measured slope is recorded as a percentage.
Composite Entry
Composite field entries consist of combinations of the second type of
It is used where both value and
self-defining entry with fixed field entries.
LOO1 defines the field
For
example,
position of a variable are recorded.
"Material composition" and the value "Leaves". An estimate of the percentage
of leaves in the material, and the horizon or horizons in which the stated
percentage of leaves can be found, are then recorded in the space provided.
This style of data entry is used sparingly in the forms.
Special attention is directed to data entry in the Special Notes section.
At present all data recorded here are in free format, with one character
inserted per space; that is, the data can be numerical, alphabetical, and with
or without punctuation.
This section is intended to provide space for
recording data that cannot be accommodated elsewhere on the form.
Because the data are recorded in free format, this segment will have
little capability for computer search in the near future. This problem can,
however, be partially circumvented by using equals (=> to separate the name of
a variable from its value. For example, if a land use system other than the
one shown on the form is used, this can be recorded as LUS=4, or
LUS=WHEAT/SUMMERFALLOW, or other formats. The variable names and their codes,
however, must be consistent within any survey project.
CONTENTS OF THE MANUAL
This manual reflects the structure of the detail 2 field description input
In that daily field sheets are a condensation of
document: green on white.
the detail form, the manual can be used as reference for both types of forms
provided that reference is made to both the explanations and definitions of
variables as well as to data field codes. This is explained in a later
section.
Data units and the variables contained within them are accepted ECSS
terminology, as far as this has been possible. An
exception exists in the definition o'f soil moisture and drainage, wherein an
attempt to update an outmoded concept seemed necessary.
In most cases the
variables pertain to some basic property or quality of the soil or the soil
site, or both, and not to any particular use.
The organization and numbering system of the manual reflect the segmented
structure of the soil data file of the CanSIS system. Apart from header
information, which is numbered 1, each segment* is numbered consecutively and
incrementally.
Data units within each segment are subdivided and assigned
numbers (data field names) in a hierarchical manner.
For example, 10M
indicates all data in "Soil structure," lOM1 indicates the contents in
"Primary structure," and lOMl1 the various values under "Structure grade." A
key to all data field names can be found in Appendix 5. Note that data field
names differ among the various input documents.
These field names are used
* A segment is identical to a module as used in the 1975 manual.
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only to facilitate data retrieval and are of no significance to data
collection and recording.
Contents of the manual are arranged so that each data unit that is not
self-explanatory begins with a short explanation of the meaning and use of the’
variables within it. This is followed by a listing of the variables, and a
Definitions have been collected mainly
detailed definition for each variable.
from CSSC sub-committee reports , particularly the 1973 proceedings, and from
The System of Soil Classification for Canada, Canada Department of Agriculture
Publication 1646, (1978).
These include key species
There are five appendixes in the manual.
vegetation codes, definitions of soil horizons and organic layers, Canada Land
Inventory land use classification, humus form classification, and a key to
data field names for all pertinent input documents.
The collection of variables contained in this manual and shown on the
various input documents represents the state of knowledge at a point in time.
From this point of view, and for purposes of data compatibility, users are
urged to adhere to the limits set for the variables.
On the other hand, the
variables and their limits must be regarded as dynamic rather than static.
They must be revised from time to time so that the system continues to be
contemporary, and field surveyors and others do not become victims of its
rigidity.
USING THE MANUAL AND INPUT DOCUMENTS IN THE FIELD
This manual and the corresponding input documents constitute a procedure
forsthe collection of land resource data and description of soil profiles.
This procedure is related to the Canadian system of soil classification, but
it does not depend on any particular method of soil survey.
It is largely
unbiased as to objective, but it reflects biologically oriented land uses more
than others. Its purpose is to assist in the establishement of a
comprehensive soil - and land-oriented data base, which, when used with soil
maps and soil performance data, will assistpedologists in better defining
their soil units and making more and better land use evaluations.
There is a natural hierarchy among the data units contained in the manual,
and this relates essentially to the unit being described. Within the system,
the broadest effective unit is the pedon. This is an area of land of
sufficient lateral dimensions to allow for the recording of the factors that
either directly or indirectly contribute to its pedogenesis, that determine
the present morphology of the soil, and that govern its possible use. The
area of the pedon varies according to the local situation, but is rarely more
than 10 m square. At intermediate and detailed levels of hierarchy the basic
unit becomes respectively the soil profile and the soil horizon, both of which
have lateral and vertical dimensions.
Such stratification of data reflects
levels of perception of information, which allows data to be ordered and
processed.
In using the manual and input forms it is important to maintain
the logic of data presentation; otherwise, it may be impossible to explain
facts observed at lower levels because examinations at higher levels are
incomplete.

Proper use of the manual and input documents requires submission to some
The levels of perception must be
degree of intellectual discipline.
appreciated, the data units must be learned, and the definitions of variables
must be adhered to. Although a concerted attempt was made to develop a
comprehensive system for Canada, borrowing freely from ideas of many workers,
it is certain that in some situations the manual and input forms will be
In such cases one should capture as much data
inadequate.
as possible on the standard form and use the special notes segment to record
the variables for which the form is incomplete. Alternatively, one could
describe the pedon on forms divorced from this sytem, in which case the
information would not be entered into the data bank. Under no circumstances
should one arbitrarily change any established variable or the definitions of
such variables.
Revision of the manual and input forms will be undertaken from time to
time as necessary.
I
The use of this manual and corresponding input forms in no way negates the
necessity for careful site selection, proper and complete profile
descriptions, and good soil survey practices.
In fact the reverse is true,
because the data recorded will be accessible to a much larger audience than
has been the case in the past. Careful soil survey management, involving
scheduling and logistics among other factors, also becomes much more
important. The usefulness of the system rests with those who collect and use
the data.
READER INFORMATION
The header is a key by which all soil sites and all data punched from
these sites are uniquely identified.
It appears at the top of the first page
of each coding packet. These data are entered only once in coding, but are
Data are
repeated automatically for each line of data by keypunchers.
recorded as fixed field entries entering the defined codes in the spaces
provided.
1

READER KEY

The header key fills the first 14 columns of each card. All data items in
.
the header must be entered (except for soil series code in instances where it
is unknown or not applicable).
1A

Province

A two digit number taken from the following table identifies the province
or territory in which the site is located.
British Columbia
Alberta
Saskatchewan
Manitoba
Ontario
Quebec

01
02
03
04
05
06

Newfoundland
New Brunswick
Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island
Yukon Territory
Northwest Territories

07
08
09
10
11
12

8
1B

Year

A two-digit nume rical code represen ,ts the year in which the site was
sampled; for example 9 1964 is c.oded 64.
1C

Provincial Site Identification Number

Each s ite mus t have a number t hat identifies it uniquely, distingui shing
Thi s uniqueness is accomplished by the
it from al lo ther sites in Canada .
computer by combining the provincial site identification number with the
province of sampling, year of sampling, survey unit, and regional survey
laboratory.
Provincial site identification numbers are to be assigned only by the
The convention used is to assign
supervisors of regional survey laboratories.
the numeral 1 to the first profile submitted in a given year, and thereafter
to increment by one until the final profile for that year is submitted. The
next year the numbering scheme reverts to 1 and carries on for as many numbers
In instances where one regional laboratory serves more than
as are needed.
one survey unit, the supervisor has the option of using a combined numbering
systm or assigning individual numbering sequences to each unit. In either
case he identifies the survey unit in the proper space.
Four spaces are allotted for the provincial site identification number.
These are right justified with leading columns left blank.
1D

Survey Unit

A one-character code taken from the following table identifies the survey
unit responsible for the data recorded at the sampling site:
Provincial soil survey
Federal soil survey
University
1E

1
2
3

Research Station
Insitute of Pedology
Soil Resources, Ottawa

4
5
6

Regional Survey Laboratory

The regional survey laboratory that assigns the provincial site
identification numbers must be identified.
In most cases it is the same
laboratory that analyzed the samples taken from that site.
Sites that have been described, sampled, and analyzed by those not
actively engaged in soil survey operations (university or research station
staff, foresters, geographers, engineers, or
others) can be included in CanSIS if the data from such sites are submitted to
a regional survey laboratory for assignment of a site identification number.
A tentative list of regional survey laboratories is as follows:
01
St. John's, Nfld.
Kelowna, B.C.
02
Fredericton, N.B.
Edmonton, Alta.
Truro, N.S.
Saskatoon, Sask. 03
Winnipeg, Man.
04
Charlottetown, P.E.I.
Guelph, Ont.
05
Vancouver, B.C.
Ottawa, Ont.
Quebec City, Que. 06
Note: Items 1A to 1E inclusive must be recorded for

---- -
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07
08
09
10
11
12
each site.

9
1F

Soil Names Code

A three-character code taken from the Soil Names File together with the
provincial code identifies the soil found at the sampling site.
SITE DATA
Site data include those variables for which single entries are possible,
apart from information included in the header key (see previous section) and
They consist of the following data segments:
several other minor entries.
identification, location, climate, vegetation, interpretations, special notes,
Data are recorded as fixed field,
site description, and soil classification.
value-coded, self-defining, or composite field entries, the difference
depending on the character of the data and the ease by which they can be
captured in the field. Detailed explanations of each data entry type can be
found at the beginning of each section.
2

IDENTIFICATION

Identification data are recorded as fixed field entries, using codes where
required.
2A

Sampling Objectives
2Al

Surveyor Initials

The surveyor enters his initials using up to three characters.
If
only two initials are used, left justify and leave the trailing column
blank.
2A2

Purpose of Sampling
Codes for sampling purpose are as follows:

Exploratory survey
Reconnaisance survey
Semi-detailed survey
Detailed survey
2A3

1
2
3
4

(SIL 5)
(SIL3-4)
(SIL3-2)
(SILl-2)

Research
Student project
Benchmark site
Single site inspection

5
6
7
8

Pedon Status

The pedon status indicates the relationship of the profile to the
current concept of soil series or land types.
If the pedon is within the
accepted range, 1 is coded; if the pedon varies from the accepted range
only slightly it may represent a variant (2) or a taxadjunct (3). If
undecided, enter 4.
2A31 Status
Modal
1
Variant
2
Taxadjunct 3
Undecided
4
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2A32 and 2A33

Deviations

Enter up to two deviations if applicable, from the following
table, right justified.
If 1 or 4 is entered under status, these
spaces are left blank.
Solum thickness
1
Color
2
Texture
3
Drainage
4

DhF'INIlTcWS
Bedon Status
me pedon described is representative of the central
concept ofthe soil series in question. his is used also ifthe pedon is
representative of a sr,ilunit that is essentially broader than a sroil
series, but is the basic soil unit characterized in the course of the soil
survey.

Modal -

Variant -- A pedon whose properties are believed to be
sufficiently different from other krnm pedons to justify a new series
name, but which occupies such a limited geographic area that creation of a
new series isnotjustified.
Taxadjunct -- A pedon that haspropertiesoutsidethe
rangeofa
recognized series but &ich differs in so few properties or to such a
mimrdegreee
that it can be considered as part of a recognizedseries for
purposes of the soil legend and fir most interpretations.
2A4

Relative Extent

The item dealing with extent attempts to define the importance of the
soil represented by the pedon under study relative to other soils in the
map sheet or survey area; that is, in terms of the area surveyed, is the
soil of major or minor significance?
Percentage of survey area
occupied by soil unit
Code
Extensive
Limited extent
Very limited extent

2A5

>20%
5020%
(5%

1
2
3

Report Number

The number of the provincial soil survey report from which the pedon
description is obtained, or in which the profile will be reported (if
known), is recorded in numerals, alphanumerics or both.
If the
description does not come from a report, or will not be reported, leave
blank.
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2A6

Photograph

Provision is made to record whether or not a photograph of the pedon
or landscape, or both, has been taken. The column is left blank if no
photograph exists.
3
1
Color and b/w
Black and white
2
4
Landscape photo
Color
2B

Included Segments

Card columns 31 to 50 are used to identify what data segments have been
included in the record, and to indicate the credibility of the data recorded.
Presence of data in a segment is indicted by a numeral (1, 2, or 3) in the
Credibiility refers
appropriate column; otherwise the column remains blank.
to the reliability of data recorded, not to the amount of data recorded.
Segments
2Bl Identification
2B2 Location
2B3 Climate
2B4 Vegetation
2B5 Interpretations
2B6 Special notes
2B7 Site description
2B8 Classification
Note:

2B9 Morphology
2BlO Methods
2Bll Chemical data (survey)
2B12 Chemical data (fertility)
2B13'Physical data (survey)
2B14 Physical data (engineering)
2B15 Mineralogical data
2B16 Special analysis data

Columns 47-50 have been left unassigned, pending the need for
creation of additional modules or use for other purposes.
Values for
columns 47-49 may be a 1, 2, or 3 while column 50 may accommodate A
to 2.

Dl%FINITItWS
gnzdibility
1.

Very credible-- Measurable and subjective data anz correct.

2. Credible -- Measurable data are correct; some subjective erzvrs
3.

Maierately credible -- Meamrable

3

GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION

data are correct;many subjective errors.

Data on geographic location are recorded as fixed field entries.
All
locations should be coded as accurately as possible.
Inaccurate locations can
be noted by coding 2 or 3 in 2B2 above.
3A

Municipality,

County, or District

Depending on existing legal surveys, each municipality, county, or
district must be assigned a provincially unique numerical, three-digit code,
such as Rosetown 001.
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3B

Lot Number, Legal Subdivision, or Parish River Lot

If the area has not been surveyed in terms of townships and ranges, the
district lot number is recorded here. Alternatively, the numerical
subdivision of a section or quarter section could be recorded.
3C

Lot Number Modifier

If the lot or quarter section has been subdivided, allowance is made to
If the modifier is not alphabetical the
record one alphabetical modifier.
column is left blank.
Example:
3D

Lot No. 12674A

Quarter Section

The quarter section is given as NE, NW, SE, and SW.
does not apply, leave blank.
3E

If the survey system

Section Number

A two-digit section number from 01 to 36 is recorded right justified.
the survey system does not apply, leave blank.
3F

If

Township

The actual township number is used, right justified with leading columns
If the survey system does not apply, leave blank.
left blank.
3B

Township Modifier

In some instances on the boundary between two different systems, a
township such as 19 A can exist. The A is recorded in column 67. Leave blank
if not applicable.
3H

Range or Concession

A two-digit range or concession number, right justified, is recorded as
given depending on the survey sytem that is used. Leave blank if not
applicable.
35

Heading
Record the east or west heading from the meridian.

3K

Meridian

The meridian is recorded as its actual number, with the exception of the
Coast Meridian which is assigned the code 9.
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3L

National Topographic System Map Area

Columns have been assigned to define the National Topographic System (NTS)
map sheet to the level of 1:50 000 east or west half if known. Resolution,
however, should be to the alphabetical division of the primary quadrangle.
3Ll
3L2
3L3
3L4

Primary quadrangle
Alphabetical divisions
Numerical divisions
Direction (E, W, or * if the whole sheet is used)

Example:
3M

54H16 - West half

Point Location

For point location, columns have been allocated to accommodate both
latitude and longitude as well as the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM)
military grid reference. The UTM grid covers all of Canada at 1:250 000 and
most settled areas at 1:50 000. Because of its convenience it is preferred
over latitude and longitude. However, computer programs exist to convert from
one to the other. Latitude and longitude should be given to the nearest
second. Military grid resolution should be to the nearest 100 m, and
preferably to the nearest 10 m.
3Ml

Latitude
3Mll Degrees
3M12 Minutes
3M13 Seconds

3M2

Longitude
3M21 Degrees
3M22 Minutes
3M23 Seconds
Example:

3M3

52" 30' 15" latitude, 102" 15' 49" longitude

Military Grid Reference (Universal Tr'ansverse Mercator)
3M31 Zone number
3M32 Letter identifying an area north or south of the equator, in 8"
bands
3M33 Two letters that identify the 100,000 m square
3M34 Easting reading to the nearest 100 or 10 m (left justified)
3M35 Northing reading to the nearest 100 or 10 m (left justified)
Example:

Military grid reference 18TVK92159437

Note:

From a 1:250 000 map it is impossible to estimate to the
nearest 10 m. Estimation in this case should be to the
nearest 100 m, for example, military grid reference
18TVK92209440.
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4

Climate

Climatic data are recorded as fixed field entries using codes where
required.
4A

Elevation of Site

The elevation of the site above mean sea level is given in metres or
feet. The elevation is right justified with leading columns left blank.
4Al
4A2

Value
Unit

Indicate the unit of measure in card column 51, from the
following:
Metres 1
Feet
2
4B

Climate Reference Station

Climatic information is that which can be obtained at a specific soil
sampling site, as well as that necessary to refer to climatic data banks
stored by other agencies.
4Bl

Name of Station

Record the name of the station in free format, left justified.
Fifteen spaces are provided‘. If this is not sufficient, leave out
remaining letters.
4B2

Relevance of Station's Data to Soil Site

Very good
Good
Moderate
Poor

1
2
3
4

DEFINITIONS
Relevance of Station
Very good -- Siteof the Eather station is identical to the soil
site; macro, intermediate, and micro levels of climatic inizxpretatio ;s
can be made.
Good -- Siteof weather statio nisnot identical to the soil
site, but sufficiently similar to allowformacro and intermdiate levels
of climatic interpretations.
Moderate --Site of the weather station is not identical to
the soil site, but sufficiently similar to allow for macro climatic
interpretations.
Pwr-Siteof the wzather station resembles the 9oil site so
little that any climatic interpretations would be suspect.
isnot better station.

However, there
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4C

Mean Soil Temperatures
4Cl

Mean Annual Soil Temperature
4Cll Depth taken (cm); the preferred depth is 50 cm
4C12 Temperature ("C)

4C2

Mean Summer Soil Temperature
4C21 Depth taken (cm); the preferred depth is 50 cm
4C22 Temperature ("C)

.

4D

Soil Temperature Readings

Three field readings of soil temperature can be recorded.
If temperature
is less than O°C, record the minus sign in the left-hand column.

5

4Dl

Reading 1
4Dll Depth taken (cm)
4D12 Month taken (code 01-12)
4D13 Temperature ("C)

4D2

Reading 2
4D21 Depth taken (cm)
4D22 Month taken (code 01-12)
4D23 Temperature ("C)

4D3

Reading 3
4D31 Depth taken (cm)
4D32 Month taken (code 01-12)
4D33 Temperature ("C)

I

VEGETATION

Data on vegetation are recorded as fixed field entries using codes where
required.
5A

General Vegetation

The general vegetation of the area from which the profile is obtained is
identified here. Enter the appropriate two-digit numerical code.
5Al

General Vegetation Type

Crops, field (managed)
Crops, horticultural (managed)
Grasses and forbs
Grasses, forbs, and shrubs
Shrubs
Forest, unspecified
Forest, softwood (coniferous)
Forest, hardwood

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08

Forest, mixed
09
Mosses and sedges
10
None (barren or nearly
barren)
11
Heath
12
Arctic willow
13
Krummholz
14
Sedges and rushes
15

16
5A2

Modifier

Cropped
Summerfallow
Clear-cut
Select-cut
Burnt
Plantation
5B

01
02
03
04
05
06

Regenerating
Mature
Over-mature
Undisturbed
Inundated
Overgrazed

07
08
09
10
11
12

Key Species* Listings

The key species listing provides a means to identify (with high
probability) a vegetation community or group. It does not aim to evaluate
site quality even though the latter can often be correlated with the plant
community as a whole. Key species normally do not comprise rare species.
A list of key species, suitable for the ecological characterization of
vegetation communities, has been prepared by pedologists in each province in
This list
cooperation with ecologists active in their respective provinces.
is contained in Appendix 1, page 1.1.
A four-digit code is assigned to each species. Space is allotted for
recording up to three key species. Arranging the key species according to
order of dominance identifies the plant community; for example, white spruce Labrador tea would be coded:

5C

5Bl

Key Species 1; genus and species

5B2

Key Species 2; genus and species

5B3

Key Species 3; genus and species

Additional Vegetation Listing

Space is provided to record vegetation other than that listed as key
species. This space is used also for vegetation descriptions that are too
general to be recorded in 5B.
Species recorded in this space are not coded but recorded in free format.
Either botapical or common names or mixtures of the mixtures of'the two can be
used. Entries should be made clearly to facilitate keypunching, leaving one
space betwen words and using uppercase letters.
6

INTERPRETATIONS

In the absence of a national system other than the Canada Land Inventory
(CLI) used in evaluating agricultural soil for biological uses, there is a
need to developed procedures for collecting large amounts of interpretive
data. The interpretations segment is intended for this purpose.

*In this field the work "species" is used in a general sense, referring more
to a plant individual rather than a category of botanical taxonomy.
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The interpretations segment is a storage system of site-specific soil
It is included in the soil data file to encourage investigators
evaluations.
to record their ideas. These are not intended for distribution, but for
If a
collecting ideas on possible uses, and limitations to use, of soils.
large number of site interpretations representative of a soil are collected,
the summarized results can be used to derive procedures of generalized
interpretations, and as a check on existing interpretive schemes.
Authors are encouraged to complete as much of the interpretations segment
as they can, within their limits of confidence.
Guesswork, however, should be
If few interpretations are made at the time a pedon is coded, an
avoided.
effort should be made to complete the interpretations segment at a later
date. This can be done at any time by identifying the segment with the
information recorded in the header key.
All data are entered in fixed format using the defined codes.
6A

CL1 Capability Rating for Agriculture
6Al

CL1 Capability Rating for the Site
6All CL1 class
Record the rating pertinent to the class using numerical class
notations, such as, for class 7 record a 7.
6A12 CL1 subclass
Record the subclass limitation pertinent to the site using
standard alphabetical notation, left justified.

6A2

Specialized Agricultural

Use

6A21 Use
Select one of the following uses; the specific crop can be
recorded in the special notes section:
Tree crops (orchards)
Specialty crops
Organic soil capability
Irrigation

1
2
3
4

6A22 Capability class
6A23 Up to three subclasses (left justified)
6B

CL1 Capability Rating for Forestry
6Bl
6B2
6B3
6B4

Class
Class 1 modifier (for situation in British Columbia)
Up to three subclasses (left justified)
Species indicator (left justified, use CL1 code)

Example:

Rating 2AE douglas fir
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6C

CL1 Capability Rating for Ungulates
6Cl
6C2
6C3
6C4

Class
Class modifier
Up to three subclasses (left justified)
Species (left justified)

Example:

5wT
F

6D

CL1 Capability Rating for Waterfowl
6Dl
6D2
6D3

Class
Class modifier
Up to three subclasses

(left justified)

T
Example:

3M.J
N

6E

Recreation

Interpretations

6El

CL1 Capability Classification
6Ell Capability class
6E12 Up to three subclasses (left justified)

6E2

Recreation Suitability

(Other)

Three
One other recreational use for the site can be recorded.
these are defined in the section on
suitability classes
are
used;
.
englneerlng suitability.
6E21 Use
The following recreational uses could be considered
1
Playing fields
2
Camping areas
Picnic areas
3
4
Hiking and trail riding
Ski areas
5
6E22 Suitability classes
c

Use suitability classes as defined in the section on engineering
suitability.
6F

Engineering Suitability

Suitability of the site for up to three different engineering uses can be
recorded.
This is done by recording first the use (listed below), second the
suitability class (a three-category rating system defined below), and last the
suitability subclasses (subclasses specify limitations for the stated use and
the codes for these limitations are listed below).
Up to three subclass
limitations for each use can be recorded (left justified).
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Engineering Uses
Suitability
Suitability
Suitability
Suitability
Suitability
Suitability
Suitability
Suitability
Suitability
Suitability
Suitability
Suitability
Suitability
Suitability
Suitability
Suitability

01
02
03
04
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18.
19
20
21
22

as source of topsoil
as source of sand
as source of gravel
as source of road fill
for subgrades
for highways and roads
for winter grading
for water retention structures
for embankments
for shallow excavations and trenches
for foundations (low buildings)
for septic filter fields
for irrigation
for sanitary landfill
for improvement by tile or open drainage
for improvement of agricultural trafficability

DEFINIlTWS
Suitability Classes
1.

High - Soils an3 relatively free from limitations that affect the
intended use, or have limitations that are easily ovecome.

2.

Moderate -- Soils have moderate limitatjons that can be ovenz~
correct planning, careful design, and goodmanagem!znt.

3.

Marginal - Soils have sevens limitations that neces;sitatecareful
planning and above-average design andmanaqzment.

Suitability subclasses
Stoniness
(Surface stoniness)
Nonstony
Slightly stony
Moderately stony
Very stony
Exceedingly stony
Excessively stony

Rockiness
so
Sl
S2
s3
S4
S5

Nonrocky
Slightly rocky
Moderately rocky
Very rocky
Exceedingly rocky
Excessively rocky

Depth to unrippable bedrock
Moderately deep to bedrock (100-200 cm)
Shallow over bedrock (50-100 cm)
Very shallow over bedrock (O-50 cm)

Bl
B2
B3

Depth to seasonal water table
Deep water table ( 200 cm)
Moderate water table (100-200 cm)
High water table (O-100 cm)

Wl
w2
w3

RO
Rl
R2
R3
R4
R5

with
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Seepage
Some seepage
Moderate seepage
High seepage

Gl
G2
G3

Flood hazard
Slight hazard
Moderate hazard
Severe hazard

Fl
F2
F3

Ponding hazard
Moderate
High
Erosion hazard
Slight
Moderate
Severe
Susceptibility
Slight
Moderate
Severe

El
E2
E3
to potential frost action

Soil strength
Moderate
Poor
Stability
Moderate
Poor
Compaction characteristics
Moderate
Poor
Slope
Level and gently undulating
Gently sloping and undulating
Moderately sloping and gently rolling
Strongly sloping and moderately rolling
Steeply sloping and strongly rolling
Very steeply sloping and hilly
Extremely sloping and very hilly

Rl
R2
R3

Tl
T2

Al
A2
Cl
c2

SB
SC
SD
SE
SF
SG
SH

Permeability
High permeability 016.7 cm/h)
Moderate permeability (0.42-16.7 cm/h)
Low permeability (X0.42 cm/h)
Soil drainage
Excessive drainage
Good drainage
Moderately good drainage
Poor drainage

Pl
P2
P3

Dl
D2
D3
D4
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Salinity
Negligible ((0.1% SO4)
Mild (0.190.2% SO41
Considerable (0.200.5% SO41
Severe 00.5% SO41
Landslide hazard
Slight
Moderate
Severe
6Fl

6F2

6F3

7

Yl
Y2
Y3
Y4

Ll
L2
L3

Engineering Use 1
6Fll Use
6F12 Suitability class
6F13 Suitability subclasses
Subclass 1
6F131
Subclass 2
6F132
Subclass 3
6F133
Engineering Use 2
6F21 Use
6F22 Suitability class
6F23 Suitability subclasses
Subclass 1
F6231
Subclass 2
F6232
Subclass 3
F6233
Engineering Use 3
6F31 Use
6F32 Suitability class
6F33 Suitability subclasses
Subclass 1
6F331
Subclass 2
6F332
Subclass 3
6F333

SPECIAL NOTES

Three cards are provided for recording information not accommodated in any
other part of the coding packet. This information is entered in free format.
All notes should be printed clearly using uppercase letters and one letter per
space, with appropriate punctuation and spacing. The program assumes that
each card follows the preceding one without a break in spacing. Discretion
should be employed in using this space.
Up to six additional special notes cards can be created by incrementing
beyond 19 in columns 17 and 18. See section 8D which describes special
procedures for coding soil water regime on special notes card 24.
On output, all information recorded in special notes is printed exactly as
recorded. To achieve good output, therefore , proper attention must be paid to
clear and correct input.
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8

SITE DESCRIPTION

All variables in site description are arranged either as self-defining
entries whereby the best choice is circled, for example, AOO3**, or as
value-coded entries whereby correct values are entered in the allotted space,
for example, 035ZiD.
All value-coded entries with numerical values are right justified with leading
spaces left blank, and those with alphabetical values are left justified.
Note that fractional parts of decimal values should be recorded only in shaded
squares, and that such shaded squares must be filled either with a value or
with a zero.
8A

Parent Material
8Al

Parent Material 1
Report the predominant weathering process as an evaluation of the
kind and degree of weathering undergone by the material since the
inception of soil formation at the site.
8All Weathering
Unspecified
Fractured
Shattered
Weak chemical
Moderate chemical
Chemical and physical
8A12 Physical component
Select the appropriate category from:
Unspecified
Fragmental (stones, cobbles, and gravel)
Skeletal* (more than 35% of particles larger than 2 mm)
Coarse-loamy and coarse-silty (less than 18% clay)
Fine-loamy and fine-silty (18035% clay)
Clayey (more than 35% clay)
Stratified (mineral)
Stratified (mineral and organic)
Sandy
Ioamy
8A13 Chemical component
Select the appropriate category from:
Unspecified
Extremely to strongly acidic (pH less than 5.5)
Medium acid to neutral (pH 5.5-704)
Weakly calcareous (l-6% CaCO3)
Moderately to very strongly calcareous (6040% CaC03)
Extremely calcareous (more than 40% CaC03)
Calcareous and saline
* Use as sandy-skeletal,

loamy-skeletal, or clayey-skeletal.
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8A14 Mode of deposition or accumulation
Definitions ar compatible with those for landforms:
Glaciomarine
Fluvial
Lacustrine
Colluvial
Lacustro-till
Eolian
Marine
Fluvioeolian
Morainal (till)
Fluviolacustrine
Organic
Fluviomarine
Residual
Glaciofluvial
Glaciolacustrine
8A15 Lithological modifier
(See also Fig. 1).
Select one of the following where appropriate:
Metamorphic
Unspecified
Gneiss
Mixed
Schist and phyllite
Igneous
Slate
Coarse acid
Quartzite
Coarse basic
Fine acid
Pyroclastic
Fine basic
Tuff
Ash
Sedimentary
Shale
Organic material
Siltstone and mudstone
(undifferentiated)
Litter (leaves and
Sandstone
needles)
Sphagnum peat
Conglomerate
Forest peat
Marl and chalk
Fen peat
Limestone
Aquatic peat
Dolomite
Cherty calcareous rock
Breccia

8A2

Parent Material 2
Variables identical to those of parent material 1 are used.
8A21 Weathering
8A22 Physical component
8A23 Chemical component
8A24 Mode of deposition
8A25 Lithological modifier

8A3

Parent Material 3
Variables identical to those of parent material 1 are
used.
8A31 Weathering
8A32 Physical component
8A33 Chemical component
8A34 Mode of deposition.
8A35 Lithological modifier
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Fig. 1
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8A4

Depth to Bedrock
Record measured depth to bedrock, if applicable,
If more than 10 m, enter 99.
decimal place.
8B

in metres to one

Landform Classification

This section is based on the landform classification system as described
in The System of Soil Classification for Canada (1978). In this system
landforms are described on the basis of genetic composition and modifiers,
surface expression and modifying process, and qualifying descriptors.
Attempts should be made to use all categories, relating landform only to the
Do not attempt to record multiple or intergrade
site being described.
landforms on the forms.
8Bl Genetic Materials
Unconsolidated
Anthropogenic
Colluvial
Eolian
Fluvial
Lacustrine
Morainal
Saprolite
Volcanic
Marine
Unspecified
8B2 Material Modifiers
Blocky
Bouldery
Clayey
Cobbly
Gravelly
Loamy
Pebbly

Consolidated
Bedrock
Ice
Organic
mz
Fen
Unspecified
Swamp

Rubbly
Sandy
Silty
Fibric
Mesic
Humic
Woody

8B3 Surface Expressions
Editorial Comment:
This portion of the landform classification requires
extensive modification to better describe organic landform and unglaciated
landforms.
The future modification may be as follows:
Surface expressions
Apron
Blanket
Fan
Hummocky
Inclined

for mineral soils
Level
Rolling
Ridged
Steep
Terraced

Undulating
Veneer
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Surface expressions

for Organic soils:
Fen
'
Bog
Northern
Ribbed
Palsa
Atlantic Ribbed
Peat Mound
Ladder
Mound
Net
Domed
Floating
Polygonal Peat Plateau
Stream
Lowland Polygon
Shore
Peat Plateau
Collapse
Northern Plateau
Atlantic Plateau
Palsa
Collapse
Spring
Slope
Floating
Lowland Polygon
Shore
Basin
Horizontal
Channel
Flat
String
Blanket
Bowl
Slope
Veneer
8B4 Modifying Processes
Avalanched
Beveled
Cryoturbated
Deflated
Eroded (channeled)
Failing
Kettled

Swamp
Stream
Shore
Peat Margin
Basin
Flat
Floodplain
Spring

Marsh
Estuarine High
Estuarine Low
Coastal High
Coastal Low
Floodplain
Stream
Channel
Active Delta
Inactive Delta
Terminal Basin
Shallow Basin
Kettle
Seepage Track
Shore

Karst modified
Nivated
Piping
Soliflucted
Gullied
Washed

8B5 Qualifying Descriptors
GlacioActive
Inactive

_GeneticMaterials
Ant

hzopogenic - - Man-IlEd
t!O rman-maiifiedm aterials, including those
associated with mineral exploitation and waste dispasal.

Colluvial -- Massive tomor2erately well stratified, nonsxted to poorly sorted
sediments, with any range of particle sizes from clay to boulders and
blocks that have reached their present posittin by direct, gravity-induced
mo=ment.
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Eolian -- Sediment, generally consisting ofmediun to fine sand and ccarse
silt particle sizes, that is well sorted, poorly compacted, and may show
internal structures such as cross-bedding or ripple lamirne, ormay be
massive. Individual grains may be rounded and shcw signs of frosting.
Fluvial - Sedimnt generally consisting of gravel and sand with a minor
fraction of silt and rarely clay. The gravels are typically rounded and
contain interstitial sand. Fluvial sediments are commonly moderately to
well sorted and diqlay stratification, but massive, nonsortedfluvial
gravels do occur. These materials have been tranqorted and deposit& by
strew
and rivers.
Lacustrine -- Sediment generally consisting of either stratified.fine sand,
silt, and clay deposited on the lake bed; or moderately well sortedand
stratified sand and uxrsermaterials that are beach and other near-shore
sediments transported and depsited by wave action.
Morainal -- Seiimznt generally consisting of El1 ccmpactedmaterial that is
nonstratified and contains a heterogeneous mixture of particle sires,
often in a mixture of sind, silt, and clay that has been transported
beneath, beside, on, within, and in front of a glacier a?d not modified by
any intermediate agent.
Saprolite -- Rockcontainiw
ahigh proportion of residml silts and clays
chiefly
by chemical weathering.
forned by alteration,
Volcanic --Unconsolidated pyroclastic sediments.
Marine -- Unconsolidated deposits of clay, silt, sand, or gravel that are well
tomoderately well sorted and well stratified to moderately stratified
(and that in some plaazs contain shells). !&ey have settled from
suspension in salt or brackish water bodies or have accumulated at their
margins through shoreline processes such as wave action and lo-shore
drift.
Undifferentiated -- A layered sequence of more than three types of genetic
material.
Bedrock-- Clastic materials that are tightly packed or indurated.
Ice -- Areas of snw
present.

a?d ice where evidence of active glacier movement is

Bog -- Sphagtumorforest peat materials formed in anombmtmphic
environment
due to the slightly elevated nature of the bog, tiich ten& to
disassociate it from t& nutrient-rich grcunhater or surrounding mineral
soils.
Fen -- Sedge peat materials derived primarily fromsedges tithinclusions of
partially decayed stems of shrubs formd in a eutrophic environment due to
the close assxiation of the material with mineral-rich waters,
swamp --A peat-cavened or peat-filled area with the water table at QT above
the peat surface. The dominant peat materials are shallow todeep, mesic
tohumic forest md fen peat formed in a eutrophic environment resulting
fmm straw watermovenzznt from the margins or othermineral sources.
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Material Modifiers
Blocky --An

accumulation of angular particles greaterthan

256mmin

size.

Bouldery -- An accrvnulationof rounded particles greater than 256 mm in size.
Clayey --An accun~latin of particles in which the fineearthfraction
contains 35% or more clay (less than 0.002 nnn)by weight and particles
greaterthan 2mm occupy less than 35% of the volune.
mbbly

-- An accumulation of roundedparticleshaving

a diameter of 64-256 mm.

Gravelly -- An accumulation of rounded particles ranging in size &om
to boulders.

pebbles

Loamy-- An accumulation of particles in which fine earth fraction contains
less than 35% clay and lS%or more by might of fine sand (0.25-0.1 mm) or
carserparticles.
Particles greater than 2mm occupy less than 35% of
the volume.
Pebbly -- An accumulation of munded

particles having a diameter of 2-64 mm.

Rubbly -- An accumulation of angular fragments having a diameter of2-256 mm.
sandy -- An accumulation of particles in which the fine earth fraction
contains more than 70% by Eight of fine sand or coarsee particles.
Particles greater than 2mm occupy less than 35% of the volm.
Silty -- An accumulation of particles in which the fine earth fraction
contains less than 15% of fine sand or carser particles and less than 35%
clay. Particles greater than 2 mm occupy less than 35% of the volume.
Fibric --The least decanposed of all organic materials; there is a large
amount of well preserved fiber that is readily identifiable as to
botanical origin. Fibers retain their character upon rubbing.
Mesic -- Organic material in an intermediate stage ofdewmmsition;
there is
an intermediate amount of fiber that can be identified as tobotanical
origin.
Humic --Highly decomposed organic material; there is a snail anount of fiber
that an be identified as to botanical origin. Fibers that are present
can be easily destroyed by rubbing.
wocdy - Organic material wntaining nwre than 50% of woody fibers.
Surface Expressions (See Fig. 2).
Apron -- A relatively gentle slope at the foot of a steeper slope and formed
by materials from the steeper, upper slope.

l

SURFACE EXPRESSION

SURFACE

EXPRESSION

LEVEL ~2%

ROLLING >5% X6km

lOcm -1m

thick

UNDULATING

2 - 5%<0.8kmin

Courtesy:

Fig. 2.
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Blanket -- A mantleof unconsolidated materials that is thick enough to mask
minor irregularities in the underlying unit but still conforms to the
general underlying topography.
A fan-shaped form simil.ar to the se gment of a cone and possessing a
rceptihle
gradient fram the apex to the toe.
Pe

-0

Hummocky --Avery
ccYnplexsequence of s.&opesextending from some&at rounded
depression or kettles of various sizes to irregular to conical knolls or
kmbs.
There is a general lack of wncordance betmen knolls and
depressions. Slopes are g-rally 5970% (3935O).
Irr:lined-- A slopillg,unidirectional surface with a generally constant slope
not broken by marked irregularities. Slopes are 2070% (l-35O). The firm
of inclined slopes isnot related to the initial maieof origin of the
underlyingmaterial.
Level - A flat or very gently sloping, unidirectional surface with a
generally wnstant slope not broken bymarked elevatiaPlsand depressions.
Slopes are generally less than 2% (lo).
Rolling --A very regular sequence ofmoderateslopes extendingfmm rounded,
mmetines confined, wncave depressions to brvad, rounded convexities
producing a wavelike pattern ofmoderate relief. Slope length is often
1.6km or greater and gradients greater than 5% (3O).
Ridged --A long, narrow elevation of the surface, usually sharp crested with
steep sides. The ridges may be parallel, subparallel, or intersecting.
Steep -- Erosional slopes, greatr than 70% (35O), on both consolidated and
unconsolidatedmaterials. The form of a steep erosional slope on
unconsolidatedmaterials is not related to the initial mode of origin of
the underlying material.
Terraced -- Scarp face and the horizontal or gently inclined surface (tread)
abow it.
Undulating -- A very regular sequenceofgentleslopes
that extend from
romded, sometimes confined concavities to broad, rounded convexities
producing a wavelike pattern of 1~ local relief. Slope length is
generally less than 0.8 km and the dominant gradient of slops is 2-55;
(l-3").
Veneer -- Unconmlidated materials too thin to mask the minor irregularities
of the mderlyingunit surface. A veneer ranges from10 cm to 1 m in
thickness and possesses no form twical of the materials' genesis.
Bowl -- A bogor fen occupying concave depressions.
I;bmed-- Abog tith an elevated, convex central area much higher than the
margin. DONS may be abrupt (with CT tithouta frozen core), or gently
sloping, or tith a stepped surface.
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Floating-- A level organic surface associate2 with a pond or lake, not
anchored to the lake bottnm.
Horizontal -- A flat peat surface not broken by marked elevations and
depressions.
Plateau -- Abog
the margin.

with an elevated, flat central area only slightly higher than

Ribbed -- A pattern of parallel or reticulate low ridges associated with fens.
Sloping --A peat surfa=
irregularities.

with a generally canstint slope not broken by marked

Modifying Processes
A~lanched -- Slopes nodified by large masses of snow, ice, soil or rock or
mixtures of these materials falling or sliding very rapidly under the
force of gravity.
Beveled -- Surface cut or planed by running waterbut not underlain by fluvial
materials.
Cryoturbated -- Surface modified by processes of frost action.
Deflated -- tie modification by the sorting out, lifting, and LWVV~~ of
loo=, dry, fine-grained particles (clay and silt sizes) by the turbulent,
edclyaction of the wind.
Eroded (channeled) -- Surface crossed by a series of abandoned channels.
Failing -- Modification of surfaces by the formation of tension fractures or
by large consolidated or unconsolidatedmasses moving slowly dcwnslope.
Kettled -- Deposit or featuz modified by depression left by melting ice
blocks.
Karst nwdified -- Modification of carbonate and othersocks by processes of
solution, and of overlying uncaplsolidatedmaterial by wllapse resulting
from t&t solution.
NiMted -- Surface modified by frost action, erosion, and mass wasting beneath
and around a snowbank, so as to produce transverse, longitudinal, and
circular hollacr.5.
Piping-- Surface modified by small hollows, commonly aligned along routes of
subsurface drainageand resulting fmm the subsurface removal of
particulate matter in unconsolidated materials.
Soliflucted -- Surface modified by the process of slow gravitational doknslope
moveznt of saturatd, nonfrozen earth material behaving apparently as a
viscats mass otRr a surface of frozen ground.
Gullied -- The modification of surface by fluvial erosion, resulting in the
development of parallel and subparallel, steep-sided, narrow ravines in
both consolidated and unconalidated materials.
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Washed - Modification of a deposit or feature by wave action in a body of
standing water, resulting in lag depsits, beaches of lagmaterials,and
wave-cut platforms.
@alifying Descriptors
Glacti -- Used to qualify nonglacial genetic materials or process modifiers
where there is direct evidence that glacier ice exerted a strong but
secondary or indirect control upon the mOde of origin of the materials or
mode of operation of the proccess. tie use of this qualifying descriptor
in@ies that glacier ice was close to thz siteof the deposition of a
material or the site of operation of a prooess, nonnaly Glaciofluvial,
Glaciolacustrine, Glaciomarine.
Active -- To be used to indicateany evidenceof thz recurrent nature of a
modifying process or of the wntemprary nature of the process forming a
genetic material.
Inactive -- To be used to indicate m evidence that the modifying
process
is
recurrent, and to show that the proceses of formation of the genetic
materials have ceased.
8C

Slope
8Cl

Percentage Slope of Site
Accurate to one decimal place if appliable (to accommodate class 1
slope of less than 1%).
8C2

Slope Type (See Fig. 3).

Indicate if simple (regular surface) or complex (irregular surface)
slope prevails on the pedon. This modifies slope class only.
8C3

Class

Class

Slope (%)

1

Terminology

o-o.5

Approximate
degrees
0

Level

2

0.5-2.0

0.3-1.1

Nearly level

3

2-5

1.1-3

Very gentle slopes

4

5-9

3-5

Gentle slopes

5

9-15

5-8.5

Moderate slopes

6

15-30

8.5-16.5

Strong slopes

7

30-45

16.5-24

Very strong slopes

8

45-70

24-35

Extreme slopes

9

70-100

35-45

Steep slopes

10

>lOO

>45

Very steep slopes
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SLOPE

COMPLEX

SITE POSITION ON SLOPE

c

A CREST
the generally
conve)I upper most pomon
of a hall lmeso scale)
11 IS
usually
convex
I”
all
dIrectIons.
no
dlstmct
awect

B UPPER
SLOPE
Ihe
generally
convex
upper
porhon of the slope of a hill
(me.90 scale)
0mmed8aIely
below
the crest - II has a
COlWBX
surface
proftle
wIh
a specific
aspect

C MIDDLE
SLOPE
. the
area of the slope of a htll
between
the upper slope
and
the
lower
slope,
where
the sloe
profile IS
not generally
concave
or
convex
. II has a straqht
or
somewhat
slgnold surface
profde
with
a spectflc
aspect

D LOWERSLOPE
. the
area
toward
the base of
the slope
of the hill
It
generallv
has a concave
surface
orohle
with
a

E TOE
- the lower part of
the slope
Area defmed
by
extent of homogenous
s11e
of
sltghI
slope
and/or
somehmes
clearlv
demarcated
by an abrupt
Ievellmg
of
the
slope
Often
characterued
by
roepage

F DEPRESSION.
at the
too1
of
a meso
scale
mound
or un gonerally
level araa, any area that IS
concave
m all dlrectlons

G LEVEL
any level meso
scalo area no1 ~mmedlateIv adlacent
10 a meso
scale
mound
Surface
profile
generally
horl
zontal
No aspect

Courtesy: Ontario Institute of Pedology

Fig. 3. Guide to slope type and site position

*
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8C4 Aspect
Aspect of the pedon is measured subjectively,using one of nine classes.
North
Southwest
West
Northeast
Northwest
East
Level
Southeast
South
8C5

Sample Site Position on Slope (See Fig. 3).

Crest
Upper slope
Middle slope

Lower slope
Toe
Depression

8C6 Microtopography
Microtopography is recorded by estimating the height of mounds and the
distance between then. The process of mound formation can be indicated in the
special notes.
Mound
height and distance
Level
Slightly mounded
Moderately mounded
Strongly mounded
Severely mounded
Extremely mounded
Ultramounded
8C7

Few or
Mounds
Mounds
Mounds
Mounds
Mounds
Mounds

no mounds or micromounded
0.3-l m high and more than 7 m apart
0.3-l m high and 3-7 m apart
0.3-l m high and l-3 m apart
0.3-l m high and 0.3-l m apart
more than 1 m high and more than 3 m apart
more than 1 m high and less than 3 m apart

Slope Length (m)

Slope length is estimated between breaks in slope of sufficient magnitude
to affect subsurface water transmission. Such breaks usually involve a change
of several percentages of slope.
8D

Soil Moisture and Drainage

Editorial CoGent: The description of the soil moisture state and of the
annual soil moisture regime has been extensively revised by members of the
Soil Water Interest Group (SWIG). A classificationof the soil water regime
was adopted by the Expert Committee on Soil Survey in 1981 (Proceedings Third
Annual meeting. ~~64-74) and will be tested for a period of five years.
The Soil Water Regime classificationutilizes ihe factors soil drainage,
aridity, hydraulic conductivity, impeding layers for both reduced and
increased porosity, least and greatest depth of saturated zone and its
duration, seepage, and man-made modifiers such as underdrainage. This
classificationapplies to soils lacking permafrost. Work is in progress to
further develop the classification for soils having permafrost.

The following section briefly describes the classification factor classes
and illustrateshow the information may be encoded on special notes card 0024
(See Fig. 4). For a complete discussion of the Soil Water Regime
classificationsee the proceedings cited above.
The following section includes the description of soil drainage, surface
runoff, seepage, and water table; these will be modified in a future revision
of this manual.
SOIL WATER REGIME CLASSIFICATION
Field on
coding form
SOIL DRAINAGE
VR
R
W
MW
I
P
VP

1

very rapid
rapid
well
moderately well
imperfect
poor
very poor

ARIDITY (mm)

H
H2
Hl
M
M3
M2
Ml
L
L3
L2
Ll

HIGH
>15
very rapid
>50
rapid
15-50
MEDIUM cl5
mod-rapid 5.0-15
moderate 1.5-5.0
mod-slow 0.5-1.5
LOW to.5
slow 0.15-0.5
very slow 0.015-0.15
extr. slow to.015

SATURATED ZONE
Average annual least depth
and greatest depth

2

100 mm
1
2 100-149
3 150-199
4 200-249
5 250-299
6 300-349
7 350-399
8 400-449
9 450-499
10 500-549
11 550-600
12. 600 mm
HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY
(cm/h)

Field on
coding form

H
Hl
H2
M
Ml
M2
M3
L
Ll
L2

HIGH
very high
moderately high
MEDIUM
medium high
generally low
medium-low
LOW
moderately low
very low

6
7

<loo
O-50
50-100
100-200
100-150
>150
150-200
>200
200-300
>300

Duration-least depth (days
within class limits)
S
M
P

short
medium
prolonged

SEEPAGE

3

E
N
D

enriching
neutral
deleterious

8

2-20
21-60
>60
9
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CARD

0007

l

HORIZON
FEATURES
-1 2 3 4 5 6
num

mod.

MOTTLE
HOR NO.

TEXTURE
123456

COLOURS
HUE V C

cs
S

fs
vfs
Its

carbonates

IS

modifier
123456

Ifs
lvfs
csl
Sl

fsi
vfsl
I
czi I FEBS

“1

I

I

si
scl
fscl
vrfscl
Cl

SPECIAL

NOTES

sic1
SC
C

hc
or9

Fig. 4.

A daily field sheet (for provinces other than Atlantic)
showing an example of c;odingof the new SWIG classification,
using Special Notes section pending the next overhaul of the
form.

-.
_I---
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IMPEDING LAYERS (cm)
(reduced porosity)
Al
A2
A3
A4

4

20-50 cm
50-100 cm
loo-150 cm
150-200 cm

(increasedporosity)

5

Bl 20-50 cm
B2 50-100 cm
B3 loo-150 cm
B4 150-200 cm

MAN-MADE MODIFIERS
D
DD
T
TT
M
MM
s
ss
R
RR
I
II
X
xx

10

ditched, minor effect
ditched, major effect
tube drained, minor
tube drained, major
mole drained, minor
mole drained, major
subsoiled, minor
subsoiled, major
ridged, listed, minor
ridged, listed, major
irrigated,minor
irrigated,major
raised water, minor
raised water, major

8Dl Moisture Regime Subclasses
These subclasses formerly were used to describe the presumed average
moisture condition of the pedon. They were based upon the map Soil Climates
of Canada. Since these subclasses are not part of the Soil Moisture Regime
Classificationdescribed previously, they have been deleted here, although
they remain in use for soil family (section 9D5).
8D2

Soil Drainage Classes
Very rapidly drained
Rapidly drained
Well drained
Moderately well drained
Imperfectlydrained
Poorly drained
Very poorly drained

Soil Drainage Classes
Very rapidly drained -- Water is renoved fron .the soil very
rapidly in relation to supply. Excess water flows downward very rapidly
if underlying material is pervious. Theremay be very rapid subsurface
flow during heavy rainfall provided there is a steep gradient. Soils have
very low available water storage capacity (usually less than 2.5 an)
within the control section and are usually coarse textured, or shallow, or
both. Water source is precipitation.
Rapidly drained -- water is rsnoved fran the soil rapidly in relation to
supply. Excess water flows downward if underlyingmaterial is pervious.
Subsurface flowmay occur on steep gradients during heavy rainfall. Soils
have low available water storage capacity (2.5-4 an) within the control
section, and are usually coarse textured, or shallow, or both. Water
source is precipitation.
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Well drained -- water is removed from t& soil readily but not rapidly.
Excess water flows doknward readily into underlying pervious material or
laterally as subsurface flow. Soils have intermediate available water
storage capacity (4-5 cm) within the control section, and are generally
intermediate in texture and depth. Water source is precipitation. On
slopes subsurface flowmay occur for short durations but additions are,
equaled by losses.
Moderately well drained -- Water is removed from the soil somewhat slowly in
Excess water is removed somewhat slaurly&etolow
relation to sumly.
perviousness, shallow water table, lack of gradient, or some canbination
of these. Soils have intermediate to high water storage capacity (54 cm)
within the control section and are usually medium to fined textured.
Precipitation is the dominant water source in medium to fine textured
soils ; precipitation and significant additions by subsurface flew are
necessary in coarsetextured soils.
Imperfectly drained -- Water is removed from the soil sufficiently slowly in
relation, to supply to keep the soil wet for a significant part of the
growing season. Excess water moves slowly downward if precipitation is
If subsurface water or grandwater, or both, is the
the major suwly.
main SDurce, the flow rate may vary but the soil remains wet for a
significant part of the growing season. Precipitatkn is main sour02 if
available water storage capacity ishigh; contribution by subsurface flow
or grcundwater flow, or both, increases as available water storage
capacity decreases. Soils have a wide range in available water supply,
texture, and depth, and are gleyedphaes of well drained subgroups.
Parly drained -- Water is removed so slowly in relation to supply that the
sA1 remains wet for a comparatively large part of the time the soil is
not frozen. Excess water is evident in th? soil for a large part of the
time. Subsurface flow or grandwater flow, or b&h, in addition to
precipitation are the main water sources; then? mq/ also be a perched
water table, with precipitation exceeding evapotranspiration. Soils have
a wide range in available water storage capacity, texture, and depth, and
are gleyed subgroups, Gleysols, and Organic soils.
Very poorly drained -- Water is renvved from the soil so slowly that the water
table r-ins
at or on the surface for the greater part of the time the
soil is not frozen. Excess water is present in the soil for the greater
part of the time.
Grvundwaterflow and subsurface flow are the major water sources.
Precipitation is less important ezept where there is a perched water
table with precipitation exceeding evapcltnanspiration. Soils have a wide
range in amilable water storage capacity, texture, and depth, and are
either Gleysolic or Organic.
8E

Surface Runoff
Surface runoff (external soil drainage) refers to the loss of water from
an area by flow over the surface. It depends on many factors, acting
independentlyor in combination, such as the amount and intensity of rainfall
(or snowmelt), the soil water state at the beginning of the reference period,
vegetation or land use, farming or other factors that affect the surface or
its cover, water control practices, perviousnessof soil, and others.
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An estimate of surface runoff can be made by considering various other
factors that are coded at a site. Where this variable is collected, one of
the following categories is used:
Very rapid
Slow
Rapid
Very slow
Moderate
Ponded
DH'INITIONS
Surface IR2noff
Very rapid -- A very large portion of the water moves rapidly over the surface
of the soil and a v(3rysnail portion passes through the profile. Surface
water runs off as fast as it is added. Soils with very rapid rates of
runoff are usually steep or very steep and ha= low infiltration
capacities. The erosion hazard is commonly high or very high.
Rapid -- A large proportion of the precipitation moves rapidly overthe
surfaceof the soil and a small part moves through the soil profile.
Surface water runs off nearly as fast as it is added. Soils with rapid
runoff are us=lly moderately steep to steep and have 1~ infiltration
capacities. The erosion hazard is commonly moderate to high.
Moderate-- Surface water flows awiy at such a rate that a moderate proportion
of the water enters the soil profile and free water lies on the surface
for only short periods. A large part of t& precipitation is absorbed by
the soil and ued for plant growth, is lost by evaporation, or moves
dwnward into underground channels. With moderate runoff, the loss of
water over the surface does not seriously reduce the supply available for
pla?t growth. The emsion hazard may be slight tomoderate if soils of
this class are cultivated.
slow -- Surface water flows away so slowly that free water covers the soil for
significant periods or enters the mil rapidly and a large part of the
waterpasses through the profile or evaporates into the air. Soils with a
slow rate of surface runoff are either nearly level or very gently
sloping, or they absorb precipitation very rapidly. Normally there is
little or no erosion hazard.
Very slw -- Surface kater flows away so very slowly that free water lies on
the surface for long periods or enters immediately into the soil. Much of
the watereitkrpasses
through the soil or evaporates into the air.
Soils with very slow surface runoff are comnly level.
Ponded -- None of the kater ad&d to the soil as precipitation or by flow from
surrounding higher land escapes as runoff. tie total amount of water that
must be removed frcKnponded areas by movement through tk soil or by
evaporation is usually greater than the total rainfall. mndiq
normally
occurs in depressed areas and may fluctuate seasonally.
8F

Seepage

The presence of a condition of seepage is noted by circling the
appropriate category:
Present
Absent
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8G Water Table
The water table is the surface of the zone of water saturation. Presence
is recorded on the basis of depth and kind.
8Gl Depth to Water Table (m)
If more than 100 m, code 99 9.
8G2 Kind of Water Table
Apparent
Perched
Other
DEF'INIZEONS
Water z&hZe
Apparent watertable -- Water table obserwd in a soil obserMtion pit or
bonehole ma& in the course
of a soil survey.
Perched water table -- The water table in a saturated layer of soil (10 cm or
mxe thick) separated froman underlying saturated layer by an unsaturated
layer.
8H Erosion
The presence of erosion is recorded by noting the agent and amount of
erosion that has occurred. Gully erosion is a subdivisionof general water
erosion. If erosion is not a factor in the soil described, leave blank.
8Hl General Water Erosion
Slight water erosion
Moderate water erosion
Severe water erosion
Gullied land

Surface soil eroded (%)
425
25-75
>75
Severely gullied

8H2 Gully Erosion
Shallow occasional gullies
Shallow frequent gullies
Deep occasional gullies
Deep frequent gullies

Distance apart (m)
)30
(30
>30
(30

8H3 Wind Erosion
Wind eroded
Severely wind eroded
Blown-out land

Surface soil eroded (%>
25-75
U5
Profile destroyed

DEFINImONS
Water Erosion
Wl.

Slightly eroded land -- The soil has a fewrills or places with thin A
horizons that give evidence of amelerated erosion, but not to an extent
toaltergzeatly ths thickmss and chxacter of thz A horizon. Except for
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soils having very thin A horiwns (less than 20 cm), the Surface soil
consists entirely of A horizon throughout nearly aZ1 of the delineated
area. Up toabout 25% ofthe original A horizon, or original plw la-r
in soils tith thin A horizons, mry have been removed from most of the
area. BI most soils, arers with this class of erostin are not
significantly different in use capabilities and ma?agmnt
requirements
from uneroded soil. m a few soils having very shallow sola over a
nonconforming layer, or in a fewhaving a shallow A horizon over a claypan
or hardpan, a signifiant diferences may exist.
w2.

tierately eroded land -- The soil has been eroded to the extent that
ordinary tillage implements reach through the remaining A horiwn, or ~11
belw tk depth of the original plw layer in soils usually with a thin A
horizon. Generally, the plow layer consists of a mixture of the original
A horizons and underlying horizons. Mapped areas of eroded soil usrally
have patches in which the plow layer consistsl~whollyof un&rlying
horizons. Shallow gullies may ~XZpresent. Approximately 25975% of ths
original A horizon or surfa= sol may have been lost from most of the area.

W3

Sevezly eroded land -- The soilhas beeneroded to the extent that all or
practically all of the original surface soil, or A horiwn;has
been
removed. The plw layerconsists essentially of materials from tk B or
other underlying horiwns.
Patches in tiich the plow layer is a mixture
of the original A horizon and the B horizon or otkr underlying horizons
may be inclued within mapped ares. Shallow gullies, or a few deep ones,
are common on some soil types. More than 75% of the origiml surface
wil, or A horiwn, and commonly part or all of the B horiwn or other
underlying horizons, have been lost fram most of the area.

w4.

Gullied land -- me land has been ero&d until it has intricate patterns
of moderately deep or deep gullies. Soil profiles have been destmyed
except in snail areas betEen gullies. Such land is not useful for crops
in its present condition. Reclamation for crop production or for inpmved
pasture is difficult, but may be practicable if the other characteristics
of the soil are favorable and erosion can be controlled. Tk followirrg
clases ofgully erosion are used:
El.

Shallow occasional gullies -- Gullies that may be cwssed
mechanized ielements and are more than 30 m apart.

E2.

Shallow frequent gullies -- Gullies that may be crossed by mecknized
implemnts, but are less tian 30m aprt.

E3.

Deep occasional gullies -- Gullies that cannot be cwssed by
mechanized implemnts. A change of land use is indicaed.

E4.

Deep frequent gullies -- G&lies that cannot be cmbsedby
implements. A change of land use is indicaed.

by

mechanized

Wind Brosion
LU. Wind-ewded(orblown)land
-- Wind has removed fmm the soil a
suffjcient amount of the Ahoriwn
that ordinary tillage brings up and
mixes tk B horiwn, or other lower-lying horizons, with surface soil in
theplw
layer. Rarely is this condition uniform throughout amappable
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area. Usually the plw layer consists mainly of the original A horizon in
srne patches, whereas in others the original A horizon has been removed.
Generally, about 25-754;of the original A horizon (or surface soil in
sails &th thin A horiwns) may have been removed.
(or blokn?)land -- Wind has removed all of th? A
02. SeverMy wind+mded
horiwn and part of the B or other lower-lyirq horizon. Ilheplwlayer
consists of tk original horizon below tk A (or below the original plw
layer in soils with thin A horiwns), although some patches having much of
the original.A horizon remain in the area. An occasional blowout area may
beimlu&d.
03.

Blown-out land -- Wind has removedmost of the soil profile and the land
is classifkd as a miscellaneous land type. Use of the land for ordinary
agriculture isnot feasible without extensie reclamation. Blwout holes
ans Ix1merousand deeply carved into the laker soil or parent materials.
Areas ktween blowouts are &eply buried by soil material fmm the
blowouts.
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Stoniness

Rock fragments on the surface of a soil or those protruding above ground
have important effects on soil use and management. The limitations they
impose are related to their number, size and spacing at the surface.
The class limits that follow are defined in terms of the approximate
amount of stones (25 to 60 cm in diameter or if flat 38 to 60 cm long) and of
boulders (more than 60 cm in diameter or if flat more than 60 cm long); and of
their spacing.
Classes of stoniness and boulderiness in
relation to surface coverage and spacing
between framnents
Class
and name

Percentage
of surface
covered

Distance (meters) between stones or
boulders if their diameter is ...
25 cm

60 cm

120 cm

Stones 0
Nonstony

do.01

)25

>60

)120

Stones 1
Slightly stony

0.01-0.1

8-25

20-60

37-120

Stones 2
Moderately stony

0.1-3

l-8

3-20

6-37

Stones 3
Very stony

3-15

0.5-l

l-3

2-6

Stones 4
Exceedingly stony

15-50

0.1-0.5

0.2-l

0.5-2

Stones 5
Excessively stony

)50

JO.1

(0.2

40.5

.

----

l
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8K

Rockiness

Rockiness of the pedon is recorded as classes based on the percentage of
surface occupied by exposed bedrock.
Surface occupied
by bedrock (%I
i2
Nonrocky
2-10
Slightly rocky
lo-25
Moderately rocky
Very rocky
25-50
50-90
Exceedingly rocky
Exceedingly rocky
HO
DEPINITIONS
Rocky 0. Nonrocky land -- Bedwck exposures cover less than 2% of the surface
and aremore than 100m apart. There is some interference with tillage,
but to a small extent.
Rocky 1. Slightly rocky land -with tillage but not to make
upon how the pattern affects
apart and wver 2.10% of the

Sufficient bedwck exposures to interfene
intertilled crqs impractiable. Depending
tillage, rock exposures are roughly 35-100 m
surface.

Rocky 2. Moderately rocky land -- Sufficient bedwckexposures to make
tillage of intertilled crqs impractiable, but soil can be mrked for hay
cropsor improvedpasture if ot&rsoil
characteristics are favorable.
Rock exposures are mughtly 10935m apart and wver 10-259;of the surface,
depending upon the pattern.
Rocky 3. Very rocky land -- Sufficient rock outcwp to make use of machinery
iwracticable, except for light machinery khere other soil characteristics
are especially favorable for impwvedpasture.
The land may have some use
for wild pasture or forests, depending on other soil characteristics.
Rockexposures, or patches of soil too thin overrockfor
use, are
roughtly 3.5910m apart and wver 25050% of the surface, depending on the
.pattem.
Rocky 4. E~~eediqly rocky land -- Sufficient mckoutcwps
(or wry thin
soil over rock) to make all use ofmachinery iqracticable.
Zhe landmay
have some value forpoorpasture or for forestry. mckoutcwps
are 3.5m
or less apart and oover 5090% of the area.
Rocky 5. EzessiW?lymcky
land -- Bind on which over 90% of the surface is
exposed bedrack (rozk outcrop).
8L

Present Land Use

A modified CL1 classification is used to record present land use. This
classificationwas developed for purposes of mapping from aerial photographs
at a scale of 1:50 000, but it can also be used for site recording. All
categories are defined briefly in this section; complete guidelines are found
in Appendix 2.
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8Ll Urban
Built-up areas
Mines, quarries, pits
Outdoor recreation

8L5 Wetland
Swamp
Marsh
Bog
Fen

8L2 Agriculture
8L6-Other
Horticulture
Sand
Orchards and vineyards
Rockland
Cropland
Rough broken (eroded) land
Improved pasture and forage
Rubble land
Alpine
Arctic tundra
8L3 Rough grazing and rangeland
Cryoturbated land
Natural grazing
Water
Woodland grazing
Abandoned farmland
8L4 Woodland
Productive woodland
Unproductive woodland

. 8L7 Land improvements
Tile drainage
Ditch drainage
Subsoiling
Irrigation
Terracing
Erosion control

DEFINI!l!TONS

Built-up areas -- Aa residential and c~rcial
and other urban open space,
Min?s,

settlements including parks

quarries, pits -- Open excavations and land held in reserve therefore.

Outdoor recreation -- Land used for outdoor recreational purposes, sush as
cottages, golf courses, parks, eachzs, gme preserves, and so forth.
Brticulture-- Land used for intensive cultivation of vegetables and small
fruits. Includes market gardens, nurseries, flower and bulb farms, sod
farms, and large-ale
fur and pa2ltry operations.
Orctirds and vineyards -- Land usedfor the pmductionof
and grapes.

tree fruits, tips,

cwpland -- Land used or being cleared for annual field cwps:
grain,
oilseeds, sugar beets, tobacco, potatoes, field vegetables, and associaed
fallow.
Impmvedpasture and forage cwps -- La?d used or being cleared for the
production of hay and other cultivated fodder crops.
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Natural grazing -- Area with natural vegetation of grasses, sedges, and
herbaceous plants, with or without intermittent wet hay lands (sloughs or
meadows). Bushes and trees may cover up to 25% of the area.
Woodland grazing -- Grassy, open woodland, where bushes and trees covermore
than 25% of the area, and grazing is the doninant use.
Abandoned farmland -- Land once used for agriculture but abandoned to natural
revegetation. This does not include land used for grazing or wood
production.
Productive woodland -- Wooded land with trees presentingmore than 25% crown
cover and growing less than about 6 m high. Plantations and artificially
reforested areas are included regardless of age.
Unproductive woodland -- Land with trees or bushes presentingmore than 25%
crown cover and growing less than about 6 m high. This includes cutover
and burnedover land #at has not been reforested.
swanp -- An area saturated with water (usually slightly'acidic) throughout
much of the year but with the surface of the soil usually not deeply
submerged. Usually characterized by tree or shrub vegetation.
Marsh -- Periodically wet or continually flooded areas with the surface not
deeply suln~erged. Usually not acidic. Covered doninantly with sedges,
cattails, rushes, or other hydrophytic plants.
Bog -- A peat-covered or peat-filled area , generally nutrient-poor, in which
mosses and especially sphagnun are doninant. The water table is near the
surface but there is little standing water except in ponds.
Fen -- A peat-covered or peat-filled area, generally not acidic, in which
grasses, sedges, or reeds are dcminant. The water table is at the surface
formost of the year.
Sand -- Land which in its present state does not and cannot support
vegetation. Includes sand bars, sand flats, dunes, beaches, and similar
landforms.
Rockland -- Area containing frequent rock outcrops (25-909;) and shallow soils.
Rough broken (eroded) land -- Land with very steep topography and nunerous
intermittent drainage channels but usually covered with vegetation.
Rubble -- Land area with 90% ormore of the surface covered with stones and
boulders.
Alpine -- Treeless area characteristic of alpine regions.
Arctic tundra -- Treeless area characteristic of arctic regions.
Cryoturbated land -- Area of arctic or subarctic soils that have been
intensely disturbed by frost action.
Water -- Nonvegetated land area covered by 60 an ormore of water (or ice) all
the year.

.-

--
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Land improvenents -- hthropogmic

activities that have apezmanentlyR altered
the character or properties of land.

8M

Humus Form Classification

Editorial Comment: Work in progress on humus forms has indicated the need
to extensively revise the system, and to consider the impact of those
modificationsupon the classificationof certain mineral and organic
soils.
Until a revised system has been devised, tested and accepted by the Expert
Committee on Soil Surveys, the following section and Appendix 3 remain in
effect.
The concept of humus form is one of an organized natural body like the
soil of which it is a part. Although the humus form may comprise a single
horizon, it is generally a humus profile composed of successive horizons
linked together genetically. The composition and sequence of such horizons,
which reflect a particular animal and microbial life, are important
characteristicsof humus form.
Humus form is a pedon characteristic. For classificationpurposes, forest
humus forms are grouped into those developed under well drained to imperfectly
drained conditions (terrestrialor upland humus forms), and those developed
under poorly drained conditions or under conditions leading to saturation for
most of the year (hydromorphicor semiterrestrialhumus forms). Subdivision
is based essentially on those primary morphological features that reveal
fundamentaldifferences in genesis. These are the presence or absence of
diagnostic organic horizons, and the degree of incorporationof fine humus
into the mineral soil and the intensity of binding between organic
and mineral
fractions. Secondary morphological features (such as structure, thickness,
and compositionof horizons) and distinctive chemical characteristicsallow
for further division.
A full description of the systm is given in Appendix 3.
8M1 Terrestrial Humus Forms
Mull
Coarse
Medium
Fine
Compact

_.-.._-..-.

--._-__
.-....-. _.- ”

____.”
._. --

Humimor
Fibri-humimor
Granulo
Amorpho
Mycelio
Rhizo
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Moder
Typical
Raw
Mull-like

8M2 HydromorphicHumus Forms
Peaty mor
Fibric
Mesic
Humic

Mor
Fibrimor
Humi-fibrimor
Hypno
Sphagno
Lichen0
Ericaceo
Conifer0
Deciduo
8M3

Anmoor

Variants and Phases of Humus Forms
8M33 Acidity
Acid
Mesotrophic
Neutral
Calcareous

8M31 Texture
Clayey
Loamy
Sandy
8M32 Humidity
Hydric
Mesic

8~

8M34 Depth
Thick
Thin

Permafrost.Description

8Nl Depth to Permafrost (m)
Recorded in metres to one decimal place.
8N2

Thickness of the Active Layer (cm)
Recorded in centimetres to one decimal place.

8N3

Percentage of ice by Volume in Control Section
Recorded as an estimate of the volume.of the control section.

Classificationof ice in soil
Permafrost is classified according to Technical Memorandum 79 of the
National Research Council Associate Committee on Soil and Snow Mechanics.
8N4

Ice not visible
Poorly bonded or friable
No excess ice
Excess ice

Ice visible
Ice less then 2.5 cm thick
Individual ice crystals or inclusions
Ice coatings on particles
Random or irregularlyoriented ice
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Stratified or distinctly oriented ice

Well bonded
No excess ice
Excess ice

Ice more than 2.5 m thick
Ice with soil inclusions
Ice without soil inclusions

9

CT.,ASSIFICATION

All data on classificationare recorded as self-definingentries unless
otherwise indicated.
9A

Year of Taxonomic System
Record the year, last two digits only, of the taxonomic revision used.

9B CSSC Classification
Classificationof the soil at the site being described is recorded using
the System of Soil Classificationfor Canada (CSSC, 1978). Soil orders only
are listed below, but a complete list of subgroups can be found on the coding
sheet.
9B1 Brunisolic
9B2 Chernozemic
9B3 Cryosolic
9B4 Gleysolic
9B5 Luvisolic

9B6
9B7
9B8
9B9

Organic
Podzolic
Regosolic
Solonetzic

9C Mineral Soil Family Criteria
Soil families are taxonomic categories between the subgroup and series;
they are used to group soils according to defined physical, chemical and
environmental factors. Criteria are applied to the control section, which is
defined as deep enough to include at least 25 cm of unaltered parent
material. In shallow soils it extends to 1 m or the lithic contact; in deep
soils to 2 m. Categories of mineral soil family are recorded according to
1978 criteria.
9Cl Particle Size Classes (See Fig. 5).
Particle size classes are assessed according to a weighted average in the
nonlithic part of the control section if the lithic contact occurs within 36
cm of the surface, or between 25 and 100 cm if the lithic contact is more than
36 cm deep. For soils with a significantBt or Bn horizon, use the upper 50
cm of those horizons if there are no strongly contrasting layers in or below
them, or the portion between the top of those horizons and a 1 m depth if
strongly contrasting horizons are present.
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Fragmental
Fragmental/loamy-skeletal
Fragmental/clayey-skeletal
Fragmental/sandy
Fragmental/loamy
Fragmental/clayey
Sandy-skeletal
Sandy-skeletal/clayey-skeletal
Sandy-skeletal/loamy
Sandy-skeletal/clayey

Fine-silty/fragmental
Fine-silty/sandy-skeletal
Fine-silty/sandy
Fine-silty/clayey
Clayey
Fine-clayey
Very-fine-clayey
Clayey/fragmental
Clayey/sandy-skeletal
Clayey/loamy-skeletal
Clayey/sandy
Clayey/loamy

Loamy-skeletal
Loamy-skeletal/fragmental
Loamy-skeletal/clayey

Fine-clayey/fragmental
Fine-clayey/sandy-skeletal
Fine-clayey/loamy-skeletal
Fine-clayey/sandy
Fine-clayey/loamy

Clayey-skeletal
Clayey-skeletal/fragmental
Clayey-skeletal/sandy-skeletal
Clayey-skeletal/sandy
Sandy
Sandy/clayey-skeletal
Sandy/loamy
Sandy/clayey

Very-fine-clayey/fragmental
Very-fine-clayey/sandy-skeletal
Very-fine-clayey/loamy-skeletal
Very-fine-clayey/sandy
Very-fine-clayey/loamy

IJ=v
Coarse-loamy
Fine-loamy
Coarse-silty
Fine-silty

Cindery
Cindery/sandy-skeletal
Cindery/sandy
Cindery/loamy

Loamy/fragmental
Loamy/sandy-skeletal
Loamy/sandy

Ashy

Coarse-loamy/framental
Coarse-loamy/sandy-skeletal
Coarse-loamy/clayey
Coarse-silty/fragmental
Coarse-silty/sandy-skeletal
Coarse-silty/sandy
Coarse-silty/clayey
Fine-loamy/fragmental
Fine-loamy/sandy-skeletal
Fine-loamy/sandy
Fine-loamy/clayey

Ashy/cindery
Ashy/loamy-skeletal
Ashy/loamy
Ashy/skeletal
Thixotropic
Thixotropic/fragmental
Thixotropic/sandy-skeletal
Thixotropic/loamy-skeletal
Thixotropic/sandy
Thixotropic/loamy
Thixotropic/skeletal
Grumic
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FAMILY PARTlClE

FAMILY PARTICLE SIZE TRIANGLE

SIZE
100

The term particle
size refers to the grain size
distribution
of the whole soil including the coarse
fraction. Family particle sizes classes are composite
particle sizes of part of the control section. Eleven
classes are recognized and they can be determined
using the chart on page 19. The portions of the control
section that are used for the determination
of family
particle size are shown below.
The weighted
the materials:

average

particle

size is calculated

for

a) between
25100
cm if the soils are lacking a
significant Bt horizon (i.e. at least 15 cm thick and an
upper boundary within 50 cm of the mineral surface).
b) in the Bt horizon if the Bt horizon is significant (see’a’
above) and has a lower boundary deeper than 25 cm.
c) down to a lithic contact if the contact occurs within
36 cm of the surface.
(For soils with strongly contrasting particle sizes
situations not covered above, see pages 117-l 18
The Canadian
System of Soil Classification)

ls, LS - More than 70-80%
tVFS,

or
of

sand and the percentage

LVFS- As above and contains

0
0

50

100

% SAND
l

% O.lmm

of silt plus twice

to 7.5cm

the percentage

fraction

of clay is less than 30.

more than 50% very fine sand.
Courtesy: Ontario Institute of Pedology

Fig. 5.

Guide to assessement of family particle size class
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DEFINITIONS
Particle Sizes
Fragmental -- Stones, cobbles, and gravel, with too little fine earth to fill
interstices larger than 1 mm.
Sandy-skeleta1 -- Particles larger than 2 mm occupy 35% or more by volume,
with enough fine earth to fiZ1 interstices larger than 2 mm; the fraction
finer than 2 mm is that defined for the sandy particle size class.
Loamy-skeletal -- Particles larger than 2 mm occupy 35% or more by volume,
with enough fine earth to fill interstices larger than 1 mm;the fraction
finer than 2 mm is that defined for the loamy particle s.izeclass.
Clayey-skeletal -- Particles larger than 2 mm cm occupy 35% or more by volume,
with enough fine earth to filZ interstices larger than 1 mm; the fraction
finer than 2 mm is that defined for the clayey particle size class.
Sandy -- The texture of the fine earth includes sands and loamy sands,
exclusive of loamy very fine sand and very fine sand textures; and
particles 1arger than 2 mm occupy less than 35% by volume.
Loamy -- The texture of the fine earth includes loamy very fine sand, very
fine sand, and finer textures with less than 35% clay; particles larger
than 2 mm occupy less than 35% by volume.
Coarse-loamy -- A loamy particle size that has 15% or more by weight of
fine sand (0.25-0.1 mm) or coarser particles, including fragments up
to 7.5 cm, and has less than 18% clay* in the fine earth fraction.
Fine-loamy -- A loamy particle size that has 15% or more by weight of fine
sand (0.25-0.1 mm) or coarser particles, including fragments up t#
7.5 cm, and has 18-35% cZay* in the fine earth fraction.
Coarse-silty -- A loamy particle size that has less than 15% of fine sand
(0.25-0.1 mm) or coarser particles, incZuding fragments up to 7.5 cm,
and has less than 18% clay* in the fine earth fraction.
Fine-silty -- A loamy particle size that has less than 15% of fine sand
(0.25-0.1 mm) or coarser particles, including fragments up to 7.5 cm,
and has 18035% clay* in the fine earth fraction.
Clayey -- The fine earth contains 35% or more clay* by weight and particles
larger than 2 mm occupy less than 35% by volume.
Fine-clayey -- A clayey particle size that has 35060% clay* in the fine
earth fraction.
Very-fine-clayey -- A clayey particZe size that has 60% or more clay* in
the fine earth fraction.
.

*Carbonates of clay size are not considered to be clay, but are treated as
silt.
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Additional Substitute Classes
Special terms are used for some soils, chiefly BrunisoZs, in which
volcanic ash or cinders abound and particle size has little meaning. The
terms substitute for both particle size and mineralogy names.
Cindery -- At least 60% of the whole soil by weight is volcanic ash and
cinders; 35% or more by volume of cinders have a diameter of 2 mm or
larger.
Ashy -- At least 60% of the whole soil by weight is volcanic ash and cinders;
less than 35% by volume has a diameter of 2 mm or larger.
Thixotropic -- Less than 35% by volume has a diamete of 2 mm or larger; the
fine earth is thixotropic and the exchange complex is dominated by
amorphous material.
Ashy-skeletal and thixotropic-skeletal -- Rock fragments other than cinders
occupy 35% or more by volume, the matrix is as defined above.
Grumic -- Very fine textured soils with transitional A and B self-mulching
horizons and a granular, mulched surface layer.
9C2 Mineralogy Classes
Report the actual or estimated mineralogy of the pertinent size
fraction of the control section; if contrasting layers are present report
the mineralogy of the upper layer. Table 1 gives a key to mineralogy
classes.
Carbonatic
Serpentinitic
Gypsic
Micaceous
Siliceous
Mixed nonclay

Kaolinitic
Montmorillonitic
Illitic
Vermiculitic
Chloritic
Mixed clay
Sulfurous
Table 1. Key to mineralogy classes

Class

Definition

Determinant size fraction

CLASSES APPLIED TO SOILS OF ANY PARTICLE SIZE CLASS
Carbonatic

More than 40% by weight of
Whole soil, particles less than
carbonates (expressed as
2 mm in diameter, or whole soil
CaC03) plus gypsum, and the
less than 20 mm, whichever has
carbonates are more than 65% higher percentages of carbonates
of the sum of carbonates and plus gypsum.
gypsum*

SerpentiniticMore than 40% by weight of
Whole soil, particles less than
serpentine minerals (antigor- 2 mm in diameter.
ite, chrysotile, fibrolite,
and talc).
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Gypsic

More than 40% by weight of
Whole soil, particles less than
carbonates (expressedas
2 mm in diameter, or whole soil
CaC03) plus gypsum, and
less than 2 mm, whichever has
the gypsum is more than 35%
higher percentages of carbonates
of the sum of carbonates and plus gypsum.
gypsum*

Sulfurous

Soil containing either iron Whole soil, particles less than
sulfates, commonly jarosite, 2 mm.
if the ph after oxidation is
less than 3.5; or more than
0.75% sulfur in the form of
polysulfides if the soil contains less than‘three times as
much carbonate (CaCO3 equivalent) as sulfur.

CLASSES APPLIED TO SOILS RAVING A SANDY, SANDY-SKELETAL,LOAMY, OR
LOAMY-SKELETALPARTICLE SIZE CLASS
Micaceous

More than 40% mica by
weight*.

0.05-2 mm

Siliceous

More than 90% by weight*
of silica minerals (quartz,
chalcedony, or opal) and
other extremely durable
minerals that are resistant
to weathering.

0.05-2 mm

Mixed

All others that have less
0.05-2 mm
than 40% of any one mineral
other than quartz or feldspars.
---------------------------------wwwwwwwwwwww-w-w-wwwwwwwwwwwwwww
CLASSES APPLIED TO SOILS RAVING A CLAYEY OR CLAYEY-SKELETAL
PARTICLE SIZE CLASS

I

Kaolinitic

More than half kaolinite,
Less than 0.002 mm
tabular halloysite,dickite,
and nacrite by weight and
smaller amount of other 1:l
or nonexpanding 2:l layer
minerals or gibbsite.

Montmorillo- More than half montmorillo- Less than 0.002 mm
nitic
nite and nontronite by weight
or a mixture that has more
montmorillonitethan any
other one clay mineral.
Illitic

More than half illite
(hydrous mica) by weight and
commonly 14% K20.

-

_- -
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Less than 0.002 mm
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Vermiculitic More than half vermiculite by Less than 0.002 mm
weight or more vermiculite
than any other one clay
mineral.
Chloritic

More than half chlorite by
weight or more chlorite than
any other clay mineral.

Mixed

Other soils.

*

Less than 0.002 mm

Percentagesby weight are estimated from grain counts. Usually a count of
one or two of the dominant size fractions of a conventionalmechanical
analysis is sufficient for placement of the soil.
9C3 Soil Depth
The segment on soil depth is applicable to soils having a lithic or
cryic contact within 1 m depth. Depth is measured from the soil surface
to the surface of the contact.

Extremely shallow lithic
Very shallow lithic
Shallow lithic
Extremely shallow cryic
Very shallow cryic

Depth (cm)
(20
20-50
50-100
(20

20-50

9C4 Reaction Classes
Reaction classes are applicable only to the C horizon of mineral
soils. pH is recorded as the average pH in 0.01 M CaCL2. Csa and Cca
horizons are not used. In the absence of a C horizon, the horizon
overlying the lithic contact is used.
PH
Acid
(5.5
Neutral
5.5-7.4
Alkaline
>7.4
9C5

Calcareous Classes

Calcareousnessclasses are applicable to the C horizon, or where the
C horizon is absent to the horizon overlying the lithic contact. They are
used with all soils with Ck and Cca horizons.

Weakly calcareous
Strongly calcareous
Extremely calcareous
9C6

CaCO3equivalent(X)
l-6
6-40
>40

Soil Temperature

Soil temperaturesare based on the map Soil Climates of Canada, but each
pedon is individuallyassessed on the basis of local conditions.

--

.
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Extremely cold
Very cold
Cold
Cool
Mild

Mean annual
soil temperature
(MAST, "C)
+7
-7-2
2-8
5-8
8-15

mean summer
soil temperature
(MSST, W
i5
5-8
8-15
15-18
15-22

DEFINITIONS
Soil Zkmerature
Extremely cold -- MAST less than -7'C. Continwus permafrost usually azcurs
below active layer within the control section. No significant growing
season, less than 15 days alove 5'~. Remains frozen within lower part of
control section. aid to very cool summer, MSST less than 5OC. No kBrm
theanal period abve 15Oc.
Very cold -- MAST -702*c. Discontinwus permafrost may occur below active
layer. Soils with Aquic regimes usually remain frozen within part of
contzvl section. Short growing season, less than 120 days abve SOc.
Dqree days aLove 5OC are less than 550. Moderately cool summer, MSST
5-8OC. No warm thermal period above 15Oc.
aid -- MAST 2-8OC. No permafrost. Undisturbed soils are usually frozen in
some part of the control section for part of the dormant season, Soils
with Aquic regimes may remain frozen for portions of the growing season.
Moderately short to moderately long growing season, 140-220 days abve
5Oc. Degree-days above 5OC are 550-1250. Mild summer, MSST 8-15OC. An
insignificant or very short warm thermal period, O-50 days above 15OC.
Degree-days above 15OC are less than 30.
Cool -- MAST 5-8Oc. Undisturbed soils may or may not be frozen in part of the
control section for a short portion of the dormant seast3n. Moderately
short to moderately lorr;growing season, 170-220 days above 5Oc.
Da;rree-datjS ative 5°C are 1250-1700. Mild to moderately warm summer, MSST
15018Oc. Significant =ry shozt to short warm thermal period, more t&n
60 days above 15Oc. Degree-days alwve lSOi=are 3OL220.
Mild -- MAST 8-15OC. Undisturbed soils are rarely frozen during the dormant
season. Moderately long to nearly continuous groking season, 200-365 days
above 5Oc. Dzgree-days abve 5OC are 1700-2800. Mxkrately warm to warm
summer, MSST 15.22°C. sort to moderately short warm thermal period,
90-180 days above 15Oc. Bgree-days abve 15Oc are 170-670.
9C7

Soil Moisture

Soil moisture categories are based on the map Soil Climates of
Canada, but each pedon is individuallyassessed on the basis of local
conditions.
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Moisture deficits km)
Peraquic
Aquic
Subaquic
Perhumid
Humid
Subhumid
Semiarid
Subarid
Arid

O-2.5
2.5-6.5
6.5-13
13-19
19-38 (51)
)38 (51)

DEFINITTONS
AQuic Regimes
Pelaquic -- Soil saturated for very long periods. Gzvuniwaterlevel at or
within capillary reach of the surface.
AQuic -- Soil saturated for mode=tely

long periods.

Subaquic -- Soil saturated for short periods.
Moist Unsaturated Regimes
Perlumid -- Soil moist all year, seldom dry. No significant mter &?ficits in
the growing season. Water deficits less than 2.5 cm. Climatic moisture
i&ex (CMI)higher than 84.
Humid -- Soil not dry in any part for as long as 90consecutive days inmost
yers.
Very slight deficits, 2.5-6.5 cm. CMI 74-84.
Suhhumid-- Soil dry in some parts when soil temperature isalwve SOC in same
years. Significant deficits within the grating season. Water deficits
6.5-13 cm. C&U 59-73.
Semiarid -- ail dry in some parts when soil tempersltureis abve SOC in some
years. Moderately severe deficits in growing season. Water deficits
13-19 cm. CMI:46-58.
Subrid -- Soil dry in some parts or all parts most of the time when the soil
temperature is abve 5OC. Some periods as long as 90 consecutive days
when the sail ismoist. Severe gzvwing-season deficits. Water defkits
19038cmin cool and cold regimes, 19-51 cmin mild regimes. CMI 25-45.
Arid -- Soil dry in some oral1 parts for most of the time when soil
temperature is above 5OC. NO period as long as 90 consecutive days when
soil ismoist. Very severe growing-season deficits. Water deficits more
than 38 cm in cool regimes and more than 51 cm in mild regimes. CMI less
than 25.
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9D Organic Soil Family Criteria
Differentiatingcriteria for families of Organic soils are applied to the
depth of the control section (1.6 m for Organic soils). Categories for
Organic soils are coded according to criteria defined by the CSSC.
9Dl Organic Surface Tier
Fennic*
Silvic*
Sphagnic*
Mesic
Humic
*used only for fibric surface tiers
9D2 Mineral Surface Tier
Definitions of mineral surface tiers are the same as those of mineral
soil families.
Fine-loamy'
Sandy
Fine-silty
Coarse-loamy
Coarse-silty
Clayey
9D3 Reaction Class
The pH (0.01 M CaCL2) of the organic materials of the control
section is recorded.
pH
Euic
B4.5 in some parts of control section
(4.5 in all parts of control section
Dysic
9D4 Soil Temperature
Definitions of soil temperature are those found in mineral soil
families. Organic soils in mild regions may have temperatures equivalent
. to the associated mineral soils, but other Organic soils are probably at
least one temperature class colder.

Extremely cold
Very cold
Cold
Cool
Miid

MAST ("C)
(-7
-7-2
2-8
5-8
8-15

MSST ("C)
45
5-8
8-15
15-18
15-22

9D5 Soil Moisture Class
Soil moisture is approximated on the basis of degree and duration of
saturation. Criteria apply to the surface tier for noncryic soils and to
the entire active layer for cryic soils. Table 2 shows the criteria for
moisture subclasses of Organic soils.

Table 2. Moisture subclasses as applied to Organic soils

Classification Aqueous

Moist

Aquic

Moisture regime Aqueous
Peraquic

Aquic

Subaquic

Humid

Perhumid

Moist with no
Moist with no
signifficantseasignificant
seasonal deficit sonal deficit,
moderately well
imperfectlyto
drained
moderately well
WWWW-----WWW-WWWWWWW--------------------WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWwWWwwwWwwWwWwWwwwwWWWwWWWWWWWWWWwWWwWW~wWWWWWWWWWWWWWW~W

Descriptive
condition

Free surface
water

Saturated for
very long periods, very
poorly drained

Saturated for
moderately long
periods, poorly
drained

Saturated for
short periods,
imperfectly
drained

Continuous

Very long

11.5-12

>lO

Long to moderately short
4-10

Short to very
short
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Insignificant

Very short

Suggested
criteria
Saturation
period (mo)

Moist period

Very short to insignificant
(0.5
bz

Very short
(2

Short to moderLong to very
Very long to
Very long'
ately long
long
long
co.5
2-8
8-11.5
8-11.5
8-11.5
(2
wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww~wwwwwwwwwwwww~wwwwwwwwwww
Cm01

Associated
native
vegetation

; Hydrophytic

Mesophytic
Mesophytic
Meso-hydroMeso-hydrophytic
phytic
Nymphaea
S;=irpus
Disturbed species
Wet forest
Moist forest
Wet to very
black
spruce,
Cultivated
species
Potmogeton
moist
forest
black
spruce,
Twha
Scirpw
Carex
mixed feather
Black spruce,
mixed sphagnum
sphagnum
and feather mosses
Typha and
moss and
Drepanocladus
Bragmites
sphagnum
Ericaceous
Ericaceous shrubs,
Drepanocladus
Feather mosses, Ericaceous
Tamarack
shrubs
lichens
shrubs
--wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww~w~wwwwwww

Associated
peat landform

Hydrophytic

Wetlands, marsh, Flat fens,
Blanket bogs,
floating fen,
patterned fens, transitional
collapse scars
spring fens,
bogs
swamps

Domed bogs,
plateaus

Frozen plateaus, Drained peat
lands,
frozen palsas,
frozen peat
Folisols

P*‘yf -s
.

f

1
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Peraquic
Aquic
Subaquic
Perhumid
Humid

Saturation period (mo)
VlO
4-10
' 44
(2
(0.5

9D6 Particle Size Class of the Terric Layer
The particle size classes of the terric layer are defined as in the
mineral soil family.
Fragmental
Sandy
Sandy-skeletal
Loamy

Loamy-skeletal
Clayey
Clayey-skeletal

9D7 Limno materials
Definitions of limno materials are as in the Organic soil family
Marl
Diatomaceous
Coprogenous
9E

Soil Map Unit
The pedon being described is part of a polypedon. A polypedon
belongs to one soil series. A mapping unit may include many kinds of
polypedons, and the kinds of soil may be indicated by using taxonomic
names at any level from series to order. For example,
"Podzolic soils and rock outcrop"
"Orthic Eutric Brunisol, loamy skeletal, cool, subhumid"
"Meleb, Peaty phase"
are map units named by soil taxonomy, with or without names that denote
nonsoil component.
In many soil survey areas map units are names utilizing non-taxonomic
lables such as the following:
"Asquith Association"
"Carriere Complex"
"Tidal flat".
The method used for naming soil map units will be determined by
objectives, scale and intensity of the survey. The taxonomic building
blocks are defined as follows:
Order
Taxa at the order level are based on properties of the pedon that
reflect the nature of the soil environment and the effects of the dominant
soil-formingprocesses.

6d
Great group
Great groups are soil taxa formed by the subdivision of each order.
Thus each great group carries with it the differentiatingcriteria of the
order to which it belongs. In addition, taxa at the great group level are
based on properties that reflect differences in the strengths of dominant
processes or a major contribution of a process in addition to the dominant
one. For example, in Luvic Gleysois the dominant process is considered to
be gleying, but clay translocation is also a major process.
Subgroup
Subgroups are formed by subdivisionsof each great group. Therefore
they carry the differentiatingcriteria of the order and the great group
to which they belong. Also, subgroups are differentiatedon the basis of
the kind and arrangement of horizons that indicate: conformity to the
central concept of the great group; Orthic, intergrading toward soils of
another order, e.g. Gleyed, Brunisolic; or additional special features
within the control section, e.g. Ortstein.
FamiIv
Taxa at the family level are formed by subdividing subgroups. Thus
they carry the differentiatingcriteria of the order, great group, and
subgroup to which they belong. Families within a subgroup are
differentiatedon the basis of parent material characteristics such as
texture and mineralogy, and soil climatic factors and soil reaction.
Series
Series are formed by subdivisionsof families. Therefore they carry
all the differentiatingcriteria of the order, great group, subgroup, and
family to which they belong. Series within a family are differentiatedon
the basis of detailed features of the pedon. Pedons belonging to a series
have similar kinds and arrangement of horizons whose color, texture,
structure, consistence, thickness, reaction, and composition fall within a
narrow range. A series is a category in the taxonomic system; thus it is
a conceptual class in the same sense as an order.
A pedon is a real unit of soil in the landscape; a series is a
conceptual class with defined limits based on the generalizationof
properties of many pedons. A particular pedon may be classified as a
series if its attributes fall within the limits of those of an established
series. However, it is not, strictly speaking, a series because the
attributes of any one pedon do not encompass the complete range of
attributes allowable within a series.
Thus, it is not correct to study part of a pedon and to declare, “this is
X series.” Rather it should be stated, “this pedon has properties that
fall within the limits of the X series,” or ‘this pedon is classified in
the X series.”
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The non-taxonomicbuilding blocks are defined as follows:
Association. An association includes all the soils found on a particular
parent material within a given climatic regime.
Catena, Land System or Ecosystem are similar to Association
Associate. A division of an associationwithin which all soils have
similar profiles. Associates may in places be composed of a soil
series.
Land Type or Ecosite. A unit of the biophysical land classification,
having a particular parent material, a homogeneous combination of
soils and of vegetation. Similar to associate.
9E2

Soil Map Unit Notation

The soil map unit symbol used on the soil map is reported in this
area. The symbol can be numerical or alphabetical,but it should not be
mixed. Up to four spaces can be used, right justified.
9E3 Numerical Modifier
If the soil map unit notation is alphabetical but is subdivided
numerically, the numerical modifier is recorded in this section. up to
two spaces can be used right justified.
934 Associated Soils
Provision is made for the identificationof up to two soils that are
associatedmost closely with the soil that is being described. For this
purpose soil codes from the Soil Names File are used. These spaces can be
filled only if the soil units are identified; if not, leave blank.
9E41 Soil 1
9342 Soil 2
Soil Phase Categories
Phases for both mineral and organic soils are recorded according to
criteria described in the System for Soil Classificationfor Canada
(1978). Phase categories are outlined below, but definitions are found in
other similar sections of this manual.
9F

Mineral Soil Phases
Slope (See section 8C2).
Water erosion
Slightly eroded
Moderately eroded
Severely eroded
Gullied land

Surface soil eroded (X)

Wind erosion
Wind-eroded
Severely wind-eroded
Blown-out land

Surface soil eroded (X)

(25
25-75
)75

Severely gullied

25-75
)75

Profile destroyed
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Agent of deposition
Wind
Water

Soil deposition
Overblown
Over-wash

Stony (or bouldery) (See Section 8J).
Rocky (See section 8K).
Peaty

15-40 cm of peat or 15-60 cm of
fibric peat.

9G Organic Soil Phases
Burned
Scalped
Mined
10 MORPHOLOGY
The morphologicalvariables are arranged essentially in three ways. The
first three basic variables, that is, layer and horizon designation, layer and
horizon depth and thickness, and color or colors, are arranged in fixed format
in which required data are entered in fixed spaces, Layers and horizons are
described beginning with the uppermost, regardless of whether or not this is
organic, and proceeding downward in increasing order until all horizons are
noted. The first two columns of "card number" are to be regarded as horizon
number. Note that a maximum of 12 layers or horizons (or both) can be
accommodated;a site with more than 12 layers or horizons can be described
only if certain layers or horizons are combined with others to yield a maximum
of 12.
All other variables, except "thickness of organic deposit" and "rooting
depth", which are in value-coded form (see site description),are arranged
either as self-definingentries (six squares or boxes behind the variable
code) or composite entries (eight squares or boxes behind the variable code).
For the self-definingentries each square or box refers to a layer or
horizon. The presence of a variable in any of the first six layers or
horizons is indicated by marking a horizontal slash (0) in the appropriate
box; the presence of a variable in any of the 7th to 12th layer or horizons is
indicatedwith a vertical slash, (/). Variables occurring in one or more of
the first and one or more of the last six layers or horizons, such as the 1st
and 7th or 3rd and 9th, are indicated with a plus sign (+).
Composite entries are used sparingly in the form, and only for those
variables where both status and position can be recorded in one space. This
type of data entry is similar to the self-definingentry described above, and
the position of the variable in the profile is handled in an identical
manner. It differs in that the status or value of the variable must be
recorded with the corresponding position.
the 3rd and 9th horizons are indicated 7.5YR
slightly hard woody material, 5 cm in diame
layers, is indicated as slightly hard .ggo*

i
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Note that for both the self-definingand composite data entries, the
assigned layer or horizon numbers, as defined by "layer and horizon
designation,"must be maintained.
1OA Layer and Horizon Designation
Designations for all organic layers and mineral soil horizons are noted in
the allotted spaces. The.uppermost layer or horizon is noted in row 0108; all
subsequent layers or horizons are entered in order, proceeding downward
through the profile. A maximum of 12 layers or horizons can be accommodated.
Definitions for layer or horizon designations are found in Appendix 4.
10Al LithologicalDiscontinuity
Roman numerals indicating discontinuitiesare converted to arabic
numerals, for example,
11 2
III 3
lOA Master Layers and Horizons
A code of up to three characters (left justified) is used for the
identificationof master layers and horizons. These include A, B, C, L,
F, H, 0, AB, BC, and others.
lOA Suffixes
Standard CSSC suffixes of layers and horizons are recorded in
uppercase, left justified. Up to five suffixes can be noted.
lOA Numerical Suffix Modifier

2, a

Numerical suffix modifiers used to identify vertical subdivisions,1,
soon.s
ha
1 in II Btgjl, are recorded as follows:
BITI lC$
11

10B Layer and Horizon Depth and Thickness
The top of the mineral soil is considered as zero depth both for organic
litter (less than 40 cm thick) and for mineral soils; zero depth for Organic
soils (more than 40 cm thick) is the top of the organic material. Organic
layers (except those that are buried) are listed in descending order of depth;
mineral horizons and layers in organic soils are listed in ascending order of
depth.
lOB1 Modal or Average Horizon Boundary Depths (cm)
lOBl1
Upper limit (cm)
lOBl2
Lower limit (cm)
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lOB2 Absolute Thickness Range
Minimum (cm)
10B21
Maximum (cm)
lOB22
Example: A soil horizon may have modal depths of O-10 cm with a thickness
range of 2-10 cm.
1OC Horizon Color
Color of mineral and soil material is recorded, using Munsell notations,
on the basis of the color aspect (what the color represents) and the moisture
condition of the soil at the time of recording. Note that intergrade values
can be accommodatedfor subdividinghue, value, and chroma; for example, 7.5YR
4.312.2. Decimal positions are reported in shaded spaces. Tf whole numbers
are reported the decimal positions are filled with zeros; for example, 1OYR
5/4 is reported as 1OOYR 5040. Hue symbols are right justified.
Differencesbetween the color of the soil material in place and that of
the crushed mass, or between ped faces and interiors, and so forth, are noted
by selecting the appropriate aspect code.
lOC1 Color 1
Aspect
lOCl1
Matrix moist
1
Matrix dry
2
Exped moist
3
Exped dry
4
Inped moist
5
Inped dry
6
Crushed moist 7
lOC12
lOC13
lOC14
lOC15
lOC2 Color 2
lOC21
lOC22
lOC23
lOC24
lOC25

Crushed dry
Natural wet/reduced
Natural wet oxidized
Pressed wet reduced
Pressed wet oxidized
Rubbed wet oxidized
Rubbed dry

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Hue numeral
Hue symbol
Value
Chroma
Aspect
Hue numeral
Hue symbol
Value
Chroma

1OD Thickness of Organic Deposit*
Report the total thickness of the
place.

organic

deposit in metres to one decimal

* Note that data fields 1OD to 10H inclusive are specifically for Organic
layers. All remaining fields are for mineral soil horizons, but certain of
them, such as root description and others, may be used for organic layers as
well.
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10E Material Composition
In recording the composition of organic layers, note first the kinds of
material and the volumetric percentage of each in each layer. If each layer
is made up of one material only, or if layers are composed of mixed materials
but in regular proportions, proceed by noting the percentage proportions and
the layer or layers in which the stated proportions occur. If layers are
mixed in nonuniform proportions, estimate the mean proportions for the
individual constituents and report this for the appropriate layers.
Kind
lOOE1
Leaves
Needles
Sphagnum
Feather moss
lOEL1

Sedges and reeds
Herbaceous fragments
Wood fragments
Coprogenous earth
Percentage

lOE2 Decomposition
Record the state of decompositionof each layer, using one or more of
the following variables:
Rubbed fiber (%).
None
Slight
?40
10-40
Moderate
High
(10
10F Woody Material
Estimate the average hardness and size (cm) of woody materials and report
this for appropriate layers. Wood fragments are too hard to crush in the hand
and are larger than 2 cm in the smallest dimension.
lOF1 Hardness
lOFl1
Size
lOF2 Volume
Where applicable, estimate the volume of wood fragments in each
layer, within the following classes:
(10% by volume
lo-20% by volume
20-50% by volume
750% by volume
1OG PyrophosphateIndex
The pyrophosphate index is based on the color of chromatographicpaper
dipped in organic material extracted with sodium pyrophosphate. The index is
obtained by subtracting chroma from value. Report positive and negative
values as positive. For a description of the method see Canadian System of
Soil Classification. CDA publication 1646, 1978. p29.
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10H von Post Scale of Decomposition

.

The amount of decomposition is gauged in the field by assessing the
distinctness of the structure of plant remains and the color of soil solutions
as wet peat is squeezed in the hand. A scale 01-10 is used.
Cannot be considered

01

Living moss layer. Usually the surface 2-4 cm.
"peat" as such as it is not yet "dead".

02

The structure and form of the plant material is complete. The only
difference between 01 and 02 is that a 02 peat is not living. When
squeezing, clear to slightly yellowish water is emitted. The peat sample
in the hand is normally bright yellowish orange in colour, especially
after squeezing. The sample is spongy, or elastic; upon squeezing, the
compressed sample springs back, and will take little or no shape.

03

The plant material is still very easily distinguishable,but the
individual sphagnum "stalks" are breaking up into pieces, as opposed to
continuous lengths of stems, etc. When squeezing, yellow water with some
plant debris (mostly individual leaves) is emitted. The colour of the
sample is somewhat darker than a 02 peat. The sample is still spongy, but
less than 02; after squeezing, the peat will spring back to a point where
a vague to fairly definite form of the handprint is distinguishable.

04

The plant material is not as easily distinguishableas in 03 because the
pieces of peat, as mentioned above, are now disintegrating, therefore one
is often dealing with individual stems, branches, and leaves. When
squeezing, light brown to brown water with a lot of debris is emitted.
The sample is not spongy, and upon rubbing, a slightly soapy or humic
texture is detected. Upon squeezing, the sample makes a perfect replica
of the handprint, commonly called "brass knuckles". It should be noted
that after squeezing a peat sample, the difference in shape between a 03
and a 04, is that a 03 peat is "rounded off" whereas a 04 peat has
definite "sharp" ridges left by the fingers. No peat escapes the fingers.

05

The plant material is reaching a stage of decompositionwhere the
individual components (branches, leaves, stems) are starting to break up,
such that some amorphous or unstructured material is present. When
squeezing, definitely brown water is emitted. This water is reaching the
point where it can no longer be termed "water', but is a solution. The
sample has a more definite soapy or humic texture, yet roughness is still
present. Upon squeezing a very small amount of the sample escapes between
the'fingers.

06

The plant material has decomposed to the extent where almost half of the
sample is in an amorphous or unstructured state. Plant constituents are
still distinguishableupon close examination in the hand. Upon squeezing,
brown to dark brown water is emitted. The sample is pasty and very
malleable. Upon squeezing, approximatelyone-third of the peat escapes
between the fingers as a paste.
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07

The original plant material is practically undistinguishableand a very
close examination in the hand is needed to see that there are still vague
structures present. If the sample is "worked" in the hand, this structure
will disappear. It should be noted that such things as wood, sedge roots,
and Eriophonzm fibres are often very resistant to decomposition,and can
be present in their "original" state in humified peats up to 07. Upon
gentle squeezing, a small amount of very dark water is emitted. When the
final squeeze is performed, over half of the material escapes the hand.

08

The only distinguishableplant remains are roots or Eriophorun fibres,
when present. If appreciable amounts of roots or fibres ar present, the
peat cannot be considered to be a 08, even though the remaini,ngmaterial
is such. The "appreciableamounts" of these materials occur when they
interfere with the squeezing out of the remaining amorphous material. If
pieces or chips of wood are present in the sample, regardless of the
amount, this alone classifies the peat as a 07. Little or no water is
emitted upon gentle squeezing. The final squeeze results in over two
thirds of the peat escaping the hand.

09 A very homogenous, amorphous sample,containing no roots or fibres. There
is no free water emitted upon squeezing, and almost all of the sample
escapes the hand.
10 Very rare to non-existent in non-sedimentarypeats. In sedimentary peats,
the particle size can be extremely small resulting in "pudding-like"
homogeneous material. Upon squeezing, all of the sample escapes the hand.
101 Horizon Features Present
Record the horizons in which one or more of the features listed below are
observed. If you do not record the presence of these features in a profile,
it will be assumed that they are absent. A full description of each feature
can be given in the appropriate section.
Mottles
Clay films
Concretions,nodules, casts

Salts
Carbonates '
Coarse fragments

1OJ Moisture Condition of Profile
Indicate the field moisture status of horizons at the time of description.
Wet
Dry
Moist
Unspecified
10K Texture
I
Textural classes are estimated in terms of size and the distribution of
primary particles. A series of tests conducted in the field are described
below (See Fig. 6). Field estimates are corroborated by laboratory analyses
of selected samples.
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FIEIJI TEST CHARACTERISTICS
OF SOIL TEXTURE CLASSES

SOIL TEXTURE FELD TEST
MOIST CAST TEST - Compress some mofsf soil by clenching it
m your hand. If Ihe so11 hofds together (i.e. forms a cast), then
test the strength of the cost by tossing it from hand lo hand. The
more durable It IS. the more clay is present.

SAND

FEEL TESTS
GRAININESS
TEST - So11 IS rubbed between thumb end
lmgers to asseas the % sand. Sand feels grainy.

U)AMY

DRY FEEL TEST - Soils with >50% sand. Soil is rubbed
In the palm of the hand lo dry it and to separate 8nd eatimate the size of the individual sand particles. The sand
particles are then allowed lo fall out of the hand and the
amount of fmer maternal (silt 6 clay) remainmg is noted.

have

gramy

with

floury

materlal

Ilttle

no cast

grainy

with sllght

amount

of floury

no handlmg

with nmd-

weak

very

weak

cast,

%F

YEN
“Ollt?

unnecessary

unnecessary

“‘“a

unnecessary

unnecessarv

none

unnecessary

unnecessary

none

unnecessarv

unnecessary

unnecessarv

unnecessary

~111 grlttmess.

unnecessary

material
grmny
erate

TASTE TEST - A smali amount of so11 IS worked between the
front teeth Sand IS distmQuished as individual grains which grit
sharply
agamst the teeth. Silt particles
are identified
as a
general fme grrMness. but individual grams cannot be identified.
parthzles

SAND

SILTY SAND

STICKINESS TEST - Soil IS wetted and compressed be
tween the thumb and lorehnger. Degree of stickiness is
determtn~
by noting
how
strongly
it adheres to the
thumb
and forefinger
upon Felease of presaure and how
much it strekhes.

Clay

MOIST
CAsr TEST

FEEL
TEST

T:tXE

RIBBON TEST - Moist soil IS rolled Into a clgareMe shape and
Ihen squeezed out between the thumb and forefinger to form the
longest and thmnest ribbon possible.

nogrittiness.

of floury
SANDY

LOm

materlal
with

con-

slderable

amount

of floury

material

lacrly

LOAM

8ll.T LOAM

SHINE TEST - A small amount of moderately dry soil is rolled
info a ball and rubbed once or twice against a hard, smooth ob
lect such as a knife
blade
or thumb
nail. A shine on the ball Indlcates clay m the so11
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smooth
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’
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100
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1OKl Class
The following field textures have been defined:
, _
- Silt loam
Coarse sand
-Silt :'
Sand
Sandy ciay loam .
Fine sand
Fine sandy clay loam
Very fine sand
Very fine sandy clay loam
Loamy coarse sand
Clay loam
Loamy sand
Silty clay loam
Loamy fine sand
Sandy clay
Loamy very fine sand
Silty clay
Coarse sandy loam
Clay
Sandy loam
Heavy clay
Fine sandy loam
Organic
Very fine sandy loam
Loam
lOK2 Textural Modifiers
Modifiers are used only if the particle size distribution (textural
class) is noticeably bimodal or unusually enriched with extraneous
material.
Material
Gravelly
Very gravelly
Mucky
Gritty
Ashy

20-50% gravel
>50% gravel
9-17% organic carbon

Primary Particles (See also c-z-se fragments section 10~~)
Name of separate
Very carse sand
Coarse sand
Medium sand
Fine sand
Very fine sand
Silt
Clay
Fine clay

Diam&er(nnn)
2.0-1.0
1.0-0.5
0.5-0.25
0.25-0.10
0.104.05
0.05-obOo2
<o.w2
(0.0002

Textural.Classes
ands
Sand is a soil material that contains 85% ormoze sand; the penzentage of silt,
plus 1.5 times the percentage of clay, does not exceed 15.
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coa rse sand -- 25% ormore very cc~rse and ca3rs~ sand, and less than 50% any
other one grade of sand.
Sand -- 25% ormore very carse, carse, andmediun sand (but less than 25%
wry ca3rse and car-se sand), and less than 50% of either fine or very
fine sand.
Fine sand -- 50% or more fine sand, or less than 25% very coarse, carse,
medium sand and less than SC% very fine sand.

and

Very fine sand -- 50% or more very fine sand.
Loamy sands
Loamy sand is a soil material that contains at the upper limit 85.90% sand,
and tk percentage of silt plus 1.5 times the percentage of clay is not
less than 15; at the lower limit it contains not less than 70-85% sand,
and the percentage of silt plus twice thz percentage of clay does not
exceed 30.
Loamy car=
sand-- 25% ormore very carsle and carse sand, and less than
5& any &her one grade of sand.
sand (hut less
Loamy sand -- 25%ormore very carse, carse, andmedim
than 25% very coarse and coarse sand), and less than 50% fine or very fine
sand.
Loamy fine sand -- 50% or more fine sand, or less than 50% very fine sand and
less than 25% wry coarse, coarse, and nedium sand.
Loamy very fine sand -- 50% ormore

very fine sand.

Sandy loans
andy lam is a soil material that contains either W% clay or less, tith the
percentage of silt plus twice the percentage of clay exceeding 30, and 52%
ormore sand;or less then 7% clay, less than 50% silt, and 43-524;sand.
Coarse sandy loam -- 25% or more wry
any other one grade of sand.

coarse and coarse sand and less than 50%

Sandy loam -- 30% ormore very ca3rse, car*,
andmedium sad (tut less
than 25% very coarseand coarsesand), and less than 30% of either wry
fine or fine sand.
Fine sandy loam -- 30% ormore fine sand and less than 30% very fine sand;or
between 15930% wry coarse, coarse, and medium sand; or more than 40% fine
and very fine sand, at least h&f of which is fine sand, and less than 15%
very coarse, coarse and medium sand.
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Very fine sandy loam -- 30% ormoze very fine sand, ormone than 40% fine and
very fine sand, at least half of which is very fine sand, and less than
15% very carse, ctxrzz, andmediun sand.
Loan
--

Loam is a soilmaterial that contains 7027% clay, 28050% silt, and less than
52% sand.
Silt loam
Silt is a soilmateria that contains 50% ormore silt and 12.27% clay, or
x)-8tX silt and less than 12% clay.
Silt
aSilt is a soil material that contains 6y)%ormoze

silt and less than 12% clay.

Sandy clay loam
Sandy clay loam is a soil material that contains 20-354;clay, less than 28%
silt, and 45% or more sand.
gay

loam

Clay 1-m

is a soil material that contains 27-40% clay and 2045%

sand.

Silty clay loam
Silty clay loam is a soil material that contains 27-40% clay and less than 20%
sand.
Sandy clay
Z&ndy clay is a soilmaterial #at
sand.

contains 35% ormoe

clay and 45% or more

Silty clay
Silty clay is a soilmaterial that contains 40% or maze clay and 40% ormoE
silt.

uay
-Clay is a soil material that contains 40% ormoze clay, less than 45% sand, and
less thaPl40% silt.
Heavy clay
Heavy clay is a soil materid

that contains mnz

than 60% clay.
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In addition to these thirteen basic soil textural classes, three of which are
modified according to the predominant sand fraction, other modifiers are
added. The word "mucky" is used as an adjective modifying the textural class
name for horizons of mineral soils, especially of Humic Gleysols, that contain
15030% organic matter (9.17% organic carbon).
Rock fragments in the soil also are used to modify the textural class name.
These are gravel, cobbles, stones, boulders, charmers and flags (see section
10 AA for descriptin of size classes). The adjectival form of the rock
fragment class name is used as a modifier according to the following rule:
Less than 15 percent by volume: No special term is used; or 'nongravelly"
and 'nonstony" are used in wrrting for contrast with soils having more
than 15 percent pebbles, cobbles, stones, or boulders.
15 to 35 percent by volume: The adjectival term of the dominant kind of
rock fragment is used as a modifier of the textural term: "gravelly
loam,w "stony loam," "bouldery loam."
35 to 60 percent by volume: The adjectival term of the dominant kind of
rock fragment is used with the word "very" as a modifier of the textural
term: "very gravelly loam," "very bouldery loam".
More than 60 percent by volume: If enough fine earth is present to
determine the texture class (approximately5 percent or more by volume)
the adjectival term of the dominant kind of rock fragment is used with the
word "extremely"as a modifier of the textural term: "extremely gravelly
loam," "extremelybouldery loam." If there is too little fine earth to
detemine the texture class (less than about 5 percent by volume) the terms
"gravel," "cobbles," "stones," and "boulders" are used in the place of
fine earth texture.
The class limits apply to the volume of the layer occupied by all pieces
of rock larger than 2 mm. Total volume of rock fragments in each layer is
estimated, and the size class that makes up the greatest volume is used as the
modifier. Usually the soil also contains fragments smaller or larger than
those identified in the term. For example, a stony loam usually contains
pebbles, but "gravelly" is not mentioned in the name. Use of a term for
larger pieces of rock, such as boulders, does not imply that the pieces are
entirely within a given soil layer. A single boulder may extend through
several layers.
More precise estimates of the amounts of rock fragments than are provided
by the defined classes are needed for some purposes. If the more precise
information is needed, estimates of percentages of each size class or a
combination of size classes are included in the description: "very cobbly
loam; 5 percent stones, 30 percent cobbles, and 15 percent gravel' or "silt
loam; about 10 percent gravel."
If loose pieces of rock are significant in use and management of a soil,
they are bases of phase distinctions among map units. Exposed bedrock is not
soil and is separately identified in mapping.
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1OL Mottles
Mottling in soils is described by examining the coloration of surfaces and
interiors of peds. Frequently, marked differences of color are attributable
to the method of preparing the specimen, and description of the difference
usually is important. For example, peds may have common, fine, yellowish
brown mottles-on the broken interor. If, however, the ped is cut with
smearing the interior mottles often appear more abundant or of higher
contrast. It is thought that the smearing caused by cutting with knife or
shovel exaggerates the color mottling.
It is recommended that color mottles be described on a freshly picked soil
surface and that both ped surfaces and interiors be described. The area
percentage charts here included can facilitate visual estimates. '
Mottling in soils is described by recording the pattern of the mottling
and the color or colors of the principal mottles. Pattern and size of mottles
are described using abundance, size, and contrast. Color is estimated
according to standard Munsell color notation. Enter the appropriate value and
chroma of the chosen hue under the V and C columns and indicate the horizons
in which these mottle colors are found. Intergrades cannot be accommodated.
The hue and its symbol must be circled,'and value and chroma indicated. If
any of these are left blank the informationwill not be accepted by the
system. Up to two mottle descriptions can be recorded.
lOL1 Mottle Description 1
Abundance (See Fig. 7)
lOLl1
Proportion of Exposed Surface (%I
Few
(2
2-20
Common
Many
>20
lOL12

Size. If the length of a mottle is not more than 2 or 3
times the width, the dimension recorded is the greater
one. If the mottle is long and narrow describe the width.
Dimension (mm)
<5
5-15
>15

Fine
Medium
Coarse
lOL13

Contrast (see detailed description to follow).

Difference from the matrix in
Hue
Value
Chroma
pages
units
units
Faint

0
1

42
0

$1
0

Distinct

0
1

3-4
$2

2-4
il

Prominent

2+
0
1

0
$4

0
',+
>l

$2

or

or
or
Or
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Fig.

7

l

AREA PERCENTAGE

25%

CHARTS

35%

40%

amm
3.0%

4Y%

50%

50%

Courtesy: Ontario Institute of Pedology
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lOLl4

lOL2 Mottle
lOL21
lOL22
lOL23
lOL24

Color
Value
lOL141
Chroma
Description
2
Abundance
Size
Contrast
Color
Value
lOL241
Chroma

The sequence of terms is abundance,
size,
faint yellowish
brown mottles.
few, fine,

contrast,

and color;

for

example,

D-EINITIONS
Abundance of Mottles (See Fig. 7)
Few -- Mottles occwy less than 2% of the exposed surface.
Comnwn -- Mottles occupy 2~20% of the exposed surface.
Many -- Mottles occupy more than 20% of the exposed surface.
Size of Mottles
If the length of a mclttle isnot nvre than 2or 3 tines thz width, the
dimension recorded is the greater one. If the mottle is long and narrow,
describe the width.
Fine -- Lessthan

Smmindimensicn.,

Mediwn-- S-15 mm in dimension
-ContrastofMottles
Contrast refers to tti degree of visual distinction that is evident
between associated colors. Contrast may be described as faint, distinct, or
wrominent:
Evident only on close exanination. Faint mottles commonly have
Faint:
mthe same hue as the wlor to which they are ctnnparedand differ by no more
than 1 unit of chroma or 2 units of value. Some faint mottles of similar
but low chrana and value differ by 2.5 units (one page) of hue.
Distinct: Readily seen but contrast only moderately with the color to
which they are canpared. Distinct mottles wmnonly have the same hue as
the color to whi& tky are conpared but differ by 2 to 4 units of chroma
or 3 to 4 units of value; or differ from the color to which they are
coqared by 2.5 units (one page) of hue but by no more than 1 unit of
chrotnaor 2 units of value.
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Prominent: Contrast strongly with the color to which t&y are coqared.
Prominent mottles are commonly the nvst obvious color featur of the
section described. Prominent mcrttles that have mdiun chroma and value
ccurunonly
dif&r fram the color to which they are compared by at least 5
units (tm pages) of hue if chroma and value are the same;at least 4
units of value or chroma if the hue is the same; or at least 1 unit of
chroma or 2 units of value if hue differs by 2.5 units (one page).
10M

Soil

Structure

Editorial
Comment: Work is in progress
on improvements
in the concept
of
in the definition
of related
terms, and in the
soil macrostructure,
specifications
of operations
involved
in describing
macrostructure.
The
suggested
changes will require
trial
and modification
before
they become an
The reader is
accepted
part of the system of describing
soil morphology.
referred
“Soil
structure:
concepts,
description,
and interpretation”
by
J.A. McKeague and C. Wang.
LRRI Contribution
No. 82-15,
Research Branch,
Canada Agriculture,
Ottawa.
Soil structure
refers
to the aggregation
of primary soil particles
into
compound particles
, which are separated
from adjoining
aggregates
by planes of
weakness.
The exteriors
of some aggregates
have thin,
often dark surface
Other aggregates
have surfaces
films that may serve to keep aggregates
apart.
and interiors
of similar
color,
and the forces
holding
the aggregates
together
appear to be wholly internal.
An individual
natural
soil
aggregate
is called
a ped and should not be
confused
with a clod,
formed as a result
of some disturbance,
such as plowing
or digging,
which has molded the soil
to a transient
mass that changes with
alternating
wetting
and drying;
a fragment,
formed by rupture of a soil mass
across natural
surfaces
of weakness;
or a concretion,
formed by local
concentrations
of compounds that irreversibly
cement the soil grains together.
The classification
of structure
involves
consideration
of the shape and
arrangement,
the size,
and the distinctness
of the visible
aggregates
or
peds.
The terminology
of structure
consists
of separate
sets of terms
designating
each of these categories,
which by combination
form the names of
the structure.
Shape and arrangement of peds are designated
as the type of
soil
structure;
the type.in
turn is subdivided
into kinds,
on the basis of the
character
of the faces and edges of the aggregates.
The size of the peds is
considered
with the class
of soil
structure
whereas the degree of distinctness
is expressed
in the grades.
Table 3 indicates
four main types of structure:
structureless,
in which
there is no observable
aggregation
or definite
orderly
arrangement around
natural
lines of weakness;
blocklike,
in which the soil
particles
are arranged
around a point and bounded by flat or rounded surfaces;
platelike,
in which
the soil particles
are arranged around a horizontal
plane and generally
bounded by relatively
flat horizontal
surfaces;
and prismlike,
in which the
soil particles
are arranged around a vertical
axis and bounded by relatively
Most such types are subdivided
into kinds or
flat vertical
surfaces.
subtypes.
Thus, under structureless,
the single
grain kind consists
of an
incoherent
mass of individual
particles
whereas amorphous (massive)
consists
of a coherent
mass showing no evidence
of any distinct
arrangement along

._--.
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angular
The blocklike
type includes
three kinds:
natural
lines of weakness.
whose faces are rectangular
and flattened,
bounded by planes
blocky,
intersecting
at relatively
sharp angles;
subangular
blocky,
whose faces are
or consist
of mixed rounded forms; and granular,
which are
subrectangular,
Each
type
of
structure
characterized
by
rounded
vertices.
spheroidal,
soil descriptions
require
includes
peds that vary in shape, and detailed
supplemental
statements
about the shape of the individual
peds.
The classes
recognized
are indicated
by their name and their
size limits,
The oblique
dimension
is inferred
which vary with the shape and arrangement.
dimension
for the platelike,
and the
for the blocklike
type, the vertical
horizontal
dimension
for the prismlike.
Grade of structure
is the.degree
of distinctness
of aggregation;
it
expresses
the differential
between cohesion
within the aggregates
and adhesion
and is determined mainly by noting
the durability
of the
between aggregates,
aggregates
and the proportions
of aggregated
and disaggregated
material
when
the aggregates
are displaced
or gently crushed.
The grade of structure
varies with the moistening
of the soil and should
be described
at the most frequently
occuring
soil moisture
content
of the soil
The principal
description
of the structure
of a soil horizon
should
horizon.
although attention
should be given to
refer
to its normal moisture
content,
any striking
contrasts
in structure
under other moisture
conditions
to which
If grade is designated
at an unstated moisture
the soil is subjected.
content,
it is assumed that the soil
is nearly dry or slightly
moist,
which is
the part of the range in soil moisture
at which soil
structure
is most
strongly
expressed.
The sequence to be followed
in combining the terms to characterize
the
structure
is grade (distinctness),
class
(size),
and then kind (shape).
Thus,
the designation
for the soil structure
in which the peds are loosely
packed
and roundish,
dominantly
less than 2 mm in diameter,
and quite distinct
is
strong fine granular.
Types, kinds,
and classes
of structure
are illustrated
in Fig. 8 and Table 3.

.

Many soil horizons
have structures
consisting
of large peds that break
that-assume
one form when in place
down to smaller ones; some have structures
and another when disturbed.
This is referred
to as compound, or primary and
In all cases,
the larger
peds are referred
to as primary
secondary
structure.
structure
and smaller ones are secondary
structure.
If a soil has only one
structural
form, this is referred
to as primary structure.
Sometimes soil parent materials
have structural
shapes or soil horizon
Ths is a
materials
have structures
that are other than pedological.
modification
of kind of structure
(kind modifier)
and generally
indicates
a
structure
inherited
from the process
of deposition.
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structure

Table

2.

Types, kinds,

and classes

of

soil

Kind

Type
1.

3.

Structureless:
no observable
aggregation
or no definite
orderly
arrangement around
natural lines of weakness.

A.

B.

Blocklike:
soil particles
are
arranged around a point and
bounded by flat or rounded
surfaces.

A.

B.

c.

structure

Class

Size

Blocky (angular blocky):
faces
rectangular
and flattened,
vertices
sharply angular.
Subangular blocky:
faces subrectangualar,
vertices
mostly
oblique,
or subrounded.
Granular:
spheroidal
and
characterized
by rounded
vertices.

Fine blocky
Medium blocky
Coarse blocky
Very coarse blocly
Fine subangular blocky
Medium subangular blocky
Coarse subangular blocky
Very coarse subangular blocky
Fine granular
Medium granular
Coarse granular

<lo
10-20
20-50
>50
(10
10-20
20-50
>50
<2
2-5
5-10

(mm)

Single grain structure:
loose,
incoherent
mass of individual
particles
as in sands.
Amorphous (massive)
structure:
a coherent mass showing no evidence of any distinct
arrangement of soil particles.

3.

Platelike:
soil paticles
are
arranged around a horizontal
plane and generally
bounded by
relatively
flat horizontal
surfaces.

A.

Platy structure:
horizontal
planes more or less developed

Fine platy
Medium platy
Coarse platy

(2
2-5
>5

4.

Prismlike:
soil particles
arranged around a vertical
and bounded by relatively
vertical
surfaces.

A.

Prismatic
structure:
faces well-defined,
sharp.

8.

Columnar structure:
vertical
edges near top of columns are
not sharp.
(Columns may be
flat-topped,
round-topped,
or
irregular).

Fine prismatic
Medium prismatic
Coarse prismatic
Very coarse prismatic
Fine columnar
Medium columnar
Coarse columnar
Very coarse columnar

(20
20-50
50-100
>lOO
t20
20-50
50-100
>lOO

are
axis
flat

vertical
and edges

3f
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lOM1 Primary Structure
Grade or Distinctness
lOMl1
Moderate
Structureless
Moderate
Very weak
Strong
Weak
Weak to moderate
lOM12
Class or Size
Very fine
Very fine to fine
Fine
Fine to medium
lOM13

Medium
Medium to coarse
Coarse
Very coarse

Kind or Shape

Platy
Prismatic
Columnar
Angular blocky
Note:

to strong

Cloddy is not a structure,
some plowed surfaces.

Subangular blocky
Granular
Massive
Single grain

but

is used

to indicate

the condi$ion

of

Kind modifier
lOM14
Pseudo
Stratified
Bedded (beds more than 1 cm thick)
Laminated (beds less than 1 cm thick)
lOM2 Secondary
lOM21
1OM22
lOM23
10M24

Structure
Grade
Class
Kind
Kind modifier

DEFIAUTICYVS
_G&e
Wek--

of Structure
Weakly formed peds that are banzly obsrvahle in place.

Moderate -- Maierately kell forEd peds that ane ma2erately evident in place.
Soil material of this grade, when disturbed, breaks dcwn intoa mixture of
many distinct entize peds, some broken peds, and little disaggregated
material.
Strong -- The peds are clearly evident in undisplaced soil. They adhere only
weakly to one another and thz peds separate fzvm each other and remain
laqely intact when the soil is disturbed. When diqlaced, soil material
of this grade cmsists very largely of entiz peds and indudes f&w broken
peds and little disaggzegatedmaterial.
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Kind Modifier
Pseudo-- Akind of sDi1 stzuctune inherited from thz pazent material; for
example, pseuIoplaty,pseurlobla7ky.
Stratified -- A stratumis a layer tith certain unifyim characteristjcs, properties, or attributes that distinguia it fzvm adjacent layers.
.

Bedded -- A bed is a unit layer in a stratified sequence that is visually or
physically maze or less distinctly separate fzvm other layws above and
below and is 1 cmormoze thick.
Laminated -- A lamina is a unit layer similar toa
thli=k.

bed but less than 1 cm
,

10N Consistence
Editorial
Comment: Work is in progress
on improvements
in the concept
of soil
in the definition
of related
terms, and in the
macrostructure
and pedality,
of operations
involved
in describing
pedality
and ped
specifications
The suggested
changes will require
trial
and modification
before
consistence.
they become an accepted
part of the system of describing'soil
consistence.
Soil consistence
is the property
of soil materials
that relates
to the
degree and kind of cohesion
and adhesion or to the resistance
to deformation
Every soil material
has consistence
irrespective
and rupture (soil
strength).
in a natural
condition
or greatly
of whether the mass is large or small,
disturbed,
aggregated
or structureless,
or moist or dry.
Although consistence
and structure
are interrelated,
structure
deals with the shape, size,
and
definition
of natural
aggregates
that result
from variation
in the forces
of
attraction
within a soil mass, whereas consistence
deals with the strength
and
nature of the forces
themselves.
Soil consistence
is described
in terms of the resistance
of soil material
the behavior
of soil material
when it fails
or
to failure
under stress,
the capacity
of soil material
to change shape under
deforms under stress,
stress
and to regain the original
shape after
removal of the stress,
and the
capacity
of the soil material
to adhere to foreign
objects.
Terminology
for consistence
includes
separate
terms for description
at
three standard moisture
contents,
dry, moist,
and wet; plasticity
is described
cementation
usually
in the wet state.
If moisture
always in the wet state,
conditions
are not stated
in using any consistence
term, the moisture
condition
is that under which the particular
term is defined.
Thus friable,
used without a statement of the moisture
content,
indicates
friable
when
hard, used alone,
means hard when dry; and sticky
moist;
means sticky
when
Usually it is desirable
to describe
consistence
at several
standard
wet.
moisture
conditions.
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Soil consistence
for moist and dry soil moisture
states
is estimated
under
field
conditions
by estimating
the soil
strength
(resistance
to crushing
As soil
strength
offered
by an unconfined
volume of soil
in he field
state).
often depends on the size of the test specimen,
its shape, the way in which
an empirical
system of testing
must be
force
is applied
and other factors,
If the soil
is sufficiently
coherent,
a
used if results
are to be comparable.
cube of 25 mm on each side is removed.
In some places
the material
is so
Where peds are less than 25
loose
that it will not hold together
in a cube.
mm across
a ped of common size is used.
Such a specimen can be used to test
moist and dry consistence,
and cementation;
wet consistence
and plasticity
require
other procedures.
The test specimen is shaped to give two roughtly
parallel
upper and lower bearing
surfaces,
and stress
is applied
slowly
for no
longer than five seconds,
using the thumb and forefinger,
parallel
to the
The amount of force
required
to produce failure
is the
vertical
axis.
criterion
for moist and dry consistence
classes
(judgment of the amount of
force
exerted
can be developed
after
practice
in compressing
various
mechanical
devices).
Ped strength,
the force
required
to produce failure
of
is not accommodated separately
and can be
natural
soil
structural
units,
reported
as soil consistence.
Consistence
when wet is determined
at moisture
levels
at or slightly
above
and
is
referred
to
as
stickiness.
Stickiness
is
the
quality
field
capacity,
or degree of adhesion
to other objects
or materials.
It changes as soil
structure
is destroyed
and as the soil moisture
state changes.
Stickiness
in
the field
is determined
on the fine earth fraction,
and at the soil moisture
state at which it is expressed
most strongly.
The sample is crushed in the
hand, water is added if necessary
to bring it to the wet state and the sample
is thoroughly
puddled.
The puddled soil
is pressed between the thumb and
forefinger,
and its adherence
to the digits
is noted.
Water content
is
adjusted
by working the sample in the hand to remove water,
or by adding water
as necessary
to achieve
the maximum stickiness.
Plasticity
is the property
of changing
shape continuously
under the
influence
of an applied
stress,
and of retaining
the new shape after
removal
As for stickiness,
of the stress.
the maximum expression
of the property
is
reported.
The sample is crushed in the hand and water is added if necessary
to bring the sample to the wet state.
The material
is thoroughly
puddled and
moisture
content
is adjusted
by rolling
in the hand to reduce moisture
or by
adding more water.
Moisture content
at.maximum plasticity
is above the point where a roll
of
material
4 mm in diameter crumbles,
but below the water content
at which
stickiness,
if it is exhibited,
exceeds
slightly
sticky.
The material
is
rolled
between the palms of the hands, or on a flat
surface,
and the minimum
thickness
of a roll
4 cm long that can support its own mass when dangled from
the thumb and forefinger
is used as the criterion
of maximum plasticity
classes.
lON1 Wet Consistence
Nonsticky
Slightly
sticky
Sticky
Very sticky

L
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lON2 Moist

Force under which
specimen fails
N(kg m/s2)

Consistence

Loose
Very friable
Friable
Firm
Very firm

(8
8-20
20-40
40-80
Force

lON3 Dry Consistence
Loose
Soft
Slightly
hard
Hard
Very hard
Extremely hard
Rigid

N (kg m/82)

a8
8-40
40-80
80-160
160-800
)800

lON4 Plasticity
Ability
A roll
A roll
A roll
A roll

Nonplastic
Slightly
plastic
Plastic
Very plastic

4
4
2
2

to change
mm cannot
mm thick
mm thick
mm thick

shape
be formed
cannot support its mass
cannot support its mass
can support
its mass

DEFINITIONS
Wet Consistence (Stickiness)
Nonsticky -- After the release of pressure, practically no soil material
adheres to the thunb and finger.
Slightly sticky -- After pressure has been applied, the soil material adheres
to both the thumb and finger, but cakes off one or the other rather
cleanly. The soil is not appreciably stretched when the digits are
separated.
Sticky -- After pressure has been applied, the soil material adheres strongly
to both the thumb and forefinger and tends to stretch sanewhat and pulls
apart rather than pulling free fran either digit.
Very sticky -- After pressure has been applied, the soil material adheres
strongly to both the thunb and forefinger and is decidely stretched when
they are separated.
Moist Consistence
#.

Loose -- The soil material is noncoherent.
Very friable -- The soil material is crushed under very gentle pressure, but
coheres when pressed together; the specimen fails under less than 8N of
force (very gentle pressure).

--
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Friable -- The soil material is easily crushed under gentle to modemte
pressure between the thumb and forefinger and wheres when pressed
tqethzr; thz specimen withstands 8N, but fails under 20N (gentle
pressure J.
Firm -- The soilmaterial is crushed undermodenate pressure betwen the thramb
and forefinger, but resisbnce is distinctly notiazable; the specimen
withstands 2ON but fails under 4Ohl (4ON of force corresponds to firm
pressure between the extended thumb and forefinger ofmany people, but it
is considerably less than thz maximum force that can beexerted slowly).
Wry firm -- The mil material Can be crushed between the thumb and
forefinger, but strong pressure is required; thz specimen kithstands 4ON
but fails under 80N (SON of forcceis near the maximum force that can be
exerted between the extended thumb and forefinger formany people).
Dry msistence
Loose -- The soil material isnoncohezent.
Soft -- The soil material is weakly wherent and fragile, andbreaks to a
pokder orindividml grains under very slight pressure;the specimen fails
under less than 8~ of force (very gentle pressure).
Slightly hard -- The soilmaterial is weakly resistant to pressure and easily
broken between the thumb and forefinger; the specimen withstands 8N of
force but fails under 4ON (4ON of fence corresponds to firm pressure
between the extended thumb and forefinger of nany people, but is
signicantly less than the maximun force tht can beexerted slowly).
tard -- The soil material is moderately resistant to pressure; it can be
broken in thz hands without difficulty, but considerable pressure is
necessary tobreak it between the thumb and forefinger; the specinen
withstands 4ON of foroe but fails under 80N (SON of force isnear the
maximum force that oan be exerted between the extended thunb and
forefinger of most people).
.
Very hani -- The soilmaterial is very resistant to pressure;it canbe broken
in thehands only with difficulty, and is not breakable between thumb and
forefinger; the specimen withstands blONof force but fails under 160~
(16ON of force corresponds ammximately
to the force that oan bz amlied
sk~wly with a foot or by compression bet-en tklohands).
Extremely hard -- The soil material is extremely resistant to pressure and
canmt be broken in the hands; the specimen tithstands 160~ of fence but
fails under 800~ (SOON of force is near the pressure of full body mass for
manypeopW.
Rigid -- The soil material cannot be broken except by extreme pressure; the
specimen withstands mN
of force.
I
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Plasticity
Nonplastic -- A roll 4 cm long and 4 mm thick cannot be formed.
Slightly plastic -- A roll 4 on long and 4 mm thick can be formed but cannot
support its own mass.
Plastic -- A roll 4 on long.and 2 mm thick can be formed but cannot support its
om mass.
Very plastic -- A roll 4 on long and 2mm
its own mass.

thick can be formed and can support

100 Cementation
Cementation
refers
to a brittle,
substances
other than clay minerals.
agent of cementation,
and the degree

hard consistence
It is reported
and continuity

caused by cementing
by noting
the probable
of cementation.

Cementation
is estimated
usually
in the wet soil moisture
state,
An
air-dry
standard test specimen,
similar
to that described
for moist and dry
consistence,
is immersed in water for 1 h.
The resistance
to crushing
is
determined
while the specimen is wet.
If the specimen slakes in water,
it is
considered
to be uncemented and the other categories
of consistence
are
reported.
the appropriate
category
of
If the specimen does not slake,
cementation
is reported.
1001 Cementing Agent
Humus-aluminum
Iron
Lime

Silica
(iron)
Lime and silica

1002 Degree

Weakly cemented
Strongly
cemented
Indurated

Force under which
specimen fails
N(kg m/s21
28
8-80
,80

1003 Extent
Continuous
over distance
of 1 m
Discontinuous
over distance
of 1 m

DEFINITIONS
Degree of Cenentation
Weakly cenented -- The wet, cemented soil material is brittle and hard but
can be broken in the hands; the specimen fails under less than 8N of force.

-----
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Strongly cenented -- The wet, cemented soil material is brittle and too hard
to
be broken in the hands, but is easily broken with a hanmer; the spectien
withstands 8N of force but fails under 80N of force.
Indurated -- The wet, cemented soil material is brittle and so strongly
canented that a sharp blow with a banner is required to break it; the
specimen withstands 80N of force.
1OP

Horizon Boundary
The lower boundary of
distinctness
and form.

each horizon

is

described

by indicating

its

lOP1 Distinctness

Abrupt
Clear
Gradual
Diffuse

Abyuptness
c2
2-5
5-15
>15

of vertical

changes

(cm)

lOP2 Form
Smooth
Wavy
Irregular
Broken
10R Field

Variations
of
Nearly a plane
Pockets wider
Pockets deeper
Some parts are

boundary

plane

than deep
than wide
unconnected

pH

Field-detemined
pH is recorded
by noting the method of determination
the reaction
class.
The reaction class rather than the determined
pH is
reported on the assumption that field determined pH is at best a close
approximation.
lOR1 Method
Bromothymol blue
Cresol red
Hellige-Truog
Lamotte-Morgan
pH meter (1:l H20)

pH meter (0.1 M CaC12)
Phenol red
Soiltex
Thymol blue
pHydrion

lOR2 Reaction
Classes
Extremely acid
Very strongly
acid
Strongly
acid
Medium acid
Slightly
acid
Neutral
Mildly alkaline
Moderately
alkaline
Strongly
alkaline

pH values
$4.5
4.6-5.0
5.1-5.5
5.6-6.0
6.1-6.5
6.6-7.3
7.4-7.8
7.9-8.4
s8.5

and
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10s Clay Film Description
Editorial Comment: Work in progress indicates that the class definitions
should be modified and simplified as soon as possible.
Clay films are described by recording frequency of occurrence, estimated
thickness, locations and color of the films in relation to other morphological
features. Descriptions of other properties of clay films, such as continuity
(whether existing as patches or a continuous network), may be needed for
adequate characterizationof the morphology of some soils, but space for these
has not been provided in the present format; mention of such features can be
accommodated in the special notes. Because clay films of more than one type
within a given horizon, space is provided for two descriptions if such are
needed.
The objective of the frequency classes is to indicate the estimated
percentage of the natural soil surfaces that are coated with clay films. The
descriptionmay refer to the total surface of ped faces, or to the total
surface of tubular and interstitialpores, or to the combined surfaces of peds
and pores in the soil material. The description of frequency of clay films is
not intended to reflect the total volume of clay films but simply the
percentage of clay faces or pores surfaces, or both, that are coated.
Thickness of clay films often varies appreciablywithin distances of a few
millimetres. In such cases, estimate the average thickness and report one of
the thickness classes. If appropriate variations in thickness occur over
distances of a centimetre or more, or are related to other morphological
features, and the variations are judged to be significant to description of
the morphology, report the most appropriate thickness class but note the
variation in special notes.
Location categories attempt to group areas where clay films are most
commonly observed to accumulate, based on present knowledge. Deviations from
this can be accommodated in the special notes.
Color of clay films is entered by recording the value and chroma in the V
and C columns of the form, and indicating the horizons where these colors are
found (see color of mottles).
lOS1 Clay films: Description 1
lOSl1

Frequency
Few
Common
M-Y
Continuous

proportion of surface covered (X)
(2
2-20
20-80
>80
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lOS12

Thickness
Very thin
Thin
Moderately
Thick
Very thick

-~o.oos
0.005-0.05
thick
0.05-0.5
0.5-1.0
>l.O

lOS13
Location
In voids and/or channels only
On ped faces
(unspecified)
In many voids/channels
and on some vertical
and horizontal
ped faces
In all voids/channels
and on all vertical
and horizontal
ped faces
Visible
bridges
between sand grains
lOS14

Color
lOS141

lOS2 Clay films:
lOS21
lOS22
lOS23
lOS24

Value
Chroma

Description
Frequency
Thickness
Location
Color
108241

2

Value
Chroma

DEFINITIONS
Frequency Classes
Few-- Clay films present on less than 2% of surface. Patches of film can be
identified, but their frequency is so low that the significance of their
presence may be nil ordcubtful.
The class includes occasional small
patches of clay film not regularly associated with other morphological
features.
Common -- Clay films present on 2920% of surface. Patches of film are
regularly associated with other morphological features. Most of the
surfaceof peds orpores, or both, are rwt c-ted with clay film.
Many -- Clay films present on 20430% of surface. Clay films are regularly
asmciated with othzrmorphological features. Many occur as discrete
patches or as a continuous netmrk.
ContimGus -- Clay films present on more than 80% of surface. Most or
all ped or pore surfaces, or both, are covered with films. Patches of
natural sutiaces may be free from clay films, but thz films are
esssentially wntinucus.
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Thickness classes
Very thin - Thickness less than 0.005 mm. Films visible only when viewed
normal to surface; hand lens needed for identification; not visible in
cross secttin tith a lOXhand lens;if present, very fine sand grains
protrude through the film and are readily apparent.
Thin -- Thickness 0.005-0.05 mm. Hand lens usually needed for identification;
visible in cross se&ion with 10X lens but not to unaided eye; if present,
very fine sand grains are envelopedby thz film or their artlines are
indistinct; fine sand grains protrude through the film or are only thinly
coated and are readily apparent.
Moderately thick -- Ilhickness0.05-0.5 mm. Clay films visible in cross
secttin to unaided eye; fine sand grains are envelop& by the film or
&her outlines are indistinct; film surfaes are relatively smooth.
Thick - Thickness 0.5-1.0 mm. Clay fibs and theirbroken edges are readily
visible without magnification; film surfaces are smooth; sand grains are
enveloped by the film or their attlines are indistinct.
Wry thick -- BGckness greater than LO mm.
feature of the morphology.
10T Root

clay films are a striking

Description

Roots are described
by noting
the depth of root penetration
as well as
the abundance,
size,
orientation,
and distribution
of roots.
Although a
variety
of roots of varying
sizes are commonly present
in a horizon,
space is
provided
for recording
only the most usual and visible
case.
lOT1 Root

Penetration

Depth of

Depth

maximum root

penetration

is

recorded

in centimetres.

lOT2 Abundance
Abundance
Class

Very Few
Few .
Plentiful
Abundant

Micro

N/A
N/A
N/A
. N/A

of

Very fine
dlmm

roots

by number and size
Fine
l-2 mm

Average number per square
N/A
N/A
10
10
10-100
10-100
,100
>lQO

Medium
2-5 mm
decimeter
N/A
1
l-10
a10

Coarse
>5 mm

N/A
1

1-5
>5
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lOT4 Orientation
Oblique
Random

Vertical
Horizontal
lOT5 Distribution

Exped

Inped
Orientation
Note:
description.
1OU Horizon

and distribution

Porosity

classes

are defined

under

pore

and Pore Description

Porosity
is the proportion
of the soil volume unoccupied
by soil
In soil
and the shapes,
sizes
and arrangements
of the pores.
particles,
descriptions,
useful
estimates
can be made of the total
porosity
(from
estimated
bulk density)
and of the volume of pores that drain at low negative
In addition,
the abundance,
size,
shape and
pressures
(air porosity).
than approximately
0.5 mm (diameter
or width) can
orientation
of pores larger
be recorded.
Total

porosity

Total porosity
classes
2.
densities
(g/cm?
are
Slightly

porous

Moderately

Highly

- less

porous

porous

for-- mineral
_
- soils
-defined
as follows:

and the

than 40% pore

space

- 40 to 60% pore space
tely 1.1 to 1.6

- more than

60% pore

space

associated

by volume;

approximate

bulk

(Air

.porosity.

is

not

density

91.6

by volume;

bulk

density

approxima-

by volume;

bulk

density

(1.1

For organic
soils,
total
porosity
ranges from approximately
horizons
to more than 90% for fibric
horizons.

!W

bulk

on the CanSIS Coding

form;

80% for

humic

use only

total

Air porosity
classes
for mineral
soils
are based on the estimated
percentage
by volume occupied
by air at a negative
pressure
of 0.05 bars (equivalent
to
The classes
generalized
from
cylindrical
pores of diameter )60-).
are defined
for mineral
soils
as follows:
Hodgson, ed. (1976):
Low

- (5% (for

example,

a massive

clayey

Medium - 5915% (for example,
a friable,
weak granular
structure).
High - >15% (for example,
granular
structure

horizon)
loamy Ah horizon

a loamy Ah horizon
with
and numerous biopores).

strong

with
fine
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The total
porosity
and air porosity
are not necessarily,
or often,
related
in
a straight-line
relationship.
Several
examples of observed
combinations
are
shown in the following
table.
Total

porosity

High
Coarse
High
air
porosity

textures

Granular

humic Op

Undecomposed
moss peat

from bulk

density

Medium

Low

Strong fine graunular
loamy Ah with
numerous biopores

Friable

Bf

fibric

Dense till
with
strong structure
Medium
air
porosity

Mesic moss peat
and herbaceous
peats

LOW

Fragic or
duric horizons

air
porosity

estimated

Bt with no or
few biopores

Clayey
till

massive

Loamy Chernozemic Ah
~

Massive
clay

marine

Well decomposed
Humic peat

lOU2 Pore Description
Soil pores are described
by noting
the abundance,
size,
orientation,
distribution,
continuity,
morphology,
and type of pores.
Although a
variety
of pores of varying
character
may be present
in a -horizon,
space
is provided
for recording
only the most usual and visible
case.
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lOU21 Abundance
Class

Micro
co.1 mm

Very fine
0.1-0.5
mm

Very few
Few
Common
Many

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Average
N/A
(25
25-200
$200

of

pores

by number and size1

Medium
Fine
0.5-2 mm 2-5 mm
number per
N/A
410.
10-50
950

square
N/A
Cl
l-5

Coarse
S-10 mm

decimeter

P

N/A
Cl
l-5
43

1 Voids or channels
larger
than 10 mm in the smallest
dimension are counted
individually
and recorded
in special
notes by number and proportion
of the
unit cross-section
rather than by number class.
lOU23

Orientation
Vertical
Horizontal

lOU24

Oblique
Random

Distribution

lOU25

Inped

Exped

Continuity
Continuous

Discontinuous

lOU26

Morpholoy
Simple
Dendritic
Closed

Pore
LOU27
Vesicular
Interstitial
Tubular

type

DEFIKTICMIS
PO=

Orientation Classes (forrwts

and tubular pores)

Vxtical -- Orientation m'ainlyvertical.
Horizontal -

Orientation mainly horizontal.

Oblique -- Orientation mainly oblique.
Random -- Orientation in all dinxttins,
-Bre Distribution Classes (within horiza?s)
Inped-- Most roots and pores a=
Exped -

within peds.

Most roots and pozes follow ped interfaces.
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-ADreMorphology Clitsses(for individual poras)
Siqle

-- Tubular pores not branched.

Dendritic -- Tubularpon~s branched; pores a= open at least at the upper
end or at one horizontal end.
Closed -- Both ends of the panes are sealed from access
organic or organomineral particles or clay flows.

to

air and water by

Pon2 Contimity Classes (for tubularpozes)
Contimous -- Ihdividual pores extend throughout thehoriwn.
aiscontimats -- Individual ponds extend only partway through thz horizon.
xypes of Pores
Vesicular -- Roughly spherical or ellipsidal in shape, mt
elongated in any direction.

appreciably

Interstitial -- Irregular in shape tith faces that are curved inward; formed
by curved or angular faces of adjaent miEra1 grains or peds, or both.
Tubular -- MO=
1OV Concretions,

or less qlindrical in shape, elongated in one dinaction.
Nodules,

and Casts

and casts are units within the soil matrix that
Concretions,
nodules,
differ
from the surrounding
material
because of the concentration
of some
Concretions
and nodules are used
constituent
or a change in fabric.
although
the term concretion
is sometimes
interchangeably
in this section,
restricted
to concentrations
having concentric
fabric;
casts are units in the
soil of biological
origin.
and casts are described
by noting the kind,
Concretions,
nodules,
Space is allocated
shape, and color
of the units.
abundance,
size,
location,
these.should
represent
the most common
for recording
up to two kinds of units;
the pedologicaly
most significant
units,
or a combination
of the two.
units,
lOV1 Concretions

Description

1OVll
Kind
Durinodes
GYPSum
Salts (more soluble
Lime
Lime silica
Oxides
10V12
Few
Common
@nY

Abundance

1

than gypsum)

Ironlnanganese
magnetic shot
Nonmagnetic shot
Pedotubules
Worm casts
Insect casts
Others (specify
in special
notes)
Volume of
42
2-20
)20

Horizon(%)
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Size

lOV13
Fine
Medium
Coarse

lOV14
Location
Around root channels
Local concentrations
Throughout matrix
lOV15
Spherical
Oblong
lOv16

Shape
Irregular
Platelike

Color
Value
lOv161
Chroma
Record
and indicate
color).

value and chroma mder V and C columns
horizons
to which these colors
pertain

10V2 Concretions
Description
Kind
lOV21
Abundance
lOV22
Size
lOV23
Location
lOV24
Shape
lOV25
Color
lOV26
lOV251
Value
Chroma

respectively,
(see mottle

2

1OW Effervescence
Effervescence
is the bubbling,
hissing
or foaming noticed
when a chemical
reagent
is added to a sample of soil.
It is caused mainly by carbonates
and
manganese oxides,
or sometimes by organic
matter.
It is recorded
by noting
the type and strength
of reagent used and the degree of effervescence.
Special
care
reaction
usually

must be exercised
on soils
where dolomite
is slower,
less visible
and less audible.

lOW1 Reagent
HCl unspecified
HCl 10%
H202 unspecified
H202 394%

strength
strength

lOW2 Degree of Effervescence
of CaC03
Very weak - few bubbles
Weak - bubbles readily
observed
Moderate - bubbles
form low foam
Strong - bubbles
form thick foam

is

present.

The
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10X Calcareousness
Calcareous
classes
are estimated
in the field
on the amount of carbonates
An approximation
of the class can be
present
expressed
as CaC03 equivalent.
made by noting the effervescence
obtained
with 10% HCl. These approximations
should be confirmed
by measurements in the laboratory.
CaCO equivalent

73

Weakly calcareous
Moderately
calcareous
Strongly
calcareous
Very strongly
calcareous
Extremely calcareous

(%)

. L5
15-25
25-40
>40

1OY Salinity
The presence
of salts
in the soil and parent material
is an important
Salts may
characteristic
for evaluations
of biological
and nonbiological
use.
Inhibited
or as surface
crusts
of salt crystals.
occur as crystals
or veins,
crop growth and the presence
of salt-tolerant
plants are indications
of salts
in the soil.
Salinity

is

evaluated

on the basis

Weakly saline
Moderately
saline
Strongly
saline

Electrical
4-8
8-15
>15

of three classes:
conductivity

(m S/cm)

DEFINITIONS
Salinity
Weakly saline -- Soils are slightly affected by salt or alkali. l%e growth
of sensitive crops is inhibited, but that of salt-tolerant crops may not
be. The salt content is 0,1590.35% and the conductivity 4-8m S/an.
Moderately saline -- Soils are moderately affected by salt or alkali. Crop
growth is inhibited and no crop does well. The salt content is 0.35-0.65X
and the conductivity is 8-lSmS/on.
Strongly saline - Soils are strongly affected by salt or alkali. Only a few
kinds of plants survive. The salt content is greater than 0.65% and the
conductivity is greater than 15 mS/un.
102

Secondary

Carbonate

Description

Secondary carbonate
accumulations
are described
on a horizon
basis by
shape, and consistence
of the
noting
the continuity,
color,
abundance,
size,
and distribution
refer
to general
distribution
Continuity,
carbonate
areas.
Cca horizons
are usually
continuous
homogeneous
of carbonates;
for example,
banded, whereas Ck horizons
may be continuous
homogeneous or continuous
Discontinuous
carbonate
refers
to situations
in which some
nonhomogeneous.
parts of the horizon
are free from carbonates.
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Continuity
1021
Continuous
Homogeneous
Nonhomogeneous
Homogeneous banded
Streaked banded

and Distribution
Discontinuous
Streaked
Spotted
Streaked and spotted
Nodular

Abundance

1022

of

Carbonate Areas
Volume of horizon
c2
2-20

Few
Common
Many

so

1023
Fine
Medium
Coarse
1024

(%)

Size

of

Areas

mm
(5
5-15
U5

Shape and Characteristics
Streaks
10241
Vertical
Horizontal
Random
10242
Rounded
Oblong
Irregular

1025

10252

1026

Areas

spots

Consistence
See section
10251

of

of Carbonate Areas
on soil consistence.

Moist
Loose
Very friable
Friable
Dry
Loose
Soft
Slightly
hard

Firm
Very firm

Hard
Very hard
Extremely hard

Color

Record
which this

value and chroma under V and C columns
pertains
(see mottle color).

10261

Value
Chroma

and indicate

horizons

to
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Coarse

1oAA

Fragment

Description

Rock fragments
are described
by recording
See section
10K for guidelines
horizon
basis.
content
to texture
class names.

Description

lOAA1

Terms for
Shape l/

lOAA2

fragment
Percentage

fragments

is

Adjective,

Gravel 21
Fine-gravel
Medium gravel
Coarse gravel
Cobble .
Stone
Boulder

called

Gravelly.
Fine gravelly
Medium gravelly
Coarse gravelly
cdbbly
Stony
Bouldery
Channery

Channer
Flagstone
Stone
Boulder

l/If
significant
to classifiction
ments is indicated:
"angular
single

rock

Noun

and size

Rounded, subrounded,
angular,
or irregular:
2-7.5 cm diameter
0.2-0.5
cm diameter
0.5-2
cm diameter
2-7.5 cm diameter
7.5-25
cm diameter
25-60 cm diameter
)60 cm diameter
Flat:
0.2-15
cm long
15-38 cm long
38-60 cm long
)60 cm long

.1/A

the kind and amount present
on a
on application
of rock fragment

FN%Y
Stony
Bouldery

or interpretation,
gravel, W "irregular

the shape
boulders."

of

the

frag-

a "pebble."

by Volume

Editorial
Comment:
(rock)
fragments classes
Detail
II coding form.
class.

There is not complete
described
in section
The pedologist
should

correspondence
between coarse
1OK as compared to the CanSIS
encode the most appropriate

APPENDIX 1 '
LIST OF KEY SPECIES
Plants in this listing
are grouped according
to trees,
shrubs,
and ground
cover.
They are arranged
in alphabetical
order of genus and species
within
each group.
Both genus and species
codes should be used in cases where
identification
is certain
and where such codes have been assigned (trees
Where identification
is uncertain
or codes have not been assigned
only).
(shrubs and ground cover),
genus codes only should be used.

TREES - ARBRES

Code
Genus/
Species
Genre
Espece

Latin

Engliyh
Anglais

French
Franqais

AB
ABBA
AC
ACPE

ABIES
A. balsamea
ACER
A. pensylvanicum

FIR
Balsam fir
MAPLE
Striped maple

ACRU
ACSC
ACSM
ACNI

Red maple
Silver
maple
Sugar maple
Black maple
Mountain maple
ALDER
Green alder
Speckled alder
BIRCH
Yellow birch

Erable & 6pi.s
AULNE
Aulne vert
Aulne rugueux
BOULEAU
Bouleau jaune

BEPY

A. rubrum
A. saccharinurn
A. saccharum
A. saccharum ssp.
nigrum
A. spicatum
ALNUS
A. crispa
A. rugosa
BETULA
B. alleghaniensis
(B. lutea)
B. papyrifera

SAPIN
Sapin baumier
ERABLE
Erable de pennsylvanie
(bois barre)
Erable
Erable argentC
Erable a sucre
Erable noir

Bouleau

BEPO
CA
CACR

B. populifolia
CARPINUS
C. caroliniana

CY
CYCO

CARYA
C. cordiformis

White birch,
paper
birch
Gray birch,
wire birch
HORNBEAM
Blue beech,
American
hornbeam
HICKORY
Bitternut
hickory

CYOV
CE
CEOC
FA
FAGR
FR
FRAM

C. ovata
CELTIS
C.,occidentalis
FAGUS
F. grandifolia
FRAXINUS
F. americana

Shagbark hickory
HACKBERRY
nettle
Hackberry,
BEECH
American beech
ASH
White ash

FRNI

F. nigra

Black

ACSP
AL
ALCR
ALRG
BE
BELU

ash

-.

tree

B papier

Bouleau gris
CHARME
Charme de Caroline
CARYER
Caryer cordiforme
(noyer amer)
Caryer ovale
MICOCOULIER
Micocoulier
occidental
HeTRE
H&re a grandes feuilles
FRENE
Frene' d'Am&ique
(frCne blanc)
Fr@ne noir

--.

---.

1.2

JG
JGCN
JGNI
JU
JUVI

F. pennsylvanica
GLEDITSIA
G. triacanthos
JUGLANS
J. cinerea
J. nigra
JUNIPERUS
'
J. virginiana

LA
LALA

LARIX
L. laricina

Red ash
HONEYLOCUST
Honey locust
WALNUT
Butternut
Black walnut
JUNIPER
Red cedar,
Eastern
red cedar
LARCH
Tamarack

LN
LNTP
MG
MGAC

LIRIODENDRON
L. tulipifera
MAGNOLIA
M. acuminata

TULIP TREE
Tulip tree
MAGNOLIA
Cucumber tree

MO
MORA
OS
OSVI

MORUS
M. rubra
OSTRYA
0. virginiana

PC
PCGL
PCMN
PCRB
PI
PIBA
PIRE
PIRI
PIST
PL
PLOC
PO
POBA
POGR
POJK
POTR

PICEA
P. glauca
P. mariana
P. rubens
PINUS
P. banksiana
P. resinosa
P. rigida
P. strobus
PLATANUS
P. occidentalis
POPULUS
P. balsamifera
P. grandidentata
P. jackii
P. tremuloides

MULBERRY
Red mulberry
HOP HORNBEAM
American hop hornbeam,
ironwood
SPRUCE
White spruce
Black spruce
Red spruce
PINE
Jack pine
Red pine
Pitch pine
Eastern white pine
SYCAMORE
Eastern sycamore
POPLAR, ASPEN
Balsam poplar
Large-toothed
aspen
Jackii
poplar
Trembling aspen

PR
PRP1

PRUNUS
P. pensylvanica

CHERRY, PLUM
Pin cherry

PRSR

P. serotina

PRVI

P. virginiana
QUERCUS
Qe alba
Q* macrocarpa
Q- rubra
(Q. borealis)

Balck cherry,
cherry
Chokecherry
OAK
White oak
Bur oak
Red oak

FRPA
GA

QU
QUM
QMC

QUBR

rum

Fr@ne rouge
FEVIER
FCvier 6pineux
NOYER
Noyer cendrB
Noyer noir
GENEVRIER
Gendvrier
de Virginie
(c&dre rouge)
MELEZE (EPINETTE ROUGE)
M&lBze laricin
(gpinette
rouge)
TULIPIER
Tulipier
MAGNOLIA
Magnolia 3 feuilles
acumindes
MURIER
Mfirier rouge
OSTRYER
Ostryer de Virignie
(bois de fer)
EPINETTE
Epinette
blanche
Epinette
noire
Epinette
rouge
PIN
Pin gris
Pin 'rouge
Pin rigide
Pin blanc
PLATANE
Platane occidental
PEUPLIER
Peuplier
baumier
Peuplier
a grandes dents
Peuplier
faux-tremble
(tremble)
CERISIER (PRUNIER)
Cerisier
de Pennsylvanie
(petit
merisier)
Cerisier
tardif
Cerisier
de Virginie
CHENE
Chtne blanc
Ch&e a gros fruits
ChQne rouge

1.3
SKDI
SXFG
SENI
ss
SSAL
so
SOAM

SALIX
S. discolor
S. fragilis
S. nigra
SASSAFRAS
S. albidum
SORBUS
S. americana

WILLOW
Pussy willow
Crack willow
Black willow
SASSAFRAS
Sassafras
MOUNTAINASH
American mountain

SODE
TH
THOC

S. decora
THUJA
T. occidentalis

TI
TIAM

TILIA
T. americana

TS
TSCN

TSUGA
T. canadensis

UL
ULAM
ULRA
ULTI

ULMUS
U. americana
U. rubra
U. thomasii

showy mountain ash
ARBORVITAE
White cedar,
Eastern
white cedar
LINDEN, BASSWOOD
American linden,
basswood
HEMLOCK
Canada hemlock,
Eastern hemlock
ELM
American elm, white elm
Slippery
elm
Rock elm

sx

AL
AM
AN
AR
BE
CN
CP
_

CH
CB
CR

ORME
Orme d'Am&ique
Orme rouge
Orme 1iBge (orme de
(Thomas)

SHRUBSAND BUSHES- BUISSONS ET ARBUSTES

Code
Genus/
Species
Genre
E;p&ce

ash

SAULE
Saule discolor&e
Saule fragile
Saule noir
SASSAFRAS
Sassafras
SORBIER
Sorbier
d'Am&ique
(cormier)
Sorbier monticole
THUYA
Thuya occidental
(c8dre)
TILLEUL
Tilleul
d'Am&zique
bois blanc)
PRUCHE
Pruche du Canada

Latin
ALNUS
A. rugosa
AMELANCHIER
ANDROMEDA
ARONIA
BETULA
B. pumila
CEANOTHUS
C. americanus
CEPHALANTHUS
C. occidentalis
CHAMAEDAPHNE
COPTIS
C. groenlandica
CORNUS
C. alternifolia
C. racemosa

English
Anglais

French
Franqais

ALDER
Speckled alder
SERVICEBERRY, JUNEBERRY, SHADBUSH
BOG ROSEMARY
CHOKEBERRY
BIRCH
Low birch,
swamp birch
REDROOT
New Jersey tea
BUTTONBUSH

AULNE
Aulne rugueux
AMELANCHIER

LEATHERLEAF
GOLDTHREAD
Cankerroot
DOGWOOD
Pagoda dogwood,
alternate-leaved
Panicled
dogwood

dogwood

ANDROMEDE
ARONIA
BOULEAU
Bouleau nain
CEANOTHUS(cdanothe)
C&anothus d'Am&ique
.
CEPHALANTHE
Cephalanthe
occidental
CHAMEDAPHNE
COPTIDE
Coptide du Groznland
CORNOUILLER
Cornouiller
a feuilles
alternes
Cornouiller
B grappes

1.4

CZ

CT
DV
HM
IL

JU
KL

LE

LN
LD

MY
NM
OS
PH

PO
PR
RA
RH

RU

C. rugosa
C. sericea
(C. stolonifera)
CORYLUS
c. amiercana
c. cornuta
CRATAEGUS
DIERVILLA
D. lonicera
HAMAMELIS
H. virginiana
ILEX
I. verticillata

Round-leaved dogwood
Red-osier dogwood
HAZEL
American hazel
Beaked hazel
HAWTHORN
BUSH HONEYSUCKLE
WITCH HAZEL

JUNIPERUS
J. communis
KALMIA
K. angustifolia

HOLLY
Black alder, winterberry
JUNIPER
Common juniper
LAUREL
Sheep laurel

LEDUM
L. groenlandicum

Labrador tea

LINDERA
L. benzoin
LONICERA
L. villosa

Spicebush
HONEYSUCKLE
Fly honeysuckle

L. tatarica
MYRICA
M. gale
NEMOPANTHUS
N. mucronatus
OSTRYA
PHYSOCARPUS
P. opulifolius

POTENTIALA
P. recta
PRUNUS
P. virginiana
RHAMNUS
R. alnifolia
RHUS
R. radicans
R. Typhina
RUBUS
R. odoratus

Tartarian honeysuckle
MYRTLE
Bog myrtle
MOUNTAIN HOLLY
Catberry
HOP HORNBEAM
NINEBARK

CINQUEFOIL
CHERRY
Chokecherry
BUCKTHORN
SUMAC
poison ivy
Stagharn sumac
BRAMBLE
Flowering raspberry,
thimbleberry

Cornouiller rugueux
Cornouiller stolonif&re
(hart rouge)
COUDRIER (NOISETIER)
Coudrier d'Am&ique
Coudrier rostrd
(Noisetier 2ilong bet)
AUBEPINE
DIEREVILLE
Di&reville ch&vre-feuille
HAMAMELIS
Hamamelis de Virginie
HOUX
Houx verticillg
GENEVRIER
Gengvrier commun
KALMIA
Kalmia a feuilles
gtroites
LEDON
L4don du Groenland
(th& du Labrador)
BENJOIN
Benjoin officinil
CHEVREFEUILLE
Chgvrefeuilledu
Canada
C. tartare
MYRIQUE
NgMOPANTHE
Ngmopanthe mucrond
OSTRYER
PHYSOCARPE
Physocarpe B feuilles
d'obier (bois B sept
&orces)
POTENTILLE
Potentille dressee
CERISIER
Cerisier de Virginie
NERPRUN
Nerpun bourdaine
SUMAC
Sumac grimpant herbe B la puce
Vinaigrier
RONCE
Ronce odorante (framboisier sauvage, calotte)

ic
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sx
SA

SALIX
SAMBUCUS
S. canadensis
S. pubens

WILLOW
ELDER
Elderberry
Red-berried elder

SP

SPIRAEA
S. alba
S. latifolia

SPIREA
Meadowsweet
Large-leavedmeadowsweet

S. tomentosa

Hardhack, steeplebush

TX

TAXUS
T, canadensis

VA

VACCINIMUM

VI

VIBURNUM
V. acerifolium

YEW
Ground hemlock,
American yew
BLUEBERRY, HUCKLEBERRY,
CRANBERRY
ARROWWOOD
Maple-leaved viburnum

V. alnifolium

Mooseberry

V. lentago
V. rafinesquianum
V. trilobum

Nannyberry, wild raisin
Downy arrowwood
Highbush cranberry

Code
Genus
Genre

AH
AT

AD

AG
AP

AU
AI

AE

Latin

GROUND COVERS - TAPIS VEGETAL
English
Anglais

ACHILLEA
A. millefolium
ACTAEA
A. pachypoda
A. rubra
ADIANTUM
A. pedatum

YARROW
Common yarrow
BANEBERRY
White baneberry
Red baneberry
MAIDENHAIR FERN
Maidenhair fern

AGROSTIS
A. stolonifera
ANAPHALIS
A. margaritacea

BENT GRASS
Bent grass (Redtop)
EVERLASTING
Pearly everlasting

ARCTIUM
A. minus
ARISAEMA
A. triphyllum

BURDOCK
Common burdock
ARISAEMA
Jack-in-the-pulpit

ASCLEPIAS
A. syriaca

MILKWEED
Common milkweed

SAULE
SUREAU
Sureau du Canada
Sureau pubescent
(sureau rouge)
SPIREE
Spirge blanche
Siprde 23larges feuilles
SpirCe tomenteuse (thd
du Canada)
IF
If du Canada
AIRELLE
VIORNE
Viorne a feuilles
d'drable
Viorne B feuilles
d'aulne (bois original)
Virone lentage (alisier)
Virone de Rafinesque
Virone trilobge

French
Fransais

ACHILLEE
AchillCe millefeuille
ACTEE
Act&e B gros p6dicelles
Actde rouge
ADIANTE
Adiante p6dalbe capillaire du Canada)
AGROSTIDE
Agrostide traeante
ANAPHALE
Anaphale marguerite
(immortelle)
BARDANE
Bardane mineure
ARISEMA
Blume (arisdma rouge
foncd, oignon sauvage)
ASCLEPIADE
Ascldpiade commune
(Petits cochons,
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ASTER
A. cordifolius

ASTER
Bluewood aster

A. novae-angliae

New England aster

BI

BIDENS
B. cernua

CK

CAKILE
C. edentula
CALAMAGROSTIS
C. canadensis
CAREX
CAULOPHYLLUM
C. thalictroides
CHENOPODIUM
C. capitatum
CHRYSANTHEMUM
C. leucanthemum

BEGGAR-TICKS
Nodding beggar-ticks,
devil's=pitchfork
SEA-ROCKET

AS

CG
cx
cu
CD
cs

REED-BENTGRASS
Blue-Joint
SEDGE
CAULOPHYLLUM
Blue cohosh
GOOSEFOOT, PIGWEED
Strawberry-blite
CHRYSANTHEMUM
Oxeye daisy, white daisy

CICHORIUM
C. intybus
CLINTONIA
C. borealis
COMPTONIA
C. peregrina
CORNUS
C. canadensis

CHICORY
Common chicory
CLINTONIA
Corn lily, bluebead lily
COMPTONIA
Sweet fern
DOGWOOD
Bunchberry

CM

CYPRIPEDIUM
C. acaule

LADY%-SLIPPER
Pink lady's=slipper

DN

DANTHONIA
D. spicata
DESCHAMPSIA
D. caespitosa
DRYOPTERIS
D. marginalis
D. palustris
D. spinulosa

OAT GRASS
Poverty oat grass
HAIRGRASS
Tufted hair grass
WOOD FERN, SHIELD FERN
Marginal shield fern
Marsh shield fern
Spinulose wood fern

EL
EM

ELEOCHARIS
ELYMUS
E. arenarius

SPIKE RUSH
WILD RYE, LYME GRASS
Sea lyme grass

EP

EPILOBIUM
E. angustifolium

FIREWEED
Fireweed, great willow
herb

ER

ERICPHORUM

COTTON CRASS

co
CL
CI
cc

DS
DR

cochons de lait)
ASTER
Aster B feulles
conddes
Aster de la NouvelleAngleterre
BIDENT
Bident penche
CAQUILLIER
Caquillier &dentulCe
CALAMAGROSTIS
Calamagrostisdu Canada
LAICHE (CAREX)
CAULOPHYLLE
cmNoPo~E MSERINE)
Chenopode en t&es
CHRYSANTHEME
ChrysanthBme leucanth&me
(marguerite)
CHICOREE
Chicoree sauvage
CLINTONIE
Clintonie boreale
COMPTONIE
Comptonie voyageuse
CORNOUILLER
Cornouiller du Canada
(quatre-temps)
CYPRIPEDE
Cypripgde acaule (sabot
de la Vierge)
DANTHONIE
Danthonie B Cpi
DESCHAMPSIE (CANCHE)
Deschampsie cespiteuse
DRYOPTERIDE
Dryopteride marginale
Foug&re des marais
Dryopteride spinuleuse
ELEOCHARIDE
ELYME
Elyme des salbes
(seigle de mer)
EPILOBE
Epilobe B feuilles
dtroites (bouquets
rouges)
LINAIGRETTE

1.7
EU

FS
GL

GN
GY
HP
HR
HL
HY

IM
IR
JN
LC
LL

LI
LY
MA
MT

MD

MP
PS
PA
PD
PG

PT

EUPATOIRE
Eupatoire perfolige
Eupatoire (orum)
rugueuse
FETUQUE
FESCUE
FESTUCA
GAULTHERIE
WINTERGREEN
GAULTHERIA
Gaulthgrie couch&e
Wintergreen
G. procumbens
(the des bois)
GENTIANE
GENTIAN
BENTIANA
Gentiane d'Andrews
Closed gentian
G. andrewsii
GLYCERIE
MANNAGRASS
GLYCERIA
HEPATIQUE
HEPATICA, LIVERLEAF
HEPATICA
HBpatique d'Am&ique
H. americana
EPERVIERE
HAWKWEED
HIERACIUM
Eperviere orangge
organe Hawkweed
H. aurantiacum
HIEROCHLOE
SWEET GRASS
HIEROCHLOE
HYPNE CIMIER
FEATHER MOSS
HYPNUM
Hypne gclatante
Hylocomimum
Hypne de Schreber
Pleurozium
IMPATIENTE
TOUCH-ME-NOT
IMPATIENS
Impatiente du Cap
Jewelweed
I. capansis
IRIS
IRIS
IRIS
Iris versicolore
Wild iris
I. versicolor
JONC
RUSH
JUNCUS
LICHEN
LICHEN
LICHEN
LIS
LILY
LILIUM
Lis tigr4
Tiger lily
'
L. lancifolium
Lis de Philadelphie
L. phildaelphicum Wood lily
LINNEE
TWINFLOWER
LINNAEA
LYCOPODE
CLUB MOSS
LYCOPODIUM
FALSE LILY-OF-THE-VALLEY MAINATHEME
MAIANTHEMUM
Wild lily-of-the-valley MaianthBme du Canada
M. canadense
OSTRICH FERN
MATTEUCCIE
MATTEUCCIA
Matteuccie fougBre-B
M. struthiopteris
l'autruche
MEDEOLE
INDIAN CUCUMBER ROOT
MEDEOLA
Medgole de virginie
M. virgin&
(concombre sauvage)
MONOTROPE
MONOTROPA
MONOTROPA
Indian-pipe
M. uniflora
Monotrope uniflore
PHALARIS
CANARY GRASS
PHALARIS
.
P. arundinacea
Reed canary grass
Phalaris roseau
POA
MEADOWGRASS
PATURIN
PODOPHYLLUM
PODOPHYLLE
PODOPHYLLUM
P. peltatum
Mayapple
Podophylle pelt6
POLYGONATUM
SOLOMON%-SEAL
SCEAU-DE-SOLOMON
P: 'pubescens
Sceau-de-Solomon
pubescent
PTERIDIUM
BRACKEN, BRAKE
PTERIDIUM
P. aquilinum
Pasture brake, American
Pteridium des aigles
brake
(grande foug&ze)

EUPATORIUM
E. perfoliatum
E. rugosum

BONESET
Common boneset
White snakeroot
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PU

PUCCINELLIA

SL

SALICORNIA
S. europaea
SANGUINARIA
S. canadensis

SQ

ALKALI GRASS, SALT
MEADOW GRASS
GLASSWORT
Samphire
BLOODROOT
Red puccoon

SMILACINA
S. racemosa
SOLIDAGO
S. canadensis
S. juncea
SPHAGNUM
SPHAGNUM
TRAGOPOGON
TRILLIUM
TYPHA
T. latifolia

FALSE SOLOMON'S=SEAL
False spikenard
GOLDENROD
Canada goldenrod

VB

VERBASCUM
V. thapsus

MULLEIN
Common mullein

VL

VIOLA

VIOLET

SM
SG

su
su
TG
TR
TY

CORDGRASS
SPHAGNUM
GOATSBEARD
TRILLIUM
CATTAIL
Common cattail

PUCCINELLIE
SALICORNE
Salicorne d'Europe
SANGUINAIRE
Sanguinaire du Canada
(sang-dragon)
SMILACINE
Smilacine B grappes
VERGE D'OR (SOLIDAGE)
Verge d'or du Canada
Verge d'or jonciforme
SPARTINE
SPHAIGNE
SALSIFIS
TRILLE
TYPHA
Typha a feuilles larges
(massette, quenouille)
MOLENE
Mol&ne vulgaire (tabac
du diable)
VIOLETTE

APPENDIX 2
GUIDELINES TO LAND USE MAPPING
J.B. McClellan, L. Jersak, and C.L.A. Hutton, 1967
A Guide to the Classificationof Land Use for the Canada Land Inventory
GeographicalBranch, Department of Energy, Mines, and Resources
In the spring of 1963 the Geographical Branch was asked by AHDA to devise
a land use classification suitable for the needs of the Canada Land Inventory,
a reconnaissancenational land capability survey. The development of the
classificationhas been outlined elsewhere by McClellan (J.B. McClellan, The
Land Use Sector of the Canada Land Inventory, Geographical Bulletin Vol. 7,
No. 2, 1965). Through a process of trial and error, a classification system
evolved which permitted the rapid mapping of broad areas, largely by means of
air photo interpretation.
The broad outlines of the present classificationhave developed through
consultationwith academic geographers and federal and provincial government
researchers. This manual is an attempt,to provide the working details of the
classification. It has been produced to serve as a guide for interpreters at
the Geographical Branch and elsewhere who are applying the classification. It
is not intended as a manual of air photo interpretation,although reference
has been made to interpretationin several places. In essence, this guide
represents the experience gained by several land use mapping groups across the
country during the past three years.
This edition of the guide was undertaken in an attempt to improve the
classificationby clarifying definitions of some of the land types and by
enlarging on some of the difficulties encountered in mapping marginal types.
It was also necessary to bring the guide closer to actual practice, since some
mapping practices had evolved since the guide was originally prepared.
Undoubtedly, specific situations will still be encountered that are not
covered by this manual. In order that the fullest benefit may be derived from
the land-use maps, it is hoped that these situations will be brought to our
attention for modification of the manual.
MAP PREPARATION
Mapping is done on 1:50 000 National Topographic System sheets of all
areas for which they are available. (Where they are not available, the
procedure followed in the Geographical Branch is this: a suitable base map or
air photo mosaic, of a scale from approximately 1:40 000 to 1:63 360, is
obtained fr,omprovincial government or other agencies. When land use has been
plotted, the map changed to a scale of 1:50 000 by photographic reproduction
and traced on blank cronaflexes prepared to a master grid by the Department of
Agriculture).
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When a land unit has been identified and classified, it is outlined and
labeled on the air photo; the information is compiled, later, directly on
cronaflexes by a staff of technicians. In cases where the air photos must not
be marked, land use information is first compiled on topographic maps by air
photo interpreters,then traced onto cronaflexes by technical staff.
The minimum size of area shown on the.1:50 000 map is a square l/8 x l/8
in. (3 x 3 mm) corresponding to an area of 6.4 acres (2.6 ha) on the ground.
In practice, however, this stipulation is not strictly adhered to; it is meant
to serve more as a guide than as an absolute requirement. It serves little
purpose, for example, to map a small, shallow, isolated pond surrounded by
vast areas of muskeg; or to map 6.4 acres (2.6 ha) of unproductive woodland in
the midst of extensive stands of merchantable timber. It becomes significant,
however, in complex areas of specialized land use types. It is important to
show, for example, small units of orchard, vineyard, horticulture, gravel
pits, industrial establishments,and recreation sites, particularly if they
are numerous in an area. It is one function of the air photo interpreter to
make the most meaningful generalizations in this regard.
Unfortunately, land use categories frequently do not appear as discrete
entitites on the ground. Numerous instances of transitional use occur, and
present the greatest problems in interpretation. For these borderline cases
it is helpful to bear in mind the direction toward which the land use is
tending. This may involve either an ecological trend (pasture changing to
unimproved pasture and rough grazing land, rough grazing (changing to
nonproductive woodland, nonproductivewoodland changing to productive
woodland) or a cultural trend (where a residential subdivision is being
developed and only the street pattern is in evidence). In these cases the
interpreter will place the land in the category toward which the use is
tending. This suggestion should be reserved only for the most difficult
borderline cases.
OUTLINE
1.

URBAN

Land used for urban and associated nonagricultural purposes.
(a) Built-up area.. Mapping symbol: B.
built-up areas are included.

Parks and other open space with

(b) Mines, quarries, sand and gravel pits. Mapping symbol: E. Open
excavations: land used for the removal of earth materials.
(c) Outdoor recreation. Mapping symbol: 0. Some examples are: Golf
courses, parks, beaches, summer cottage areas, game preserves, and
historical sites.
2.

HORTICULTURE,AND POULTRY AND FUR OPERATIONS

Mapping symbol: H
Land used for intensive cultivation of vegetables and small fruits. Includes
market gardens, nurseries, flower and bulb farms, and sod farms. Large-scale
commercial fur and poultry farms are also included because of their
specialized agricultural nature.
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3. ORCHARDS AND VINEYARDS
Mapping symbol: G
Land used for the production of tree fruits, hops, and grapes.
4.

.

CROPLAND

Mapping symbol: A
Land used for annual field crops: grain, oilseeds, sugar beets, tobacco,
potatoes, field vegetables, associated fallow, and land being cleared for
field crops.
5. IMPROVED PASTURE AND FORAGE CROPS
Mapping symbol: P
Land used for improved pasture or for the production of hay and other
cultivated fodder crops, including land being cleared for these purposes.
6. ROUGH GRAZING AND RANGELAND
Mapping symbol: K
(a) Areas of natural grasslands, sedges, herbaceous plants, and
abandoned farmland whether used for grazing or not. Bushes and trees
may cover up to 25% of the area. Intermittentlywet haylands
(sloughs or meadows) are included, if utilized.
(b) Woodland grazing. In some grassy, open woodlands, bushes and trees
may somewhat exceed 25% cover if the area is actively grazed and no
other use dominates.
7. WOODLAND
Land Covered with tree, scrub, or bush growth.
(a) ProductiveWoodland. Mapping symbol: T. Wooded land with trees
having over 25% canopy cover and over approximately 20 feet (6m) in
height. Plantationsand artificially reforested areas are included
regardless of age.
.
(b) NonproductiveWoodland. Mapping symbol: U. Land with trees or
bushes exceeding 25% crown cover and shorter than approximately 20
feet (6 m) in height. Much cutover and burned-over land is
included. (Note grazing provision in category 6).
8.

SWAMP, MARSH, OR BOG

Mapping symbol: M
Open wetlands except those that frequently dry up and show evidence of grazing
or hay cutting (Category 6).
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9. UNPRODUCTIVE.LAND
Land that, in its present state, does not and will not support vegetation;
e.g., eroded soil or rock and active depositional features.
(a) Sand. Mapping symbol: S.

Sand bars, asnd flats, dunes, beaches.

(b) Rock and 0ther unvegetated surfaces. Mapping symbol: L. Rock
barrens, badlands, alkali flats, gravel bars, eroded river banks,
mine dumps.
10. WATER
Mapping symbol: Z

2.5
GUIDE TO CLASSIFICATIONOF LAND USE
FOR THE CANADA LAND INVENTORY
1.

URBAN
Land used for urban and associated nonagriculturalpurposes.

(a) Built-up Area (Map symbol: B)
Include: All compact settlements; the built-up portions of cities, towns
and villages, including any nonagriculturalopen space that forms an integral
part of the urban agglomeration,e.g., vacant lots, town parks, etc. In most
cases, residential use will predominate in these areas. Commercial,
industrical, and institutionaluses will be interspersed and may dominate
locally.
Agricultural land completely surrounded by built-up area is shown as part
of the built-up area. Agricultural land bordering built-up areas but not
surrounded by it is mapped in the appropriate agricultural category.
Many areas of low-densityurban sprawl should also be mapped as B; for
example, a group of exurban dwellings or country estates that meets the
minimum size requirement and is primarily nonagricultural in character. These
scattered low-density units frequentlyhave a predominant residential
function, but small business establishmentsand even farmsteads may be
interspersed. They must be examined carefully to determine the dominant
function. (Farmsteadsare excluded).
Include also: isolated units separated from compact settlements,which
are used for industrial, commercial, and associated urban purposes. In
showing these units, include the entire area occupied by the establishments
(surroundinggrounds, storage sheds, parking lots, etc.).
Examples: The following list, though not exhaustive, is representativeof
the types of isolated units occuring in the subcategory.
Manufacturing plants
.
Sawmills
Refineries
Pulp and paper mills
Cheese factories
Sulfur recovery from natural gas
Mine buildings
Warehouses
Lumber camps and associated log-storageyards
Forest ranger stations
Country grain elevators
Developed power sites, hydro and thermal
Auto wrecking yards
Contractors' equipment storage yards
Shopping centers
Motels
Builders' supply sales yards

2.6
Trailer camps
Schools, universities,colleges, hospitals, monasteries, prisons and other
correctional institutions./
Transportationfacilities
Rail yards
Highway interchanges
Navigational facilities
Airports and airstrips
Oil collection storage and pumping facilities
T.V., radio, radar, and microwave stations
Military camps
Cemeteries
Garbage dumps
Do not include:

(i)

Farmland associated with any of the above isolated units, e.g., a
penetentiary farm. These are included in the appropriate
agriculturalcategory.

(ii)

Any isolated unit, the dimensions of which are less than l/8 x l/8
in. (3 x 3 mm) on the 1:50 000 map sheet.

(iii)

Farm buildings. These are included in the adjoining agricultural
land in recognition of their dominant agricultural function.

(b) Mines, Quarries, Sand and Gravel Pits (Map Symbol: E)
Land used now or in the past for the extractions of earth materials.
Include: All open-pit mining operations, strip coal mines, commercial mineral
excavations,quarries, sand, gravel and clay pits, peat extraction operations,
commercial topsoil removal operations. The unit may be in operation or
abandoned (see (ii) below). If the unit is in production, include the total
area associated with the operation; e.g.,

l

IDLE LAND HELD
IN RESERVE
Idle land held in reserve is frequentlymarked by test
holes. The unit may be fenced in or roughly bounded by the outline of some
topographic feature such as a kame, esker, or meltwater channel.
.

Do not Include:
(0

Sod farms; these are included under horticulture.

(ii)

Operations abandoned for such a long period that they now have a
vegetative cover permitting them to be classed as Category 6, rough
grazing, or 7, woodland.

---.

2.7
Outdoor Recreation (Map symbol: 0)

(cl

Land used for private or public outdoor recreational purposes.

,

Include: Land occupied by summer cottages and adjacent beach area. The
total area within the boundaries of national, provincial, municipal and
private parks, wildlife sanctuaries and historical sites. Race tracks, golf
courses, developed ski slopes, drive-in theatres, riding academies,
nonmilitary shoothing ranges, summer camps, fishing and hunting resorts,
developed bathing beaches, marinas, tourist camping grounds, roadside parks
and picnic areas.
Do Not Include:
(3

Recreational areas (usually urban parks) within the built-up portions
of cities and towns. These are part of the built-up area.

(ii)

Hockey arenas, curling rinks, dance halls, or other form of indoor
recreation; these are mapped as build-up area.

(iii)

Private race tracks on farms. These tracks are used for training
race horses and should be included with the surrounding agricultural
land.

2.

HORTICULTURE,AND FUR AND POULTRY OPERATIONS

Map symbol: H
Land used for intensive production of vegetables and small fruits, and for
large scale poultry and fur-farmingoperations. The latter are included
because of their specialized agricultural function.
Include:
W

Market gardens and truck farms. Emphasis is on the exclusive
production of vegetables and small fruits. Holdings are usually
small and intensively cultivated. Presence of greenhouses and
irrigation facilities may be a distinguishing characteristic. Most
fields are conspicuously small, except for extensive areas of marsh
reclamation.

(ii)

Nurseries, sod farms, and flower and bulb farms.

(iii)

Any fallow land forming on integral part of any of the above
operations.

(iv)

Large-scale fur farms and poultry operations. Include only the
structures and surrounding land in this category.

III
00
Inn
MAP AS H

GRAIN

MAP AS CROPLAND
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Do Not Include:

(i)

Vegetables grown as part of a regular rotation with field crops, hay
and pasture, e.g., potatotes, canning crops, field beans, and peas.
These are mapped as cropland. Only where potatoes, tomatoes,
pumpkins, etc., are grown as part of a market-garden type of
operation will they be included within the horticulture category.

(ii)

Oilseeds, sugar beets, tobacco. These are included in cropland.

(iii)

Uncultivated tracts of land on which blueberries are picked. Areas
burned periodically to promote blueberry growth are classified in the
appropriate cover-type category. Only commercial plantings of blue
berries, cranberries, and other small fruits are included in
horticulture.

3.

ORCHARDS AND VINEYARDS
Map symbol: G
Land used for the production of tree fruits and grapes.
Include:

(i) Orchardsproducingtree fruits such as apples, apricots, cherries, peaches,
pears,and plums.
(ii)Vineyards
(iii) Areas of hop cultivation
(iv) Commercial plantings of nut trees
(v) New plantings of any of the above that are not yet in production.
Do Not Include:
Small fruits, such as strawberries,raspberries, or currants. These are
included in horticulture.
4.

CROPLAND
Map symbol: A
Land used primarily for annual field crops.
.

Include:
(i) Land growing field crops of grain, oilseeds, sugar beets, tobacco, pota
toes, and other vegetables.
(ii) Any fallow land associated with the production of any of the above.
(iii) Land that is in the process of being cleared and on which crop
production appears inxninent.
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Do Not Include:
Vegetables grown as part of a market-garden type of operation. These are
included under horticulture.
5.

IMPROVED PASTURE AND FORAGE CROPS

Map symbol: P
Land used primarliy for improved pasture or for the production of hay and
other fodder crops.
To qualify as "improved," a pasture should exhibit some evidence of
cultivation. Although such cultivation may be infrequent and little direct
visible evidencecsuchas plow marks) may appear on aerial photographs,
improved pastures may be distinguishedby a general smooth te.xture. Mottled
patterns caused by bushes or by extensive invasions of unpalatable weeds are
absent. Some stoniness or wetnees may be tolerated since improved pastures
may be maintained without intensive cultivation, by prevention of overgrazing,
occasional fertilization,or seeding of desirable types of plants, or
combinationsof these.
Include:
(i) Improved permanent pasture
(ii) Rotational pasture
(iii) Fodder crops; all forage legumes, hay and other forage crops, whether
grown for forage or for seed.
(iv) Land being cleared for fodder production or pasture.
Do Not Include:
Unimproved grazing land or weedy, abandoned hay fields. These are classed as
rough grazing and rangeland.
6. . ROUGH GWUING AND RANGELAND
Map symbol: K
Grasslands such as natural range, including areas of sedges and herbaceous
plants. Abandoned farmland and lightly wooded grasslands are included.
Include:
(i) Rough grazing land: all tracts of land used for extensive grazing, which
because of stoniness, shallow soil, poor drainage, or drought have not
been improved and are not in rotation with field crops. These grazing
lands can usually be distinguishedby rough topography, scattered patches
of weeds, stones, stumps or shrubs, and the absence of traces of
cultivation.

- --.-.-
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(ii) All natural grasslands and open expanses of herbaceous plants, whether
used for grazing or not. Brush, scrub, and mature trees may cover up to
25% of the total area.
(iii) Many areas used for rough grazing, particularly in the western
provinces, also support open woodland covering somewhat more than 25% of
the total area. Areas such as this, supporting light or open woodland of
little or no commercial value and where grazing is the dominant use, are
classed in the rough grazing category.
(iv) All tracts of land on which grasses, weeds, and old hay are the dominant
forms of vegetation. Much of the land in this category is former
agricultural land that is now open range used for grazing; in some areas,
particularly the eastern provinces, much of it is idle and reverting to
woodland.

(4

Intermittentlywet hay land; swamps and marshes that periodically
dry up and are used for grazing or hay cutting. Check for cutting
patterns and differences of tone along fence lines.
Do Not Include:

(i) Ungrazed tracts of land on which the canopy density exceeds 25%. These
are included in the woodland categories.
(ii)Tracts of land on which more than 75% of the surface is exposed rock, sand
or bare or eroded soil. These are included in the unproductive land
category.
7.

WOODLAND
Map symbol: T
Land covered with tree or scrub growth.
.

(a) Productive Woodland
Land bearing forest of a commercial nature.
Include:
(i> Tracts of wooded land on which the crown cover or canopy density exceeds
25% and on which the bulk of the trees could be used as sawlogs, pulpwood,
fence posts, or fuelwood of commercial value at the time of the
photography or field work. Most of the trees in this category are over
20-30 feet (6-9 m) in height. Trees shorter than this range are seldom of
a commercial character and are not classed as productive woodland unless
some immediate commercial use is made of them, e,g., small pulpwood logs
or cedar fence posts. (The regional economic situation may be the
deciding factor in whether or not such economically marginal trees are
utilized.) This minimum height range stipulation is somewhat arbitrary
but should encourage consistent mapping.
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(ii) Artificially restocked tracts or plantations, regardless of age or
height.
Do Not Include
(i) Land where the crown cover of trees over 20-30 feet (6-9 m) in height is
less than 25%. This is classed either as nonproductuvewoodland or as
rough grazing and rangeland respectively,depending on whether the balance
of the unit is wooded or grassland.
(ii) Other open woodland that is steadily grazed and where no other use
dominates; this is classed as rough grazing and rangeland.
(iii) Areas of trees shorter than the 20-30 foot (6-9 m) range unless active
ly exploited. These are'classed as nonproductivewoodland.
(b) NonproductiveWoodland (Map symbol: V)
Land with a growth of short trees or bushes.
Include:
(i) Tracts of land where bush and tree scrub cover exceeds 25%. "Tree scrub"
consists of short (immatureor stunted) trees, i.e., less than 20-30 feet
(6-9 m) in height. (Tree scrub is seldom of a commercial nature, but when
mapping a tract of scrub trees or a type known to be actively exploited
for wood products in the general map area, such a tract may be classed as
productive woodland.) Willows, alder, saskatoon bushes, juniper, sumac,
ironwood, and dwarf conifers are examples of types commonly occurring in
the nonproductivewoodland category. Much of the tree cover in this
category is second or third growth found in cutover or burned-over areas.
Other is stunted growth found in rocky, alpine, or poorly drained muskeg
sites. Some is former agricultural land in an advanced stage of reversion
to forested land.
For marginal examples, where trees are near the lower end of the 20-30
foot (6-9 m) range, it is helpful to consider site conditions. In the
poorer sites with shallow soils, poor drainage, or rock outcrops,
nonproductivewoodland is the more appropriate designation. Borderline
types growing under better site conditions may be classed as productive.
(ii) Tracts of land recently logged off or cut over, and tracts of forest land
recently burned over.
Do Not Include:
r
(i) Artificially reforested areas.
(ii) Wetlands with a cover of bushes shorter than approximately4 feet (1.2
id. (If drainage conditions in these areas are too poor to support
heavier cover, such units are classed as wetland.)
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8.

SWAMP, MARSH; OR BOG
Map symbol: M
Open wetlands of all types.
Include:

(i) Wetlands covered with a swamp, marsh, or muskeg type of vegetation: reeds
and other aquatic plants. On the aerial photographs, swamps have a
relatively dark tone, smooth texture, and low growth. Flow marks are
occasionallyvisible.
(ii) Intermittentsloughs. In these areas for all but very dry periods the
surface is water covered. (There may be little or no aquatic vegetation
.
visible on the aerial photos.) Water depth is shallow.
Do Not Include:
(i) Areas of swamp grass or sloughs that frequentlydry up and are used for
grazing or hay cutting. These are included in rough grazing and rangeland.
(ii) Wetlands with a tree or dense bush cover, e.g., cedar, tamarack, or black
spruce forest, or willow thickets taller than approximately4 feet (1.2 m)
and with over 25% crown cover. These are included in woodland categories
according to tree height and cover density.
(iii) Permanent water bodies on which floating vegetation (usually plankton
scum) occurs; this scum often forms in late summer when water temperatures
are highest. Check for drift pattern.
LAND
9. IJNPRODUCTIVE
Map symbol: S
Land that in its present state does not and will not support vegetation;
for example, eroded soil or rock and active depositional features.
(a) Sand Flats, Dunes, and Beaches
Land on which an exposed sand surface predominates.
Include:
(i) All tracts of land on which bare sand comprises over 75% of the total
area.
(ii) Undevelopedbeaches.
Do Not Include:
Any areas that can be classified under the urban subcategories.
(b) Rock and Other Unvegetated Surfaces
Rock barrens, badlands, eroded river banks, gravel bars, alkali flats, areas
covered by slag dumps or mine tailings.
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Include:
All tracts of land on which bare rock or noncultivatedbare earth comprises
over 75% of the total surface.
Do Not Include:

.

Any areas that can be classified in the urban subcategories.
10. WATER
Map symbol: Z
Lakes, ponds, rivers, and other permanent water bodies large enough to be
mapped.
Include:
In the eastern provinces, areas marked as permanent water bodies on the
1:50 000 NTS base maps. If shorelines have changed, however, due to drainage
or damming, use the outline shown on the air photos. In the western
provinces, experience has shown this map information to be unreliable due to
fluctuatingwater levels. In these areas, the air photo is a better source of
informationconcerning permanent water bodies.
Do Not Include:
Intermittentwater bodies such as prairie sloughs that may be mapped as marsh,
or are frequently dry and are used for grazing and hay cutting. The latter
(natural hay meadows) are included under rough grazing and rangeland.
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APPENDIX 3
DESCRIPTIVE OUTLINE OF FOREST HUMUS FORM CLASSIFICATION*
B. Bernier
Proceedingsof the 7th Meeting of the National Soil Survey Committee,
Edmonton, 1968
INTRODUCTION
The term humus form, introduced by Muller (18871, designates those
natural, biologically active units formed at the soil surface by plant debris
and animal residues in all stages of decompositionand arranged into organic
or organomineralhorizons. The concept of humus form is, therefore, one of an
organized natural body like the soil of which it is a part. Although it may
be formed of a single horizon, it generally refers to a humus profile formed
of successive horizons which are linked together genetically. The composition
and sequence of such horizons, which reflect a particular animal and microbial
life, are important characteristicsof humus forms.
Because they have a far-reaching,differential influence on soil genesis
and play an important role in many aspects of silviculture,expecially in
relation to runoff, erosion control, tree nutrition, and establishmentof
natural regeneration,humus forms are important criteria of forest ecosystems
and must be adequately classified.*
Since Muller first described mull and mor in 1887, many research workers
have contributed to the knowledge of humus forms and their classification.
However, over the years the concepts of humus forms have varied widely so that
many designationsnow exist for the same humus form. This has led to
considerableconfusion in the nomenclature and to misinterpretationsof the
roles of these biologically active layers in soil genesis. Classificationof
humus forms is possible only if agreement is reached on the basic principles
of the their identity. The following scheme, although it includes a new
approach to classifying mor humus, is essentially based upon those particular
features, now firmly established internationally,that permit the separation
of various forest humus forms. It is intended as a reference framework for
more detailed studies of their role and significance in soil and site
classificationas well as in silviculture.
THE BASIS OF HUMUS FORM CLASSIFICATION
For classificationpurposes, forest humus forms are grouped into two broad
classes: those developed under well drained to imperfectlydrained conditions
(so-calledterrestrialor upland humus forms), and those developed under
poorly drained conditions or under conditions leading to saturation for most
of the year (so-calledhydromorphic or semiterrestrialhumus forms).
*For a discussion on grassland humus form classification,see Barratt (1964).

--
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From a forestry viewpoint, the humus forms of the latter class have
received little attention since they seldom develop on sites supporting
commercial forests. Their classification is still only tentative.
Classificationof upland humus form is, on the other hand, more universally
accepted. It is esentially based on those primary morphological features that
reveal fundamental differences in their genesis. These are the presence or
absence of diagnostic organic horizons, and the degree of incorporationof
fine humus (humified organic matter) into the mineral soil and the intensity
of binding between organic and mineral fractions. Further division is based
on secondary morphological features (structure, relative thickness and
particular composition of horizons, etc.) and on distinctive chemical
characteristics.
DEFINITION OF DIAGNOSTIC ORGANIC HORIZONS

,

Even though the litter (L layer) i.e., freshly fallen leaves and other
plant debris (outwardlyunchanged), is an organic horizon, it is not
considered as diagnostic since it occurs on all upland humus forms and is
transitory. Diagnostic organic horizons (with an organic matter content
greater than 30%) include the following:
a)

The F horizon: an organic horzion formed by slightly decomposed plant
remains, the structures of origin of which.are still recognizable to the
naked eye. It occurs both in moder where it is formed by loose leaf
debris, partly fragmented or comminuted by the soil fauna, and in mor
where it is formed by matted, partly decomposed debris of leaves orosses
and other plant remains, often permeated by fungal hyphae.

b)

The H. horizon: an organic horizon with advanced decompositionof plant
remains (i.e., rich in fine humus) so that the structure or origin of the
original plants are for the most part impossible to identify. It may be
sharply delineated from the mineral soil as in mor where humification is
chiefly dependent upon fungal activity, although microanimal activity may
have some importance in the most active forms. Horizon designation: H.

It may be partially incorporated into the mineral soil as in moder,
chiefly by the action of shallow-burrowingmicroarthropods. It then occurs as
an accumulation of spherical or cylindrical organic granules (animal
droppings) with considerable intermixing, at least at the bottom, but
frequently throughout,with mineral particles. Horizon designation: Hi 6.
indicating incorporationor intermixingwith mineral soil).
N.B. The designations Hm (for mycogenous) and Hz (for zoogenous) can be
used to stress the dependence of humification processes, but in practice it is
preferable to stress the degree of incorporationor intermixing of organic
matter and the mineral soil.
In soils'with a dense population of deep-burrowingorganisms such as the
Lumbricidae, litter undergoes such a rapid disintegration that even the H
horizon is generally absent as in mull.
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In the case of organic humus forms developed under waterlogged conditions
or under conditions leading to s turati#on for most of the year (peaty or
hydromorphic humus forms), the symbols F and H are inappropriate for horizon
designation. The designation 0 (for organic) should be used with suffixes
indicating the degree of decomposition (vide
infra).
-DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATIONOF THE
MAIN HUMUS FORMS ENCOUNTERED
UNDER FORESTS*
1.

HUMUS FORMS DEVELOPED UNDER WELL DRAINED AND IMPERFECTLYDRAINED
CONDITIONS (SO-CALLED "TERRESTRIAL"OR "UPLAND" HUMUS FORMS)

1.1 Humus forms of well drained to imperfectly drained sites with rapid,
extensive decompositionof forest litter and intimate association of
colloidal organic matter with mineral soil; diagnostic organic horizons
lacking: MULL (Muller 1887).
Mull is a humus form lacking diagnostic organic horizons; it consists of a
dark gray to black, porous, crumbly mass characterized by a mechanically
inseparable complex of colloidal humus and mineral soil (known as the clayhumus complex*). It has an organic matter content ranging from 5 to 25%,
commonly 12018% (Table 1). Transition to the horizon beneath is gradual.
Horizon designation: Ah.
Mull usually contains little sand, but when it occurs, the sand is
cemented within a clay-humus complex, and it is not present in loose grains as
in moder.
Forest mull ideally occurs under temperate deciduous forest, yielding
easily decomposable litter on soils sufficiently rich in clay and nutrients,
where balanced condition of moisture and aeration favor the development of an
active, burrowing soil fauna, especially Lumbricidae. Optium development of
forest mull also implies a steady state of fauna1 activity with regular
passage of organic matter and mineral particles through the guts of
earthworms. Otherwise a gradual structural decay follows the continuous
mineralization of organic matter. Lumbricidae are capable of absorbing great
quantities of mineral substances with their food, closely blending clay with
organic matter so that practically all granules of forest mull are earthworm
casts or their remains.. Individual excretions, which vary with the size of
earthworms, coalesce to form porous aggregates giving the horizon a spongy
structure.
Mull properties, including structure, deteriorate with a decrease in base
saturation and there is evidence that mull rarely forms where base saturation
is lower than 35% (Sjors 1961; Wittich 1964). Acid mull (pH around 4.5) does
occur but is stable only when other ecological conditions are very favorable.
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Subtypes of Mull
Division of forest mull into subtypes is primarily based on structure
class since granular structure is a characteristic feature of all mulls,
Further divisions (variants)may be based on texture, prevalent humidity,
reaction, and depth (Table 2).
*

This chiefly applies to northeastern North America; reference to European
literature is to stress among similaritieswith humus forms described in
Europe.

**

This term "clay-humus complex" must be taken in a broad sense to include
materials that adhere to each other and that are not adequately separated
by chemical and physical methods; it does not fefer to definite chemical
bonding at the molecular level.
Table 1.

Some chemical characteristicsof upland humus forms
MULL

Organic (%)
matter
C:N ratio
pH (water)

5-25
(12-18)-k
12-18
4.0-8.0
(5.0-7.0)

MODER
Hi horizon

MOR
H horizon

20-60
(40-50)

75-90

20-25

20-35

4.0-5.5
Higher in calcareous variants

3.0-4.5
exceptionally up to
7.0

Cation exchange 20-40
capacity
higher in
(meq/lOO g)w clayey variants

50-80

75-130

Base saturation 35-100
(%'I
(60-100)

15-50

'10-35

* Figures in parentheses are values most commonly found.
**Ammonium acetate method.
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Coarse mull Heiberg and Chandler 1941)
Crumb mull (Rome11 and Heiberg 1931)
SF*
Earthworm mull (Wilde 1954, 1958)
Vermiol (in part) (Wilde 1966)
The structure is coarse crumb or granular, with most of the aggregates .
5-10 mm. In the richer coarse mull variants, the autumn leaf-fall is entirely
disintegrated and incorporated intothe mineral soil by the next leaf-fall
period. Thickness may attain 40 cm. It occurs mostly in the Melanie and
Sombric Brunisols, and in the Humic Gleysols, and generally supports a rich
herbaceous vegetation with geophytes as characteristic elements.
Medium mull (Heiberg and Chandler 1941)
Syn. Grain mull (Rome11 and Heiberg 1931)
Vermiol (in part) (Wilde 1966)
The structure is medium crumb or granular, with most of the aggregated 2-5
mm. This mull usually develops in sites somewhat dryer than those of coarse
mull, and the larger earthworms are either few in number or absent. It is
relatively thin, as compared with coarse mull, and generally shows a less
rapid destruction of forest litter than the latter. In such cases, a thin F
may be present and the humus is sometimes referred to as a litter-richmull
(Minderman 1960).
Fine mull
Mull is only occasionally found with most of the aggregates less than 2
mm, and it is then referred to as fine mull. This is not to be confused with
the fine mull of Heiberg and Chandler (1941) and Hoover and Lunt (1952), which
is in fact a moder (vide
infra).
-Compact mull
Syn. Firm mull (Bornebusch and Heiberg 1935)
Post mull (Jongerius and Schelling 1960)
This is a degraded form of mull characterized by compactness and high bulk
density; organic matter content is lower than normal (often less than 5%) and
the humus is poor in soil fauna activity. Firm mull is sometimes seen on
calcareous ridges and exposed sites but, in most cases, it results from
grazing and compaction of surface horizons.
The various stages of mull decay have been combined under the term 'post
mull' by Jongerius and Schelling (1960).
Variants
Criteria proposed for differentiationof mull subtypes at the variant
level are listed in Table 2. To simplify designation further, only extremes
of properties need be mentioned. The following are examples of designations
at the variant level:
Coarse mull - hydric, clayey: thick (as in Humic Gleysols)
Medium mull - calcareous: thin (as in Regosols over limestone)
1.2 Humus forms of well drained to imperfectly drained sites with impeded
litter decomposition and with diagnostic organic horizons. Organic matter
and mineral soil may be intermixed, at least in part, or sharply
delineated.
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1.21 Humus forms of well drained sites with diagnostic organic horizons and
partial to advanced intermixing of organic matter and mineral soil:
organic matter and mineral particles occur as distinct elements but not as
a clay-humus complex: MODER* (Ramann 1906)
Typical moder has an F horizon, generally thin, formed of leafy plant
remains partially disintegratedand comminuted by the soil fauna, grading into
a prominent and characteristicHi horizon made of organic granules
intermixedwith loose mineral grains.
The process of moder formation resembles that of mull in that both are
chiefly zoogenous humus forms, but there are two very striking differences:
the incorporationof humus into mineral soil is considerably slower in moder
and there is no evidence of a,clay-humuscomplex.
Moders are of widespread distributionunder mixed, or hardwood forests,
especially under the northern hardwoods. Characteristicallythey occur in
soils whose surface horizons contain little clay and are periodically
droughty. The mixing of organic and mineral particles, which is purely
mechanical with no formation of true organomineral complexes, may be camed by
creep, as in slope moder or alpine moder, but in most cases results from the
action of microarthropods. These organisms consume very little mineral
material so their casts consist almost exclusively of organic matter. Since
none of the organisms concerned with moder formation have an important
burrowing activity, incorporationof organic matter into the mineral soil,
although intense, is shallow. Organic matter in the Hi' except in mull-like
moder, is usually 40-50% (Table 1). Moder most frequently is acid and has low
base saturation. Calcareous moder is, however, a common humus form over
shallow and droughty soils on ridge tops of crystalline limestone.*
Subtypes of Moder
Based on the relative importance and other characteristicsof the F and
H horizons, moder can be subdivided into three subtypes: typical moder,
and two forms that are transtitionaleither to mull (mull-likemoder) or to
mor (raw mode&
Typical moder and raw moder are the most widespread forms
under forest cover in eastern Canada.
ical moder (to be called simply Moder)

‘??&siGa

Syn. Silicate moder (Kubiena 1953, 1955)
Fine moder (Hartmann 1944, 1951)
Fine mull (Heiberg and Chandler 1941; Hoover and Lunt 1952)
Arthropod mull (Wilde 1954)
Insect mull and mull-like mor (Muller 1879)
*Moder is taken here in a sense that differs from Ramann's original concept
but which is now firmly established internationally.
aIn extreme cases such moders may attain a considerable depth (up to 50 cm)
as seen at Anticosti Island under open stands of white spruce with ericaceous
shrubs in sites exposed to wind dessication. Such humus forms have been
described in Europe, where they are called "Tangelhumus" (Kubiena 1953) or
"Alpenhumus."
(Ehwald 1956).
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This is the prototype of moder and is characterizedby the prominence of
an Hi horizon (5-10 cm thick) made of cylindrical or spherical fine humus
granules (generallycasts of microarthropods),resembling black sawdust,
mechanicallymixed with mineral particles for the most part. The F horizon is
formed by comminuted leaf fragments and is thin (l-3 cm). Typical moder is
generally referred to as fine mull in the American literature.
Table 2.

Criteria used to distinguish variants and thickness phases of
upland humus forms *

Texture classes (for mulls only): to stress extremes of texture.
Clayey:
Loamy:
Sandy:

for a high clay content, very sticky when wet.
.
medium texture need not be mentioned, thus simplifying
designations.
for high content of sand: characterizedby a certain rawness and
loose consistency.

Humidity classes: to stress prevalent conditions of extreme wetness or
dryness.
Hydric:
Mesic:
Xeric:

in the capillary fringe over a shallow water table or in sites
with abundant telluric moisture.
well drained and moderately well drained conditions: mesic
conditions are normal for upland humus forms and need not be
mentioned.
in very dry site.

Acidity classes:

pH (water)

Acid (or oligotrophicw)
Mesotrophic**
Neutral (or eutrophic**)
Calcareous

Depth classes:

Thick:
Thin:

(5.0
5.0-6.0
6.0-7.5
B7.5 or effervescenceupon
treatment with HCl

to stress extreme thickness or shallowness of the humus
profile; should be considered as a phase.
overall thickness >20 cm (8 in.)
overall thickness t5 cm (2 in.)

*Not all these criteria need be mentioned: in general, only those that depart
from conditions normal for a given humus form. For instance, acid need not be
mentioned for mors since most have a pH of less than 4.5. Variant adjectives
follow humus name; depth class always comes last and is separated from the
preceeding adjectives by a colon; e.g., coarse mull - hydric, clayey: thick.
**These terms refer to base saturation rather than to acidity as such; mesotrophic is suggested in the absence of a more appropriate term. Perhaps the
terms euacid (pH less than 5.0) and oligacid (pH 5.0-6.0) could be used.
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In eastern Canada it occurs mostly in the Orthic Dystric Brunisols and is
frequent beneath yellow birch - sugar maple stands.
Raw moder
'-(F
prominent)
Syn. Coarse moder (Hartmann 1944)
Mor-like moder (Ehwald 1956, 1958)
Dystrophic moder (Manil 1956)
Twin mull**(in part) (Rome11 and Heiberg 1931)
Duff mull (Heiberg and Chandler 1941; Hoover and Lunt 1952)
Amphimorph (Wilde 1954)
Velor (in part) (Wilde 1966)
Raw moder has a comparativelythick F horizon which makes it resemble raw
.
humus, to which it is actually a transitional form. It has a shallow but
distinct horizon of intermixed organic granules and mineral particles (Hi
horizon).
Under dystrophic conditions where raw moder develops, the droppings of
arthropods apparently have little stability; they may disintegrate to give
dispersed humus which sometimes forms more or less amorphous clots. The
subtype occurs mostly in the degraded Dystric Brunisol and some of the weakly
developed Podzols.
Mull-like moder (Hartmann 1944)
Syn. Sand mull (in part) (Hoover and Lunt 1952)
Mull-like moder has a close resemblance to mull, to which it is a
transitional form, but the intimate association of colloidal organic matter
with clay is lacking because clay, as a binding agent, is either scarce or
absent. Organic matter content rarely exceeds 35% and various soil organisms,
often earthworms and large arthropods,may be dominant. Mull-like moder has a
very thin F horizon and is featured by a prominent Hi horizon (Ah if organic
matter is less than 30%) consisting of intermixed sand grains and organic
granules or crumbs as distinct elements or partly bound together in loose
fashion. The crumbs may also contain imbedded sand grains very weakly bound
to organic matter. Calcinated crumbs of mull-like moder are almost entirely
burnt to ashes whereas mull crumbs harden due to their clay content. The
subtype occurs in sites where the absence of clay appears to be the sole
.
factor preventing true mull formation.

**Twin mull (Rome11 and Heiberg 1931) used to refer to "a complex type of
humus layer, consisting of one upper stratum with the characteristicsof
matted detritus mull or root duff, underlain by grain or sometimes crumb
mull." Hoover and Lunt (1952) give it, however, a more restricted
definition: they describe it as "a complex formed by a fine mull (equivalent
here to typical moder) underlain by a coarse or medium mull." 'Ihisshould be
treated as superimposedhumus forms, since the two have no genetic
affiliation. It should not be confused with the mull-like moder.
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Variants
Criteria proposed for differentiationof moder subtypes into variants are
listed in Table 2. The following are examples of moder designations at the
variant level:
Typical moder - xeric, calcareous: thin (in droughty sites on limestone)
Mull-like moder - hydric, neutral (in the capillary fringe over a shallow
water table in sites where lack of clay prevents mull
formation).
1.22

Humus forms of well drained to imperfectlydrained sites and
consisting of organic horizons sharply delineated from the mineral
soil: MOR or RAW HUMUS (Muller 1887).

Apart from the litter (L layer), mor essentially has two horizons: the F
horizon, formed by partly decomposed but recognizableremains of all strata of
vegetation, including mosses and lichens, strongly matted or packed and often
interwovenwith fungal hyphae; and the H horizon, in which the state of
decompositionof organic matter, except in the very fibrous forms, is
generally so advanced as to make the identificationof most plant debris
impossible. Mor lies unmixed over the mineral (bleached) soil, unless the
latter has been blackened by the washing-in of organic matter. The relative
importance of F and H horizons and their characteristicsvary considerably,
giving rise to many varieties having a widespread range of biological activity
and nutritional conditions.
With the exception of some granular mors, animal droppings are scanty to
absent and show incomplete decomposition and humification of organic matter.
Some chemical characteristicsof mors are shown in Table 1.
Mors commonly occur on a variety of parent materials in the coniferous
forest zone because of climatic conditions. They also occur in the temperate
zone of the mixed deciduous forest, especially on the fringe of the coniferous
forest zone, under mixed or even hardwood stands. In much warmer climatic
conditionsmors may develop where the edaphic environment (low base content,
coarse-texturedparent material, and lack or excess of moisture) is
unfavorable to other types of humus formation. They may also result from
anthropogenicinterferenceon soils normally having mulls or moders.
It is difficult to make a general separation between the mors of the
boreal-alpineconiferous forest and those of more temperate regions on a basis
of morphologicalcharacteristics,although it is well accepted that the former
are generally much thicker than the latter. Boreal raw humus has a
far-reachinginfluence on stand growth since the effective rooting of trees is
frequentlyconfined to the humus profile.
Present Classificationof Mors
Combining the proposals made by Hoover and Lunt (1952) and their
predecessors,and by Wilde (1954, 1958), the present classificationof mors
broadly includes the following subtypes:
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Felty mor (Hoover and Lunt 1952)
Syn. Fibrous mor (Bornebuschand Heiberg 1935; Heiberg and Chandler 1941)
Mycelial mor and lignomycelialmor (Wilde 1954, 1958)
Lantar (Wilde 1966)
.

Felty mor is characterizedby an abundant development of fungal hyphae in
both F and H horizons. The F horizon is prominent and the H is only slightly
humified, sometimes making the distinction between F and H difficult.
Granular mor (Hoover and Lunt 1952); includes the former matte mor,
laminated mor, and granular mor of Heiberg and Chandler (1941).
Syn. Root mor (Wilde 1958)
The main morphological feature of this mor is the granular structure of
the H horizon. Granules may be to some extent coprogenic but they are
generally formed following individualizationof humus fragments as a result of
a strong development of rootlets.
Greasy mor (Bornebuschand Heiberg '1935);also used by Heiberg and
Chandler (1941) and by Hoover and Lunt (1952)
Syn. Greasy duff (Rome11 and Heiberg 1931)
Greasy mor has an H horizon which is amorphous and greasy; it occurs
mostly in sites characterizedby high base status and abundant telluric
moisture conditions.
Crust mor (Wilde 1954, 1958)
Crustar (Wilde 1966)
Syn. Xeromor (Duchaufour1960)
Thin raw humus developed from crust lichens in very dry sites of
unregeneratedburnt-over areas.
Hydromor (Lafond 1952)
Syn. bog mor (Wilde 1958)
Hyrdomor occurs on soils with a groundwater table at a shallow depth. It
is largely derived from sphagnum moss and frequently accumulates in layers up
to 35 cm thick.
Thin mor (Hoover and Lunt 1952)
Mor humus with an H layer less than 1.~3cm (0.5 in.) thick.
Imperfect mor (Hoover and Lunt 1952)
Syn. Lean mor, embryonic mor, felt (Wilde 1954, 1958)
Velor (Wilde 1966)
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The H horizon of imperfect mor is absent or sporadically present as a thin
film, especially in depressions.
This classificationhas been used for many years and is found to have many
limitations. Mors that differ strikingly in morphological and biological
properties are often given the same name because they have in common some
morphological feature that is a criterion of humus nomenclature. For
instance, mor humus sites with a granular H horizon may differ considerably in
overall morphology. In some instances the H horizon is coarse granular and
makes up most of the humus profile, as is frequently encountered under
northern hardwoods. In rich sites under coniferous forests, the H horizon is
often fine granular and, to some extent, coprogenous (zoogenus); it is
frequently much thinner than the associated F horizon. The name greasy mar is
also ambiguous since many mors that vary in overall morphology possess an H
layer that is greasy when wet. Thin mor also shows much variation in
morphology and botanical origin. In many instances thin mor is a temporary
successional phase of a particular mor humus following drastic distrubances,
especially by fire. There are also a great variety of forms encountered in
forested areas that can be referred only with great difficulty to definite
types of the present classisification.
This emphasizes the need for a revision of the existing classification.
It is felt that an appropriate classificationof mors requires a thorough,
quantitative appreciation of morphological characteristics of both F and H
horzions. The following scheme is intended as a first step toward such a
revision.
A Proposed New Approach to Classifying Mors
The proposed outline of mar-humus classification is a simple hierarchical
system including groups, subgroups, and variants. The categories are
differentiated on the basis of easily observable characteristics.
(a) Groups
Four groups are recognized on the.basis of relative importance of the two
diagnostic organic horizons, F and H, and more specifically by the percentage
thickness of the H horizon in the humus profile (Table 3). This stresses
mineralization and humification processes, aspects that must not be
underestimated in site productivity.
Table 3.

Groups of mor humus according to the relative
importance of the H horizon.
4

Thickness of H (%)*
(10
10-50
50-80
SO
*

.

Group name
Fibrimor
Humi-fibrimor
Fibri-humimor
Humimor

With reference to the whole humus profile, irrespectiveof its
overall thickness.
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(b) Subgroups
Subgroup names consist of the name of the appropriate group modified by
one or more adjectives descriptive of either the F or the H horizon.
Subgroups of Fibrimor and Humi-fibrimor
Because of the dominance of the F horizon in Fibrimors and Humi-fibrimors,
subgroup adjectives indicate the botanical origin of the prevailing plant
debris. A list of proposed adjectives is indicated in Table 4.
Table 4.

Hypno
Sphagno
Lichen0
Ericaceo

Suggested adjectives used at the subgroup level to describe the
dominant botanical origins of the F horizons of Fibrimors and
Humi-fibrimors*

:
:
:
:

Conifer0 :
Deciduo :

Predominantlyderived from feather mosses.
Predominantlyderived from sphagnum mosses.
Predominantlyderived from lichens.
Featured by a tenacious mat of roots (rhizomes)of ericaceous
dwarf shrubs.
Predominantlyderived from needles of conifers.
Predominantlyderived from leaves of deciduous trees.

*The list IS not exhaustive and could be enlarged as required.
Subgroup names should normally include a single adjective preceding the
group name, although composite adjectives could occasionally be used to stress
two dominant features; e,g., sphagno-ericaceoFibrimor.
Subgroups of Humimor and Fibri-humimor
Humimor and Fibri-humimorsubgroup names stress the morphological
characteristicsof the H horizon that is dominant. Adjectives at the subgroup
level (Table 5) pertain to the structure of the H horizon or to other
pertinent morphological features such as networks of fungal hyphae or rootlets.
Table 5. Suggested adjectives used at the subgroup level to describe the
dominant characteristicsof the H horizon of Humimors and
Fibri-humimors*

Granular H horizon.
Amorphous H horizon.
H horizon characterizedby a strong development of fungal hyphae
, _ forming a felt mat.
:
H horizon strongly permeated by rootlets as a network.

Granulo :
Amorpho :
Mycelio :
Rhizo

*The list is not exhaustive and could be enlarged as required.
Note: Whenever F and H horizons are of equal or near-equal thickness
(thicknessof H 35065%), subgroup names could include prominent features of
both F and H horizons. The adjective applying to the group name should

--- __...
--__
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then come immediatelybefore it, as in granulo-hypno Humi-fibrimoror
hypno-granulo Fibri-humimor. This permits a more precise description of mor
humus in which neither F nor H horizons are especially prominent and
eliminates recognition of a fifth group.
(c) Variants
Subgroups can be divided into variants as required, to stress other
features that influence nutritional conditions in humus profiles (Table 2).
The following are examples of designations, at the variant level, of the
present greasy mor:
Amorpho Humimor - hydric
Amorpho Fibri-humimor- hydric: thick

P

It should be understood that humus names can be used at any level of
classification;in many instances the group name (e.g. Fibrimor) or subgroup
name (e.g., hypno Fibrimor) would be sufficiently descriptive without
indication as to variant.
HUMUS FORMS DEVELOPED UNDER POORLY DRAINED CONDITIONS OR UNDER CONDITIONS
THAT LEAD To sAmTIoN
FOR MOST 0F THE YEAR (SO-CALLED HYDROMORPHIC 0~
SEMITERRESTRIALHUMUS FORMS)
2.

Humus forms developing under the influence of stagnant water have been
studied very little in Canada, so their classification is still tentative.
They are, however, divided into two categories: peaty organic horizons,
called peaty mors, and organomineralhumus forms (organic matter less than
30%) known as anmoors.
- Tentative Classification
2.1

Peatv mor

Although peaty mors are transitional or organic soils they are not always
the initial stages of peat formation; frequently they constitute stable
natural units.
Peaty mors are distinguished from organic soils mainly on the basis of
thickness. With reference to the established limits for organic soils,
permissible thickness of humus over mineral soil is up to 60 cm (24 in.) of
fibric moss of which 75% or more of the fibers are derived from sphagnum or
hypnum, or up to 40 cm (16 in.) of other kinds or mixed kinds of organic
materials. Thickness over a lithic contact must be less than 10 cm (4 in.).
Organic matter content must be higher than 30% but is usually over 60%. Peaty
mors show little horizon differentiationalthough the degree of organic matter
decompositionmay increase downward in a continuous fashion. Compared to well
drained raw humus, peaty mors are frequently less sharply separated from
mineral soil, which may be blackened by the washing-in of organic matter. As
with organic soils, three groups are recognized according to the degree of
decompositionof organic matter.

a
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Fibric peaty mor
Horizon designation: Of
Fibric peaty mor is an organic, hydromorphic humus form composed
predominantlyof mosses, slightly decomposed and spongy, together with
numerous, structurallypreserved remnants of woody plants and more or less
important mats of sedges and rhizomes of heath shrubs. It has a fiber content
greater than two-thirds of the total mass before rubbing, or more than 40%
after rubbing.
Botanical compositionwould supply useful guidelines for a more detailed
classification (composed primarily of sphagnum, feather mosses, ericaceous
rhizomes, remnants of sedges and reeds, etc.).
Fibric peaty mor develops on Gleyosls or gleyed Podzols, in sites with
nutrient-poor (oliotrophic)water; such sites most frequently support the open
stands of black spruce or even stunted balsam fir.
Mesic peaty mor
Horizon designation: Om
Mesic peaty mor is an organic, hydromorphic humus form in which the
organic matter has reached a moderately advanced state of decomposition.
Fiber content is one-third to two-thirds of the total mass before rubbing, or
10040% after rubbing.
It occurs as mosaics beneath the same forest associationsas fibric peaty
mor, and also in bog borders influenced by seepage water.
Humic peat mor
Horizon designation: Oh
Humic peaty mor is an organic, hydromorphic humus form in which the
organic matter has reached an advanced state of decomposition;the structure
of original plant material is not discernable for the most part, although it
may contain considerablewoody debris. It has'a fiber content of less than
one third of the total mass before rubbing, or less than 10% after rubbing.
Humic peaty mor generally develops under the influence of calcium-rich
seepage water; it is common under white cedar stands in the eastern
Appalachian region of Quebec, where it grades into or occurs as a mosaic in
Humisols.
2.2 Anmoor (Kubiena 1953)
Horizon designation: Ah
Syn. Mineral muck (colloquial)
Fen mull (Wilde 1954, 1958)
Sapronel (Wilde 1966)
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Anmoor is a hydromorphic,organomineral humus form (organic matter less
than 30%) consisting of a dark gray or black, structurelessblend of loose
mineral soil enriched with finely dispersed, well humified organic matter and
some coprogenous residues. It has a muddy structure in conditions of
excessive wetness but becomes earthy in a moderately wet state. It shows no
accumulationof plant remains as a distinct layer, except for sparse forest
litter. Such humus with more than 30% organic matter should be classified as
humic peaty mor or, if thickness exceeds 40 cm over mineral soil, as a Humisol.
Anmoors are associated with Gleysols (humic) in sites almost permanently
waterlogged, as on river flats or on lowland soils with ground water enriched
in bases. Its reaction is mildly acid to neutral. The low content of organic
matter of anmoor and the absence of a distinct organic horizon apparently
results from the intense activity of anaerobic bacteria together with
important inwashing and silting.
The term "fen mull" sometimes used to designate this humus form is
inappropriatebecause anmoor has nothing in common with mull except low
organic matter content.
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APPENDIX 4
SOIL, PEDON, CONTROL SECTION, AND SOIL HORIZONS
taken from
The Canadian System of Soil Classification
1978
Soil taxonomy in Canada is based on properties of the soil. Therefore,
there is a need for definitions of soil as opposed to nonsoil and of the unit
of soil being classified. These and the equally basic definitions of soil
horizons are given in this chapter.
SOIL AND NONSOIL
Bodies of soil and nonsoil occur as a continuum at the surface of the
earth. They merge into one another often at imperceptible though arbitrarily
defined boundaries. Soil is defined herein as the naturally occuring,
unconsolidatedmineral or organic material at least 10 cm thick that occurs at
the earth's surface and is capable of supporting plant growth. In this
definition "naturallyoccurring" includes disturbance of the surface by
activities of man such as cultivation and logging but not displaced
materialslsuchas gravel dumps and mine spoils. Unconsolidatedmaterial
includes material compacted or cemented by soil forming processes. Soil
extends from the earth's surface through the genetic horizons, if present,
into the underlying material to the depth of the control section. Soil may
have water covering its surface to a depth of 60 cm or less either at low tide
in coastal areas or during the driest part of the year in areas inland. A
soil covered by a surface mantle of new material at least 50 cm thick is
considered to be a burie.dsoil. Soil development involves climatic factors
and organisms, as conditioned by relief and hence water regime, acting through
time on geologicalmaterials and thus modifying the properties of the parent
material.
Nonsoil is the aggregate of surficial materials that do not meet the
preceding definition of soil. It includes soil materials displaced by
unnatural processes such as dumps of earth fill along a highway under
construction,unconsolidatedmineral or organic material thinner than 10 cm
overlying bedrock, exposed bedrock, and unconsolidatedmaterial covered by
more than 60 cm of water throughout the year. Nonsoil also includes organic
material thinner than 40 cm overlying water.
The definitions reflect the fact that bodies of soil and nonsoil have a
continuum of properties. For example, the thickness of soil material overlying bedrock might range from 1 m at the base of a slope to 20 cm at midslope
and gradually thin out to exposed bedrock at the top. The exposed bedrock is
nonsoil, but the thickness of unconsolidatedmaterial over bedrock that should
qualify as soil is not obvious. To avoid ambiguity and permit uniformity of
classification,an arbitrary depth limit of 10 cm is used. Similarly, bodies
of periodicallysubmerged soil merge into bodies of water in the natural
landscape.
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PEDON, THE BASIC UNIT OF SOIL

The pedon as defined by pedologists of the United States (Soil Survey
Staff 1975) serves as the basic unit of soil in the Canadian classification
system. It is the smallest, three-dimensionalunit at the surface of the
earth that is considered as a soil. Its lateral dimensions are 1 m if ordered
variation in genetic horizons can be sampled within that distance or if these
horizons are few and faintly expressed. If horizons are cyclical or
intermittentand are repeated in a lateral distance of 2-7 m, the lateral
dimensions of the pedon are half the cycle (l-3.5 m). The vertical dimension
of the pedon is to the depth of the control section. A contiguous group of
similar pedons is called a polypedon, which is indicated in Soil Taxonomy
(Soil Survey Staff 1975) as a unit of classification.
The pedon concept applies to the classificationof all soils, but its
relevance to soils having cyclic variation, such as Turbic Cryosols, is most
apparent. (Ed. See the reference cited). Examples of pedons are illustrated
in Fig.s 1, 2, and 3. In Fig. 1 the profiles beneath the stone circles and
the intercirclematerial differ markedly. However, the variation is cyclic
and occurs repeatedly over a lateral distance of about a metre. Thus the
pedon includes a full cycle from the midpoint of one circle through the
intercirclematerial to the midpoint of another circle. All of the
variability within the pedon is included in the concept of the taxonomic olass
used from order to series. In this case classificationwould be based upon
the properties of the intercirclematerial as it is dominant in extent. If
the circles were further apart such that a full cycle was 2-7 m in diameter,
the pedon would include half a cycle. Thus it would extend from the midpoint
of a circle to the midpoint of the intercirclematerial. If the lateral
dimension of the cycle was greater than 7 m, two soils would be identified,
one associatedwith the circles and the other with the intercirclematerial.

Cyclic variation involving tonguing of Ah horizon material into the IICk
horizon is shown in Fig. 2. The full cycle has lateral dimensions of about 1
m-or less so that the pedon includes a full cycle. All of the variability in
thickness of the Ah is included in the concept of the soil series.
The pedon is half of the cycle in the example of hummocky terrain
resulting from tree throw shown in Fig. 3. In such cases the hummocks are
usually not regularly distributed and the dimensions of the pedon may vary
appreciably over short distances.
CONTROL SECTION
The control section is the vertical section of soil upon which
classificationis based.
f
Mineral Soils
For mineral soils in general, the control section extends either from the
mineral surface to 25 cm below the upper boundary of the C or IIC, or to a
depth of 2 m, whichever is less. Exceptions are:
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If the upper boundary of the C or,IIC is less than 75 cm from the mineral
surface, the control section extends to a depth of 1 m,

2.

If bedrock occurs at a depth of less than 1 m, the control section is
from the surface to the lithic contact.

Organic Soils
For organic soils the control section extends from the surface either to a
depth of 160 cm or to a lithic contact. The control section is divided into
tiers, which are used in classification. The tiers are layers based upon
arbitrary depth criteria.
Surface tier. The surface tier is 40 cm thick exclusive of loose litter,
crowns of sedges and reeds, or living mosses. Mineral soil on the surface of
the profile is part of the surface tier, +hich is used to name the soil
family. Shallow lithic Organic soils may have only a surface tier.
Middle tier. The middle tier is 80 cm thick. It establishes the great
group classification if no terric, lithic, or hydric substratum is present.
Otherwise the dominant kind of organic material in this and the surface tier
establishes the great group classification. The nature of the subdominant
organic material in the middle or bottom tier assists in establishing the
subgroup classification.
Bottom tier. The bottom tier is 40 cm thick. The material in this tier
establishes in whole or in part the subgroup classification.
A control section is necessary to provide a uniform basis for soil classification. In general, pedons should be sampled at least to the depth of the
control section. The properties of the material beneath the control section
are important for many interpretive purposes. Therefore, the underlying
material should be examined and its properties recorded whenever possible.
SOIL HORIZONS AND OTHER LAYERS
The definitions of classes in the.Canadian system are based mainly on the
kinds, degrees of development, and the sequence of soil horizons and other
layers in pedons. therefore the clear definition and designation of soil
horizons and otherlayers are basic to soil classification. A soil horizon is
a layer of mineral or organic soil or soil material approximately parallel to
the land surface that has characteristicsaltered by processes of soil
formation. It differs from adjacent horizons in properties such as color,
structure, texture, and consistence, and in chemical, biological, and
mineralogical composition. The other layers are either nonsoil such as rock
and water or layers of unconsolidatedmaterial considered to be unaffected by
soil-formingprocesses. For the sake of brevity these other layers are
referred to simply as layers, but it is recognized that soil horizons are also
layers. In previous editions of this publication and in the Glossary of Terms
in Soil Science organic materials are designated as layers and not horizons.
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The major mineral horizons are A, B, and C. The major organic horizons
are L, F, and H, which are mainly forest litter at various stages of
decomposition,and 0, which is derived mainly from bogs, marsh, or swamp
vegetation. Subdivisionsof horizons are labeled by adding lower case
suffixes to some of the major horizons symbols as with Ah or Ae.
Well-developedhorizons are readily identified in the field. However, in
cases of weak expression or of borderline properties, as between Ah and H,
laboratory determinationsare necessary before horizons can be designated
positively. Many of the laboratory methods required are outlined in a manual
prepared by a subcommittee of CSSC (McKeague 1976). Some other methods
pertaining to organic horizons are outlined near the end of this chapter.
The layers defined are R, rock; W, water; and IIC or other nonconforming,
unconsolidatedmineral layers, IIIC, etc. below the control section that are
unaffected by soil-forming processes. Theoretically a IIC affected by
soil-forming processes is a horizon; for example a IICca is a horizon. In
practice; it is usually difficult to determine the lower boundary of soil
material affected by soil-forming processes. Thus the following are
considered as horizons: C(IC), any unconforming layer within the control
section, and any unconforming layer below the control section that has been
affected by pedogenic processes (e.g. IIBc, IIBtj). Unconforming layers below
the control section that do not appear to have been affected by pedogenic
processes are considered as layers. The tiers of Organic Soils are also
considered as layers.
Mineral Horizons and Layers
Mineral horizons contain 17% or less organic C (about 30% organic matter)
by weight.
A--This is a mineral horizon formed at or near the surface in the zone of leaching or eluviation of materials in solution or suspension, or of maximum
in situ accumulation of organic matter or both. The accumulation of
organic matter is usually expressed morphologically by a darkening of the
surface soil (Ah), and conversely the removal of organic matter is usually
expressed by a lightening of the soil color usually in the upper part of
the solum (Ae). The removal of clay from the upper part of the solum (Ae)
is expressed by a coarser soil texture relative to the underlying subsoil
layers. The removal of iron is indicated usually by a paler or less red
soil color in the upper part of the solum (Ae) relative to the lower part
of the subsoil.
B--This is a mineral horizon characterizedby enrichment in organic matter,
sesquioxides,or clay; or by the development of soil sturcture or by a
change of color denoting hydrolysis, reduction, or oxidation.
The accumulation in B horizons of organic matter (Bh) is evidenced usually
by dark colors relative to the C horizon. Clay accumulation is indicated by
finer soil textures and by clay cutans coating peds and lining pores (Bt).
Soil structure developed in B horizons includes prismatic or columnar units
with coatings or stainings and significant amounts of exchangeable sodium (Bn)
and other changes of structure (Bm) from that of the parent material. c Color
changes include relatively uniform browning due to oxidation of iron (Bm), and
mottling and gleying of structurally altered material associated with periodic
reduction (Bg).
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C--This is a mineral horizon comparativelyunaffected by the pedogenic processes operative in A and B, (C), except the process of gleying (Cg), and
the accumulation of calcium and magnesium carbonates (Cca) and more
soluble salts (Cs, Csa). Marl, diatomaceous earth, and rock no harder
than 3 on Mob's scale are considered to be C horizons.
R--This is a consolidated bedrock layer that is too hard to break with the
hands (greater than 3 on Moh's scale) or to dig with a spade when moist
and does not meet the requirements of a C horizon. The boundary between
the R layer and any overlying unconsolidatedmaterial is called a lithic
contact.
W--This is a layer of water in Gleysolic, Organic, or Cryosolic soils. Hydric
layers in Organic soils are a kind of W layer.
Lowercase Suffixes
b--A buried soil horizon.
c--A cemented (irreversible)pedogenic horizon. Crtstein, placic,
and duric
horizons of Podzolic soils, and a layer cemented by CaC03 are examples.
ca--A horizon of secondary carbonate enrichment in which the concentration of
lime exceeds that in the unenriched parent material. It is more.than 10
cm thick, and its CaCo3 equivalent exceeds that of the parent
material
by at least 5% if the CaC03 equivalent is less than 15% (13% vs 8X), or
by at least l/3 if the CaCC3 equivalent of the horizon is or more (28%
vs 21%). If no IC is present, this horizon is more than 10 cm thick and
contains more than 5% by volume of secondary carbonates in concretions or
in soft, powdery forms.
cc--Cemented (irreversible)pedogenic concretions.
e--A horizon characterized by the eluviation of clay, Fe, Al, or organic matter alone or in combiantion. When dry, it is usually higher in color
value by one or more units than an underlying B horizon. It is used with
A (Ae).
f--A horizon enriched with amorphous material, principally Al and Fe combined
with organic matter; It usually has a hue of 7.5YR or redder or its hue
is 1OYR near the upper boundary and becomes yellower with depth. When
moist the chroma is higher than 3 or the value is 3 or less, It contains
at least least 0.5% pyrophosphate-extractableAl + Fe in texturees finer
than sand and 0.4% in sands (coarse sand, sand, fine sand, and very fine
sand). The ratio of pyrophosphate-extractableAl and Fe to clay (less
than 0.002 mm) is more than 0.05 and organic C exceeds 0.5%.
Pyrophosphate-extractableFe is at least 0.3%, or the ratio of organic C
to pyrophosphate-extractableFe is less than 20, or both are true, It is
used with B alone (Bf), with B and h (Bhf), with B and g (Bfg), and with
other suffixes. These criteria do not apply to Bgf horizons.
The following f horizons are differentiatedon the basis of the organic C
content:
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Bf--0.5-5% organic C
Bhf--more than 5% organic C
No minimum thickness is specified for a Bf or a Bhf horizon. Thin Bf and
Bhf horizons do not qualify as podzolic B horizons as defined later in
this chapter.
Some Ah and Ap horizons contain sufficient pyrophosphate-extractable
Al
and Fe to satisfy this criterion of f but are designated Ah or Ap.
g--A horizon characterizedby gray colors, or prominent mottling,.or both,
indicative of permanent or periodic intense reduction. Chromas of the
matrix are generally 1 or less. It is used with A and e (Aeg); B alone
(Bg); B and f (Bfg, Bgf); B, h, and f (Bhfg); B and t (Btg); C alone (Cg);
C and k (Ckg); and several others. In some reddish parent materials
matrix colors of reddish hues and high chromas may persist despite long
periods of reduction, In these soils, horizons are designated as g if
there is gray mottling or marked bleaching on ped faces or along cracks.
Aeg--This horizon must meet the definitions of A, e, and g.
Bg--This horizon is analogous to a Bm horizon but has colors indicativeof
poor drainage and periodic reduction. It includes horizons occuring
between A and C horizons in which the main features are: (i) Colors
of low chroma, that is: Chromas of 1 or less, without mottles on ped
surfaces or in the matrix if peds are lacking; or chromas of 2 or
less in hues of 1OYR or redder, on ped surfaces or in the matrix if
peds are lacking, accompanied by more prominent mottles than those in
the C horizon; or hues bluer than lOY, with or without mottles on ped
surfaces or in the matrix if peds are lacking. (ii> Colors indicated
in (i) and a change in structure from that of the C horizon. (iii)
Colors indicated in (i) and illuviation of clay too slight to meet
the requirementsof Bt, or an accumulationof iron oxide too slight
to meet the limits of Bgf. (iv) Colors indicated in (i) and the
removal of carbonates. Bg horizons occur in some Orthic Humic
Gleysols and some Orthic Gleysols.
Bfg, Bhfg, Btfg, and others -- When used in any of these combinations the
limits set for f, hg, t, and others must be met.
% f

-- The dithionite-extractableFe of this horizon exceeds that of the
IC by 1% or more. Pyrophosphate-extractable
Al + Fe is less than the
minimum limit specified for f horizons. This horizon occurs in Fera
Gleysols and Fera Humic Gleysols and possibly below the Bfg of Gleyed
Podzols. It is distinguished from the Bfg of gleyed Podzols on the
basis of the extractabilityof the Fe and Al. The Fe in the Bgf
horizon is thought to have accumulated as a result of the oxidation
of ferrous iron. The iron oxide formed is not associated intimately
with organic matter or with Al and is sometimes crystalline. The Bgf
horizons are usually prominentlymottled; more than half of the soil
material occurs as mottles of high chroma.
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cg, c&L ccag, csg, Csag--When g is used with C alone, or with C and one
of the lower case suffixes k, ca, s, or sa the horizon must meet the
definition for C and for the particular suffix as well as for g.
h--A horizon enriched with organic matter. It is used with A alone (Ah), or
with A adn e (Ahe), or with B alone (Bh), or with B and f (Bhf).
Ah--A horizon enriched with organic matter, it has a color value at least
one unit lower than the underlying horizon or 0.5% more organic C
than the IC or both. It contains less than 17% organic C by weight.
Ahe--An Ah horizon that has undergone eluviation as evidenced, under
natural conditions, by streaks and splotches of different shades of
gray and often by platy structure. It may be overlain by a
dark-coloredAh and underlain by a light-coloredAe.
.
Bh--This horizon contains more than 1% organic C, less than 0.3%
pyrophosphate extractable Fe, and has a ratio of organic C to
pyrophosphate-extractable
Fe of 20 or more. Generally the color
value and chroma are less than 3 when moist.
Bhf--Definedunder f.
j--This is used as a modifier of suffixes e, f, g, n, and t to denote an
expression of, but failure to meet, the specified limits of the suffix it
modifies. It must be placed to the irght and adajcent to the suffix it
modifies. For example, Bfgj means a Bf horizon with a weak expression of
gleying; Bfjgj means a B horizon with weak expression of both f and g
features.
Aej--It denotes an eluvial horizon that is thin, discontinuous,or
slightly discernible.
Btj--It is a horizon with some illuviation of clay but not enough to meet
the limits of Bt.
Btgj, Bmgj--These are horizons that are mottled but do not meet the
criteria of Bg.
Bfj--It is a horizon with some accumulation of pyrophosphate-extractable
Al and Fe but not enought to meet the limits of Bf.
Bntj or Bnj--These are horizons in which the development of solonetzic B
properties is evident but insufficient to meet the limits for Bn or
Bnt.
k--Denotes the presence of carbonate as indicated by visible effervescence
when when dilute HCl is added. It is used mostly with B and m (Bmk) or C
(Ck) and occasionallywith Ah or Ap (Ahk, Apk), or organic horizons (Ofk,
Chuk).
m--A horizon slightly altered by hydrolysis, oxidation, or solution, or all
three, to give a change in color or structure, or both. It has:
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1.

Evidence of alteration in noe of the following forms:
Higher chromas and redder hues than the underlying horizons.
a.
Removal or carbonates either partially (Bmk) or completely (Bm).
b.
A change in structure from that of the original material.
c.

2.

Illuviation,if evident, too slight to meet the requirementsof a Bt
or a podzolic B.

3.

Some weatherable minerals.

4.

No cementation or induration and lacks a brittle consistence when
moist.
This suffix can be used as Bm, Bmgj, Bmk, and Bms.

n--A horizon in which the ratio of exchangeable Ca to exchangeable Na is 10 or
less. It must also have the following distinctive morphological
characteristics: prismatic or columnar structure, dark coatings on ped
surfaces, and and hard to very hard consistence when dry. It is used with
B as Bn or Bnt.
p--A horizon disturbed by man's activities such as cultivation, logging, and
habitation. It is used with A and 0.
s--A horizon with salts, including gypsum, which may be detected as crystals
or veins, as surface crusts of salt crystals, by depressed crop growth, or
by the presence of salt-tolerantplants. It is commonly used with C and k
(Csk), but can be used with any horizon or combination of horizon and
lowercase suffix.
sa--A horizon with secondary enrichment of salts more soluble than Ca and Mg
carbonates; the concentrationof salts exceeds that in the unenriched
parent material. The horizon is at least 10 cm thick. The conductivity
of the saturation extract must be at least 4 mS/cm and exceed that of the
C horizon by at least one-third. (The unit mho has been replaced by
siemens (s).)
t--An illuvial horizon enriched with silicate clay. It is used with B alone
(Bt), with B and g (Btg), with B and n (Bnt), etc.
Bt--A Bt horizon is one that contains illuvial layer-latticeclays. It
forms below an illvial horizon, but may occur at the surface of a
soil that has been partially truncated. It usually has a higher
ratio of fine clay to total clay than the IC. It has the following
properties:
1.

If any part of an eluvial horizon remains and there is no
lithologic dicontinuitybetween it and the Bt horizon, the Bt
horizon contains more total and fine clay than the eluvial
horizon as follows:
a.

If any part of the eluvial horizon has less than 15% total
clay in the fine earth fraction (less than 2 mm), the Bt
horizon muts contain at least 3% more clay, e.g. Ae 10%
clay; Bt minimum 13%. clay.
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b.

If the eluvial horizon has more than 15% and less than 40%
total clay in the fine earth fraction, the ratio of the
clay in the Bt horizon to that in the eluvial horizon must
be 1.2 or more, e.g. Ae 25% clay; Bt at least 30% clay.

C.

If the eluvial horizon has more than 40% total clay in the
fine earth fraction, the Bt horizon must contain at least
8% more clay, e.g. Ae 50% clay; Bt at least 58% clay.

2.

A Bt horizon must be at least 5 cm thick. In some sandy soils
where clay accumulation occurs in the lamellae, the total
thickness of the lamellae should be more than 10 cm in the upper
150 cm of the profile.

3.

In massive soils the Bt horizon ahould have oriented clay in
some pores and also as bridges between the sand grains.

4.

If peds are present, a Bt horizon has clay skins on some of the
vertical and horizontal ped surfaces and in the fine pores or
has illuvial oriented clays in 1% or more of the cross section
as viewed in thin section.

5.

If a soil shows a lithologic discontinuitybetween the eluvial
horizon and the Bt horizon, or if only a plow layer overlies the
Bt horizon, the Bt horizon need show only clay skins in some
part, either in some fine pores or on some vertical and
horizontal ped surfaces. Thin sections should show that the
horizon has about 1% or more of oriented clay bodies.

Btj and Btg are defined under j and g.
U--A horizon that is markedly disrupted by physical or fauna1 processes other
than cryoturbation. Evidence of marked disruption such as the inclusion
of material from other horizons or the absence of the horizon must be
evident in at least half of the cross section of the pedon. such
turbation can result from a blowdown of trees, mass movement of soil on
slopes, and burrowing animals. The u can be used with any horizon or
subhorizonwith the exception of A or B alone; e.g. Aeu, Bfu, BCu.
x--A horizon of fragipan character. A fragipan is a loamy subsurface horizon
of high bulk denstiy and very low organic matter content, When dry, it
has a hard consistence and seems to be cemented. when moist, it has
moderate to weak brittleness. It frequently has bleached fracture planes
and is overlain by a friable B horizon. Air-dry clods of fragic horizons
slake in water.
y--A horizon affected by cryoturbationas manifested by disrupted and broken
horizons, incorporationof materials from other horizons, and mechanical
sorting in at least half of the cross section of the pedon. It is used
with A, B; and C alone or in combinationwithother subscripts, e.g. why,
fiw, BUY, CY, Cm
Cygj.
z--A frozen layer. It may be used with any horizon or layer, e.g. Chz, Bmz,
cz, wz.
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Named Diagnostic Horizons and Layers of Mineral Soils
ChernozemicA--This is an A horizon having all of the following
characteristics:
1.

It is at least 10 cm thick.

2.

Its color value is darker than 5.5. dry and 3.5 moist, and its chroma
is lower than 3.5 moist.

3.

Its color value is at least one Munsell unit darker than that fo the
IC horizon.

4.

In soils disturbed by cultivation or other means the Ap horizon is
thick and dark enough to provide 15 cm of surface material that meets
the color criteria stated in 2 and 3 above.

5.

Its organic C content is 1017% and its C:N ratio is less than 17.

6.

Characteristicallyit has sufficiently good structure so that it is
neither massive and hard nor single grained when dry.

7.

Its base saturation (neutral salt) is more than 80% and Ca is the
dominant exchangeable cation.

8.

A chernozemic A horizon is restricted to soils having a mean annual
soil temperature of O°C or higher and a soil moisture regime subclass
drier than humid.

To meet the requirementsof a chernozemic A, a dark-colored surface
horizon must occur in a soil that meets the soil climatic specificationsgiven
in the preceding sentence and have the seven characteristicsspecified
previously. Usually chernozemic A horizons are associated with well to
imperfectlydrained soils having cold semiarid to subhumid soil climates.

c

c

Ditrichorizon--This is a strongly cemented horizon that does not satisfy the
criteria of a podzolic B horizon. Usually it has an abrupt-upper boundary
to an overlying podzolic B or to a Bm horizon and a diffuse lower boundary
more than 0.5 m below. Cementation is usually strongest near the upper
boundary, which occurs commonly at a depth of 40-80 cm from the mineral
surface. The color of the duric horizon usually differs little from that
of the moderately coarse textured to coarse textured parent material, and
the structure is usually massive or very coarse platy. Air-dry clods of
duric horizons do not slake when immersed in water. and moist clods at
least 3 cm thick usually cannot be broken in the hands.
Fragipan--See,definition
of "x".
Orstein--This is a strongly cemented podzolic B horizon at least 3 cm thick
that occurs in more than one-third of the exposed face of the pedon.
Ortstein horizons are generally reddish brown to very dark reddish brown.
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Placic horizon--This is a thin layer (commonly 5mm or less thick) or a
series of thin layers that are irregular or involuted, hard, imprevious,
often vitreous, and dark reddish brown to black. Placic horizons may be
cemented by Fe, Al-organic complexes (Bhfc or Bfc), hydrated Fe oxides
(Bgfd, or a mixture of Fe and Mn oxides.
Podzolic B horizon--This diagnostic horizon is defined by the following morphological and chemical properties:
Morphological
1.

It is at least 10 cm thick.

2.

The moist crushed color is either black, or the hue is 7.5YR or
redder or 10 YR near the upper boundary and becomes yellower
with depth. The chroma is higher than 3 or the value is 3 or
less.

3.

The accumulation of amorphous material is indicated by brown to
black coatings on some mineral grains or brown to black
microaggregates. Also there is a silty feel when the material
is rubbed wet, unless it is cemented.

4.

The texture is coarser than clay.

Chemical
Two kinds of podzolic B horizons are differentiated chemically.
1.

Very low Fe. Such a podzolic B horizon (Bh) must be at least 10
cm thick and have more than 1% organic C, less than 0.3%
pyrophosphate-extractableFe, and a ratio of organic C to
pyrophosphate-extractableFe of 20 or more.

2.

Contains appreciable Fe as well as Al. Such a podzolic B
horizon (Bf or Bhf) must be at least 10 cm thick and have an
organic C content of more than 0.5%. It contains 0.6% or more
pyrophosphate-extractableAl and Fe in textures finer than sand
and 0.4% or more in sands (coarse sand to very fine sand). The
ratio of pyrophosphate-extractableAl and Fe to clay (less than
2 m) is more than 0.05. Pyrophosphate-extractableFe is at
least 0.3%, or the ratio of organic C to
pyrophosphate-extractableEC is less than 20, or both are true.
Not all Bh, Bhf, and Bf horizons are podzolic B horizons because
a podzolic B has a depth requirement and Bh, Bhf, and Bf
horizons do not.

Solonetzic B horizon--The term includes both Bn and Bnt horizons. These horizons have prismatic or columnar primary structure that breaks to blocky
secondary structure; both structural units have hard to extremely hard
consistence when dry. The ratio of exchangeable Ca to Na is 10 or less.
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Lithic layer--This is a consolidated bedrock layer (R) within
the control section below a depth of 10 cm. The upper surface of a lithic
layer is a lithic contact.
Mull--This is a zoogenous, forest humus form consisting of an intimate mixture
of well-humified organic matter and mineral soil with crumb or granular
structure that makes a gradual transition to the horizon underneath.
Because of the activity of burrowing microfauna, (mostly earthworms),
partly decomposed organic debris does not accumulate as a distinct layer
(F layer) as in mor and moder. The organic matter content is usually
5020% and the C:N ratio 10-15. It is a kind of Ah horizon.
.

Organic Horizons
Organic horizons are found in Organic soils and commonly at the surface of
mineral soils. They may occur at any depth beneath the surface in buried
soils or overlying geologic deposits. They contain more than 17% organic
C (approximately30% organic matter) by weight. Two groups of these
horizons are recognized; the 0 horizons and the L, F, and H horizons.
O--This is an organic horizon developed -mainlyfrom mosses, rushes, and
woody materials. It is divided into the following subhorizons.
Of--This is an 0 horizon consisting largely of fibric materials that are
readily identifiableas to botanical origin. A fibric horizon (Of) has 40
40% or more of rubbed fiber by volume and a pyrophosphate index of 5 or
more. If the rubbed fiber volume is 75% or more, the pyrophosphate
criterion does not apply. Fiber is defined as the organic material
retained on loo-mesh sieve (0.15 mm), except for wood fragments that
cannot be crushed in the hand and are larger than 2 cm in the smallest
dimension. Rubbed fiber is the fiber that remains after rubbing a sample
of the layer about 10 times between the thumb and forefinger. Fibric
material usually is classified in the von Post scale of decomposition as
class 1 to class 4. Three kinds of fibric horizons are named. Fenno
horizons are derived from rushes, reeds, and sedges. Silvo horizons are
derived from wood, moss with less than 75% or the volume being Sphagnum
. spp., and other herbaceous plants. Sphagno horizons are derived from
sphagnum mosses.
Cm--This is an 0 horizon consisting of mesic material, which is at a stage
of decomposition intermediatebetween fibric and humic materials. The
material is partly altered both physically and biochemically. It does not
meet the requirementsof either a fibric or a humic horizon. Mesic
material usually is classified in the von Post scale of decomposition as
class 5 or 6.
Oh--This is an 0 horizon consisting of humic material, which is at an
advanced stage of decomposition. The horizon has the lowest amount of
fiber, the highest bulk density, and the lowest saturated water-holding
capacity of the 0 horizons. It is very stable and changes very little
physically or chemically with time unless it is drained. The rubbed fiber
content is less than 10% by volume and the pyrophosphate index is 3 or
less. Humic material usually is classified in the von Post scale of
decompositionas class 7 or higher and rarely as class 6.
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The methods of determining the properties of fibric, mesic, and humic
materials are outlined later in this chapter.
Oco--This is coprogenous earth, which is a limnic material that coccurs in
some Organic soils. It is deposited in water by aquatic organisms such as
algae or derived from underwater and floating aquatic plants subsequently
_
modified by aquatic animals.
L, F, and H--These are organic horizons that developed primarily from the accumulation of leaves, twigs, and woody materials with or without a minor
component of mosses. Usually they are not saturated with water for
prolonged periods.
L--This is an organic horizon that is characterized by an accumulation of
organic matter derived mainly from leaves, twigs, and woody materials
in which the original structures are easily discernible.
F--This is an organic horiozn that is characterized by an accumulation of
partly decomposed organic matter derived mainly from leaves, twigs,
and woody materials. Some of the original structures are difficult
to recognize. The material may be partly comminuted by soil fauna as
in moder, or it may be a partly decomposed mat permeated by fungal
hyphae as in mor.
H--This is an organic horizon that is characterized by an accumulation of
decomposed organic matter in which the original structures are
indescernible. This horizon differs from the F by having greater
humification due chiefly to the action of organisms. It is
frequently intermixed with mineral grains, especially near the
junction with a mineral horizon.
Named Layers and Materials of Organic Soils
Fibric, mesic, and humic materials were defined under Of, Om, and Oh.
Some typical physical properties of fibric and humic materials are listed
below. Mesic material has intermediatephysical properties.

Bulk density (g/cm3)
Total porosity (% vol)
0.1 bar Hz0 content (% vol)
Hydraulic conductivity (cm/hr)

Fibric
material

Humic
material

to.075
>90
(48
>6

(0.195
(85
>70
(0.1

Limno layer -- This is a layer or layers 5 cm or more thick of coprogenous
earth (sedimentarypeat), diatomaceous earth, or marl. Except
for some of the coporgenous earths containing more than 30%
organic matter, most of these limno materials are inorganic.

.
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Coprogenous earth is composed of aquatic plant debris modified by aquatic
animals. It makes slightly viscous water suspensions and is slightly
plastic but not sticky. The material shrinks upon drying to form clods
that are difficult to rewet and often tend to crack along horizontal
planes. It has very few or no plant fragments recognizable to the naked
eye, a pyrophosphate index of 5 or more, and a dry color value of less
than 5. The cation exchange capacity (C.E.C.) is less than 240 meq/lOOg
organic matter. It is designated Oco in horizon descriptions.
Diatomaceous earth is composed mainly of the siliceous shells of
diatoms. It has a matrix color value of 4+1, if not previously dried,
that changes on drying to the permanent, 1Tght gray or whitish color of
diatoms. The diatom shells can be identifeid by microscopic (440 X)
examination. Diatomaceous earth has a pyrophosphate index of 5 or more.
It is frequentlymore nearly mineral than organic in composition. It is
designated C in horizon descriptions.
Marl is composed of the shells of aquatic animals and CaCC3
precipitated in water. It has a moist color value of 6+1 and effervesces
with dilute HCl. The color of the matrix usually does f;btchange on
drying. Marl contains too little organic matter to coat the carbonate
particles. It is designated Ck in horizon descriptions.
Cumulo layer--This consists of a layer or layers of mineral material in Crganit soils. Either the combined thickness of the mineral layers is more
than 5 cm or a single mineral layer, 5-30 cm thick occurs. One continuous
mineral layer more than 30 cm thick in the middle or bottom tier is a
terric layer.
Terric layer--This is an unconsolidatedmineral substratum not underlain by
organic matter, or one continuous unconsolidatedmineral layer (with less
than 17% organic carbon) more than 30 cm thick in the middle or bottom
tiers underlain by organic matter, within a depth of 160 cm from the
surface.
Lithic layer--This is a consolidatedmineral layer (bedrock) occurring within
lo-160 cm of the surface of Organic soils.
Hydric layer--This is a layer of water that extends from a depth of not less
than 40 cm from the organic surface to a depth of more than 160 cm.
c

Tests for DistinguishingOrganic Layers
Unrubbed and rubbed fiber. See methods 2.71 and 2.72 in Manual on Soil
Sampling and Methods of AnalysisV(McKeague1976).
Pyrophosphate index. Place 1 g of sodium pyrophosphate in a small
plastic, screwjtoppedcontainer, add 4 ml of water and stir. With a syringe
measure a 5 cm sample of moist organic material as in method 2.71 and place
it in the plastic container, stir, and let stand overnight, Mix the sample
thoroughly the next day. Using tweezers insert one end of a strip of
chromatographicpaper about 5 cm long vertically into the suspension. With
the screw top in place to avoid evaporation, let the paper strip stand in the
suspension until it is wetted to the top. Remove the paper strip with
tweezers, cut off and discard the soiled end, and blot the remainder of the
strip on absorbent paper. Read the value and chroma of the strip using good
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illuminationand viewing the strip through the holes in the Munsell chart.
The pyrophosphateindex is the difference between the Munsell value and chroma
of the strip.
von Post scale of decomposition. In this field test squeeze a sample of
the organic material within the closed hand. Observe the color of the
solution that is expressed between the fingers, the nature of the fibers, and
the proportion of the original sample that remains in the hand. Ten classes
are defined in section 10H of this manual.
Rules Conerning Horizon and Layer Designations
1.

Do not use the uppercase letters A, B, and 0 sinply for horizons in pedon
descriptions,but accompany them by a lowercase suffix (e.g. Ah, Bf, or
Om) indicating the estimated nature of the modification of the horizon
from the parent material. The horizon and layer designations I,,F, H, R,
and W may be used alone, and the horizon designation C may be used alone
except when the material is affected by reducing conditions (Cg),
cementation (Cc), salinity (Cs or Csa), or CaC03 (Ck or Cca).

2.

Unless otherwise specified, additional lowercase suffixes indicate a
feature or features in addition to those characteristic of the defined
main horizon. For example, the symbol Btg indicates that in addition to
illuvial clay in the B horizon there is evidence of strong gleying. Some
combinationssuch as Bmj are not used. In some cases, such as Bgf and
Bhf, the combination of suffixes has a specific meaning that differs from
the sum of the two suffixes used singly.

3.

All horizons except A and B, and B and A may be vertically subdivided by
consecutivenumeral suffixes. The uppermost subdivision is indicated by
the numeral 1; each successive subdivisionwith depth is indicated by the
next numeral. This convention is followed regardless of whether or not
the horizon subdivisionsare interruptedby a horizon of a different
character. For example, an acceptable subdivision of horizons would be:
Ael, Bf, Ae2, Btl, Bt2, Cl, C2. In some instances it may be useful for
sampling purposes to subdivide a single horizon, for example, Blm-1,
Bml-2, Blm-3.

4.

Roman numerals are prefixed to horizon and layer designations to
indicate parent material discontinuitiesin the profile, The Roman
numeral I is understood for the uppermost material and is not written.
Subsequently,contrastingmaterials are numbered consecutively in the
order in which they are encountered downawrd, that is II, III, and so on.

5.

For transitionalhorizons only uppercase letters are used as follows:
If the transition is gradual, use AB, BC, etc. If the horizons are
interfingeredin the transitionalzone, use A and B, B and C, etc. The
dominance of horizons in the transitional zone may be shown by order, AB
or BA, etc. etc.

6.

The designations for diagnostic.
horizons must be given in the sequence
shown in the horizon definitions, e.g., Ahe not Aeh.

7. Where j is used, the suffix or suffixes that it modifies are written after
other horizon suffixes, e.g., Btnj, Bntj, Bfjtj, Bfcjgj.
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Although definitions are given for all horizon symbols. all possible
combinations of horizon designationshave not been covered and all horizons
having the same designation do not have identical properties. Therefore
horizon descriptions are necessary.
Need for Precise Definitions of Horizons and Layers
In many cases the definitions of soil horizons may seem almost
pedantically specific. For example, the suffix "t" indicates a horizon
enriched with silicate clay. However, a Bt horizon must have a clay content
exceeding that of the overlying eluvial horizon by specified amounts depending
upon texture. For example, if the clay content of the Ae is lo%, that of the
Bt must be 13% or more; if the clay content of the Ae is 40%, that of the Bt
must be 48% or more. Also a Bt horizon must have thickness that meets
specified limits and clay skins on ped surfaces or oriented clay in pores.
Some B horizons that are slightly enriched with silicate clay are not Bt
horizons. For example; two pedons X and Y have clay contents as follows: X:
Ae - 20%, B - 22%, C - 21%; Y: Ae - 20%, B - 25%, C--21%. If there is no
parent material discontinuity in either pedon, and both have B horizons more
than 5 cm thick with clay skins on ped surfaces, the B horizon of pedon Y is a
Bt, but that of pedon X is not. The two pedons would probably be closely
similar if they were derived from similar materials in the same areas but they
would be classified in different orders (Luvisolic and Brunisolic) because one
has a Bt horizon and the other does not. Yet the difference in the clay
contents of the B horizons is only 3% and it could result from analytical
error. If the descriptions of the pedons indicated no difference in the
development of B horizons, the particle size data would be checked. In most
cases, clay skins would be thicker and more continuous in the B horizon of
pedon Y than in that of pedon X.
From the point of view of the soil surveyor in the area, pedons X and Y
are closely similar soils that belong in the same class even at the series
level and certainly at the order level. However, for the soil taxonomist
concerned with ordering the information on the whole population of soils in
the country the classificationof pedons X and Y in different orders is
inevitable for two reasons. Soils have a continuum of properties, and
specific limits are essential if soil taxonomy is to be applied in a uniform
manner by users of the system. The classificationof pedons X and Y in
different orders does not imply that the use interpretationsmust be different
nor that the pedons must be separated and delineated in mapping. This depends
on the pattern of distributionof the pedons X and Y and the scale of
mapping. The indication that pedon X does not have a Bt horizon and that
pedon Y does simply informs pedologists that the two B horizons have
properties such that they are on opposite sides of the man-made line through
the continuum of properties indicating the development of a horizon enriched
in silicate clay. The alternativesof vague specificationsof limits of
diagnostic horizons or of relying on individual judgements lead to chaos in
the ordering of soil information throughout the country.
The specific horizon definitions are based on the generalizationof
properties of horizons of real soils that are thought to be representativeof
the main soil classes and reflect the kinds and degrees of soil development.
Whenever possible, the specificationsare based on observable or easily
measurable properties and they are modified as the knowledge of soils
increases and as concepts change. Because of the lack of sufficient
knowledge, some soil horizons are not defined adequately.
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APPENDIX 5
DATA FIELD* NAMES USED FOR DATA RETRIEVAL
DETAIL FORM
(green on white for field description;
brown on white for analytical data)
HEADER
1A
1v
1c
1D
1E
1F

Province
Year
Profile ID No.
Unit
Survey Lab.
Soil Series Code

IDENTIFICATION
2A
Objectives
Surveyor initials
2Al
Purpose
2A2
Status
2A3
2A31 Status
2A32
Deviation
2A33 Deviation
2B

2A4 Extent
2A5 Survey report no.
2A6 Photo

IncludedModules and Credibility

2B1
2B2
2B3

2B4
2B5
2B6
2B7
2B8
2B9

Identification
Location
Climate
Vegetation
Interpretation
Special notes
Site description
Classification
Morphology

2BlO Methods
2Bll Chemical data (survey)
2B12 Chemical data (fert.)
2B13 Physical data (survey)
2Bk4 Physical data (eng.)
2B15 Mineral data
2B16 Special analytical data
2B17 Unassigned

LOCATION
3A
3B
3c

3D
3E
3F
3G

Municipality,County, or District
Lot No., LSD, River Lot No.
Lot No. Modifier
Quarter Section
Section No.'
Township
Township Modifier

*A data "field" represents a specific unit of data. The alphanumeric field
"names" are codes that identify data units of any size. For example, if all vegetation data are required, then field name 5 is the code used. If field name 5Bl
is used, only the data for the first key species listing will be retrieved.

.

5.2
Range or Concession
3H
35
Heading
Meridian
3K
NTS Map Area
3L
Primary quadrangle
3Ll
Alpha division
3L2
Point Location
3M
3Ml
Latitude
3M11 Degrees
3M12 Minutes
3M13
Seconds

3L3 Numeric division
3L4 Direction

.

3M2 Longitude
3M21
Degrees
3M22 Minutes
3M23
Seconds

3M3 Military grid reference
3M31 Zone
3M32 Alpha letter
3M33 100 000 metre
3M34 Easting
3M35 Northing
4

CLIMATE
Elevation of Site
4A
Value
4Al
Unit
4A2
Climate Reference Station
4B
4Bl
Name of station
4B2
Relevance
4c
Mean
4Cl
4Cll
4Cl2

Soil Temperature
Annual
Depth (cm)
Temperature ("C)

4C2 Summer
4C21 Depth (cm)
4C22 Temperature ("C)

4D
Soil
4Dl
4Dll
4D12
4D13

Temperature Readings
I
Depth (cm)
Month
Temperature ("C)

4D2 IL
.
4D21 Depth (cm)
4D22 Month
4D23 Temperature ("C)

4D3
4D31
4D32
4D33

III
Depth (cm)
Month
Temperature ("C)

P

5

VEGETATION
Vegetation
5A
General
SAl
Modifier
5A2
5B
Key Species Listing
I- genus and species
5Bl
5B2
II - genus and species
III - genus and species
5B3

5.3

Vegetation Listing
5c
Listing
5Cl
Listing (cont'd)
5C2
6

INTERPRETATIONS
CL1 Agriculture
6A
CL1 capability
6Al
6All Class
6A12 Subclass

6A2 Special use
6A21 Use
6A22 Class
6A23 Subclass

6B
CL1 Forestry
Class
681
6B2
Class modifier

6B3 Subclass
6B4 Species

6C
CL1 Ungulates
6Cl
Class
Class modifier
6C2

6C3 Subclass
6C4 Species

CL1 Waterfowl
6D
6Dl
Class
Class modifier
6D2

6D3

CL1 Recreation
6E
631
CL1 capability
6Ell Class
6E12 Subclass

6E2 Other
6E21 Use
6E22 Suitability

6P
Engineering Suitability
I
6Fl
6Fll Use
6F12 Class
6F13 Subclasses
6F131 I
6F132 11
6F133 III
6F3
III
6F31 Use
.
6F32 Class
6F33 Subclasses
6F331 I
6F332 II
6F333 III
7

SPECIAL NOTES

8

SITE DESCRIPTION
8A
Parent Material
8Al
Parent material I
8All Weathering
8A12 Physical component
8A13 Chemical component
8A14 Mode of deposition .
of accumulation
8A15 Lithologicalmodifier

6F2

Subclass

II

6F21

Use
6B22 Class
6F23 Subclasses
6F231 I
6F232 II
6F233 III

8A2 Parent material II
8A21 Weathering
8A22 Physical component
8A23 Chemical component
8A24 Mode of deposition
accumulation
8A25 Lithologicalmodifier

5.4
Parent material III

8A3

8A4

Depth to bedrock (m)

8k31
8A32
8A33
8A34

Weathering
Physical component
Chemical component
Mode of deposition
or accumulation
8A35 Lithological modifier

Landform Classification
8B
8~1
Genetic materials
Modifiers
8B2
Surface expression
8B3

8B4 Modifying processes
8B5 Qualifing descriptors

8C
Slope
Percent slope
8Cl
8C2
Slope type
Class
8C3
Aspect
8C4

8C5 Sample site position on slope
8C6 Microtopography
8C7 Slope length (m)

Soil Moisture and Drainage
8~
Moisture regime subclasses
8Dl
Soil drainage classes
8~2

8D3

8~

Surface Runoff

8F

Seepage

Soil perviousness classes

Water Table
8G
Depth to water table
861
Kind of water table
8G2
Erosion
8~
8Hl
General water erosion
Gully erosion
8H2
'8H3
Win& erosion
85

Stoniness

8K

Rockiness

Present Land Use
8L
8Ll
Urban
Agriculture
8L2
8L3
Rough grazing and
rangeland
8M
Humus Forms
Terrestrial humus forms
8Ml
Hydromorphichumus forms
8~2

8L4 Woodland
8L5 Wetland
8L6 Other
8~7 Land improvements

8M3

Variants and phases of
humus forms
8M31 Texture
8M32 Humidity
8M33 Acidity
8~34 Depth

5.5
8~
Permafrost Description
8Nl
Depth to permafrost (m)
8N2
Thickness of active layer
(cd
9

Percentage of ice in control
section
8N4 Classificationof permafrost

SOIL CLASSIFICATION
9A

Year of Taxonomic System

9B

CSSC
9Bl
9B2
9B3
9B4
9B5

9c

Order
Brunisolic
Chernozemic
Cryosolic
Gleysolic
Luvisolic

Mineral Soil Family Criteria
9Cl
Particle size
9c2
Mineralogy
Soil depth
9c3
Reaction
9c4

9D
Organic Soil Family Criteria
9Dl
Organic surface tier
Mineral surface tier
9D2
9D3
Reaction

9E
Soil
9E1
9E2
9E3

10

8N3

Map Unit
Soil map unit
Soil map unit notation
Numeric modifier

9F

Mineral Soil Phases

9G

Organic Soil Phases

9B6
9B7
9B8
9B9

Organic
Podzolic
Regosolic
Solonetzic

9C5 Calcareousness
9C6 Soil temperature
9C7 Soil moisture

9D4
9D5
9D6
9D7

Soil temperature
Soil moisture
Particle size of terric layer
Limno materials

934 Associated soils
9E41 Associated soil
9E42 Associated soil

MORPHOLOGY
10A Layer/Horizon Designation
lOA
Lithological discontinuity
lOA
Master layer/horizon
10B Layer/Horizon Depth
and Thickness
lOB1
Modal or Average Horizon
Boundary Depth
lOBl1 Upper limit
lOBl2 Lower limit
1OC Layer/Horizon Color
lOC1
Color I
1OCll Aspect
1OC12 Hue
lOC13 Symbol
lOC14 Value
lOC15 Chroma

lOA Suffixes
lOA Modifier

10B2 Absolute thickness range
lOB21 Minimum
lOB22 Maximum

lOC2 Color II
lOC21 Aspect
10c22
Hue
lOC23 Symbol
10C24 Value
lOC25 Chroma

5.6
10D Thickness of Organic Deposit
10E Material Composition
Kind
lOE1
lOEl1 Percentage
lOE2
Decomposition
10F Woody Material
lOF1
Hardness
lOFl1 Size
lOF2
Woody material (volume %)
1OG PyrophosphateIndex
10H von Post Scale
101 Horizon Features present
1OJ Moisture Condition of Profile
10K Texture
lOK1
Class
lOK2
Texture modifiers
1OL Mottles
lOL1
Mottle description I
1OLll Abundance
lOL12 Size
lOL13 Contract
10L14 Color
lOL141 Value
Chroma

lOL2 Mottle description 11
lOL21 Abundance
lOL22 Size
lOL23 Contrast
lOL24 Color
lOL241 Value
Chroma

1OM Soil Structure
lOM1
Primary structure
lOMl1 Grade
lOM12 Class size
lOM13 Kind
lOM14 Kind modifier

lOM2 Secondary structure
lOM2l Grade
lOM22 Class size
lOM23 Kind
lOM24 Kind modifier

10N Consistence
lON1
Wet
lON2
Moist

lON3 Dry
lON4 Plasticity

lO# Cementation
lOB1
Cementing agent
lob2
Degree
lOy93 Extent
1OP Horizon Boundary
lOP1
Distinctness
lOP2
Form
10R Field pH
lOR1
Method
lOR2
Reaction classes

5.J
10s Clay Film Descriptions
Clay films: desc. I
LOS1
1OSll Frequency
lOSl2 Thickness
lOS13 Location
lOS14 Color
lOS141 Value
Chroma

lOS2 Clay films: desc. II
lOS21 Frequency
lOS22 Thickness
lOS23 Location
10S24 Color
lOS241 Value
Chroma

10T Root
lOT1
lOT2
lOT3

lOT4 Orientation
10T5 Distribution

Description
Root penetration depth
Abundance
Size

1OU Horizon Porosity
General porosity
lOU1
Pore description
lOU2
lOU21 Abundance
lOU22 Size
lOU23
lOU24

Orientation
Distribution

1OV Concretions,Nodules, and Casts
Descriptions
Concretions: desc. I
lOV1
lOVl1 Kind
lOV12 Abundance
lOV13 Size
lOV14 Location
lOV15 Shape
lOV16 Color
lOV161 Value
Chroma

LOU25 Continuity
lOU26 Morphology
lOU27 Pore type

lOV2 Concretions: desc. II
lOV21 Kind
lOV22 Abundance
lOV23 Size
lOV24 Location
lOV25 Shape
lOV26 Color
lOV261 Value
Chroma

LOW Effervescence
Reagent
low1
Degree of effervescence
lOW2
10X Calcareousness
1OY Salinity
1OZ Secondary Carbonate Description
lOZ1
Continuity and distribution
Abundance of carbonate areas
1022
Size of areas
1023
Shape and characteristics
1024
10241 Streaks
10242 Spots
1OAA Coarse Fragments
lOAA1 Description
lOAA2 Percent by volume

1025 Consistence of carbonate areas
10251 Moist
10252 Dry
1026 Color
10261 Value
Chroma

5.8
11

ANALYTICAL METHODS
11A Sample Collection and Preparation
Field sampling
llA1
llA2
Sample preparation
11B Size Base for Reporting
1lC Number of Samples
11D pH
1lDl
pH value 1
llDl1 Sample state
llD12 Method

llD2 pH value 2
llD21 Sample state
llD22 Method

1lE Organic Carbon
11F Total Nitrogen
11G Calcium Carbonate Equivalent
11H Calcite and Dolomite
1lJ Extractable Acidity
11K Cation Exchange Capacity
Permanent charge
llK1
llK2
Buffered
11L Exchangeable Cations
llL1
Neutral salt
LlLll Extractant
llL12 Analytical procedure

llL2 Buffered
llL21 Method used
llL22 Analytical procedure

11M Extractable Iron and Aluminum
llM1
Value 1
llM2
Value 2
11N Extractable Manganese
116 Electrical Conductivity
llS1
Paste
llP2
Instrument
11P Water Extract Determinations
llP1
Extract source
Reporting unit
llP2
llP3
Extract determinations
llP31 Ca
llP32 Mg
llP33 Na
llP34 K
llP35 co3

llP36
llP37
llP38
llP39

HC03
Cl
SO4
NO3

5.9
11R Nitrate-N
llR1
Unit
llR2
Method
11s Ammonium-N
llS1
Unit
llS2
Method
11T InorganicAvailable P
llT1
Unit
llT2
Method
1lU Organic P
LlUl
Unit
llU2
Method
11V Available K
1lVl
Unit
llV2
Method
11W Available S
llW1
Unit
llW2
Method
11X Extractable Cu
11x1
Unit
11x2
Method
11Y Extractable Zn
1lYl
Unit
llY2
Method
1lZ Rubbed Fiber
1lAA Unrubbed Fiber
1lBA Percent Ash
1lCA Particle Size Analysis
11CAl Pretreatmentremoval
llCA2 Dispersion
llCA3 Method
1lDA Bulk Density
LlDAl Sample state
llDA2 Method
llDA3 Organic soils
1lEA Specific Gravity
LlFA Water Content and retention porosity
llFA1 Sample preparation
llFA2 Sample state
llFA3 Method

5.10
1lGA Atterberg Limits
LlGAl Plastic limit
llGAl1 Sample state
llGA12 Method

llGA2 Liquid limit
llGA21 Sample state
llGA22 Method

1lHA Shrinkage Limit
1lHAl Sample state
llHA2 Method
1lJA Optimum Moisture Content
11&I Maximum Dry Density
1lLA Cole Value
1lMA Sands and Silts
llMA1 Size 1
llMAl1 Size of fraction from llMA12 Size of fraction to llMAl3 Fraction percentage of sample
llMA14 mineral 1
llMA15 mineral 2
llMA16 mineral 3
llMA17 mineral 4
llMA18 mineral 5
llMA19 mineral 6
llMAll0 mineral 7
llMAll1 Pretreatmentremoval of
llMA112 Saturating cations
llMA113 Identifying techniques

1lNA Clays
llNA1 Size 1
llNAl1 Size of fraction from llNA12 Size of fraction to llNA13 Fraction percentage of sample
llNA14 mineral 1
llNA15 mineral 2
llNA16 mineral 3
llNAl7 mineral 4
llNA18 mineral 5
llNA19 Pretreatment remove1 of
llNAll0 Saturating cations
llNAll1 Identifying techniques

1lOA Elemental Analysis
1lOAl Dissolving the sample
lloA2 Analytical procedure
1lPA Heavy Metal Analysis
1lPAl Dissolving the sample
llPA2 Analytical procedure

llMA2 Size 2
llMA21 Size of fraction from llMA22 Size of fraction to llMA23 Fraction percentage
,of sample
llMA24 mineral 1
llMA25 mineral 2
llMA26 mineral 3
LlMA27 mineral 4
llMA28 mineral 5
llMA29 mineral 6
llMA210 mineral 7
llMA211 Pretreatment remove1 of
,llMA212 Saturating cations
llMA213 Identifying techniques

llNA2 Size 2
llNA21 Size of fraction from llNA22 Size of fraction to llNA23 Fractibn percentage
of sample
llNA24 mineral 1
llNA25 mineral 2
llNA26 mineral 3
llNA27 mineral 4
llNA28 mineral 5
_ llNA29 Pretreatmentremoval of
llNA210 Saturating cations
llNA211 Identifying techniques

5.11
1lRA Specific Surface Area

.

1lSA Aggregate Stability
1lTA InfiltrationRate
1lUA Hydraulic Conductivity
1lVA Porosity
12

CHEMICAL DATA (SURVEY)
12A

Laboratory Sample No.

l2B Sampling Depths
12Bl
Upper
12B2
Lower
12C pH
12Cl
12c2

Value 1
Value 2

12D Organic Carbon
12E Pyrophosphate-extractableCarbon
12F

Total Nitrogen

12G

Calcium Carbonate Equivalent

12H

Calcite

125 Dolomite
12K Extractable Acidity
12L Exchangeable Cations - Neutral Salt
12Ll
Ca
12L2
Mg
.
12L3
Al
12M C.E.C.
12Ml
Buffered
12M2
Permanent charge
12N Exchangeable Cations - Buffered
12Nl
Ca
12N2
Mg
12N3
Na
12N4
K
l#
Extractable Iron
1281
I
12f2
11

5.12
12P Extractable Aluminum
12Pl
I
12P2
11
12R ExtractableManganese
12s Electrical Conductivity
12T Water Extract Determinations
12TL
% H20 at saturation
12T2
Ca
12T3
Mg
12T4
Na
12T5
K
13

cm4m~
13A
13B
13c
13D
13E
13F
136
13H

14

,

DATA (FERTILITY)

Nitrate-N
Ammonium-N
Inorganic Available P
Organic P
Available K
Available S
Extractable Cu
Extractrable Zn

PHYSICAL DATA (SURVEY)
14A Rubbed Fiber
l4B Unrubbed Fiber
14C % Ash
14D Particle Size Analysis
14Dl
% passing
14Dll 3 in. sieve
14D12 314 in. sieve
14D13 no. 4 sieve
14Dl4 no. 10 sieve

i4E Bulk Density
14F Specific Gravity
146 Moisture Status
14Gl
l/10 atm.
14G2
l/3 atm.
1463
15 atm.
15

12T6 Co3
12T7 HC03
12T8 Cl
12T9 SO4
12TlO NO4

PHYSIC

DATA (ENGINEERING)

15A Atterberg limits
15Al
Plastic limit
15A2
Liquid limit

14D2 % of sample
14021 V.C. sand
14D22 c. sand
14D23 .med. sand
14D24 f. sand
14D25 v.f. sand
14D26 total sand
14D27 70-2 m silt
14D28 50-2 ~pnsilt
14029 2 urnclay
14D210 0.2 pm clay

14G4 Hygr. moisture
14G5 Field moisture

5.13
15B
15C
15D
15E
15F
15G

Shrinkage Limit
Optimum Moisture Content
Maximum Dry Density
Cole Value
AASTHO class
Unified Class

16 MINERALOGICAL DATA

17

16A Sands and Silts
Size 1
16Al
16All mineral 1
16A12 mineral 2
16A13 mineral 3
16A14 mineral 4
16A15 mineral 5
16A16 mineral 6
16Al7 mineral 7

16A2 Size 2
16A21 mineral
16822 mineral
16A23 mineral
16A24 mineral
16A25 mineral
16826 mineral
16A27 mineral

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

16B Clays
16Bl
Size 1
16Bll mineral
16B12 mineral
16B13 mineral
16Bl4 mineral
16B15 mineral

16B2 Size 2
16B21 mineral
16B22 mineral
16B23 mineral
16B24 mineral
16B25 mineral

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

SPECIAL ANALYTICAL DATA
17A Elemental Analysis
17Al
Si
17A2
Al
17A3
Fe
17A4
Mg
17A5
Ca
17A6
Mn
17A7
K
17B Heavy Metal Analysis
17Bl
Lead
17B2
Mercury
Cobalt
17B3
17B4
Selenium
17B5
Boron
17B6
Arsenic
17B7
Beryllium
17B8
Cadmium
Chromium
17B9

17A8 Na
17A9 Ti
17AlO C
17All P
17A12 S
17A13 H20

17BlO Molybdenum
17Bll Strontium
17B12 Vanadium
17B13 Manganese
17B14 Zinc
l7B15 Nickel
17B16 Copper
13B17 Fluorine
17B18 Iodine

17C Dispersion Ratio
17D Specific Surface Area
17DL
Total
17Dll
Soil sample
17D12
2 urnfraction

17D2 Internal
17D21 Soil sample
17D22 2 vrnfraction

5.14
17E Aggregate Stability
17F Infiltration
5 min
17Fl
10 min
17F2
17G

17F3 15 min
17F4 60 min

InfiltrationRate (Steady State)

17H Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity
175 Porosity
Total
1751
Micro
1752
17K Basic PetrographicNumber
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